US. Department of Justice Criminal DivisiOn
Washington, DC 20530-0001

January 6, 2020

Mr. Robert Peernock #H14797 A3-109
R.J.D.C.F. (DONOVAN)
480 ALTA RD
San Diego, CA 92179
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This letter is in response to correspondence to the Department of Justice dated October
23, 2019. We apologize for the delay in response. In this letter, your second letter to the
ed i a
ic ofﬁcials in the state of California have been en
Department, you allege that
pattern of comipn that has included kic

ac

and bribes to inﬂuence 0 1cial a 'on on a

variety of ﬁrglgcts 1n the state. §ou also make a host of alleggpgg of cup}3l wrongdomg
against pp tip e politigjaps and judges on the state and/or federal level.
[ibis corruption, you contend, led to o '
ﬁll conviction of o
ife’s
claim ou made in our ﬁrst
t. t a so appears at in 1991, you were
convicted of murdering your estranged wife and attempting to murder your daughter for ﬁnancial
'
1'
gain. The Department of Justice rosecutes cases a ainst ublic ofﬁcials who violate the
federal criminal laws. Before an invest1gation can Be initiated, there has to be speciﬁc and
credible evidence that a public ofﬁcial may have committed a crime. If such evidence exists, an
investigative agency, such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), commences an
investigation. If the investigation turns up sufficient evidence, the Publig Integriﬂ Section of the
Department of Justicea or the United States Attorney's Ofﬁce in the District, prosecutes the case.
Thank you for writing the Attorney General. We hope this information is lglpful.

Sincerely,

Correspondence Management Staff
Ofﬁce of Administration

Reference Number:

B300814674

Forﬁtrther correspondence please email criminal. division@usdgi. gov, Shouldyou wish to
speak'to a representative please call (202) 353-4641 andprovide the reference number.

'RObert Peernock

H14797, A1—109

a

'

R-._J.D.C.F. (Donovan)

4

.'

480 Alta Rd.

San Diego, CA 92179'

August 201'; 2020 .
_Donald Thnnnp,,U.S. President'

WilliaﬂlBa§§h U.S~ Attorneveneral
Constitutibnal Ave. & 10th. St.; NW

waShington, DC 20530

Reference Number: W '
Dear Sir:

'

'

W

‘Was President Trump allowed.to see and read the documents sent on this organized crime in
California? Or were they intentionally kept from him?.Following is the preVious ID's or Case Nos..of the numerous documents on this organized
‘ -crime and racketeering that I sent:
ID 4346409 (Contains extensives details of this organized crime/Civil Rights violations.)
4
,
‘
'
'
ID 4107777
ID 4056113
DA 300637339
DA 300636042‘
.ID 3928520
ID 3924798
1. This massive_racketeering and organized crime on contracts has cost the taxpayers,
both State and Federal taxpayers, many billions each year. ,This has resulted in many

disasters because the contractors did not comply with contract specifications because
these in-pgwer were receiving kick-pggks. Any Inspector or Engineer brave enough to blow
the whistle on this ongoing organized crime. was retaliated against, removed, assaulted, '
'
and/or killed—-depending on how.much they knew.-

.2.

AAQ Schwab and his racketeering conspirators killed many people to keep this organized 9

.crime a secret from the public.

And because 0

this racketeering on contracts with the

resulting diasters. many, many people were Eﬁlled--as exlained in previous documents sent
to the 0.8. JUstice Dept. and President Trump. Besides this massive racketeering on

-\

contracts—swith kick—backs to AAG schwab and the Attorney General's office, the Governors,

key Judges. key Legislators, etc.--Schwab set—up secret..illegalvh£i§§§ to £4; QQQ.L°S

'Angeles*dUdges.

Los Angeles provides the most bodies for this huge prison system created-.,.E

.

by AAG Schwab and his conspirators.
3.

And Schwab made himself a L.A. Judge to direct all the L.A. Judges to carry-out this

corruption and racketeering of convicting all ordinary,-powerless citizens ensnared into
their courts. And so the Judges pressure and bribe all defense attorneys to block all

defenses for the accused—-or the Judges would conspire to destroy the defense attorneys.
,-That is:

For the defense attorneys to conspire with the Judges, Prosecutors and

Detectives to rig convictions by blocking and hiding all defense (exculpatory) evidence,
and harassing_and retaliating against defense witnesses--and When necessary killing
‘
A
defense witnesses to prevent their testimony.

1.

4. And to conspire with.the Los Angeles County Jail Administrators and Deputies to
torture, and to use beatings. and all kinds—6f retaliatioﬁ‘and harassment to block the
falsely accused from being able to prepare a defense. The Attorney‘s Room was both audio
and video bugged to find any defense attorney who attempted to defend the falsely_accused
and imprisoned at L.A. County Jail.

And the L.A. Jail Deputies would then threaten,

harass or beat—up the defense attorney(s) in the parking lot. And/or the defense'
attorneys would.be set-up on false charges by the Deputies or the LAPD Cops.
‘

5. This was so_ma§§iy§_imprisgnmgnt could be achieved for profit. And Schwab and his
conSpirators created the largest prison system in the world.‘ And the most corrupt legal
system in the United States, and the most corrupt legal system in the wbrld.' And‘éggL ,
Judg§_who would not go along with this organized crime of the California court system was

removed, retaliated against, or killed.

6.

'

.SchwabL as the Assistant Attorney General (AAG) argued.at.the U.S. Supreme Court that

jmlgxggin California has a Constitutional Right to represent themself--as'long as their
bribed defense attorneys are forced.on the accused they will be convicted. The U.S.
Supreme Court in Faretta V. Califgrgia §;9752 ruled and ordered AAG Schwab to stop

violating citizens of their right to represent themselves.
obey the ruling and order of the U.S. Supreme Court.

Schwab. though, refused to

,[Schwab and his conspirators would

let an accused who did not have the abilit' to represent himself, but not someone
"intelligent enough to present his defense.ﬁ And Schwab continued his racketeering and
- corruption sdheme of mass imprisonment for profit.
'

7.

And Schwab made the same argument to the Rose Bird State.Supreme Court in-Peo 1e v.

Jgseph $19832.

And Chief Judge Rose Bird again ordered SChwab to stop.violating c1tizensl

Constitutional Rights as the U.S. Supreme Court had ordered.

But Schwab again refused to

obey the State Supreme Court as he refused to obey the.U.S. Supreme Court, in Faretta, and

refused to obey the U.S. Constitution, and Schwab and his conspirators spent many millions

of taxpayers' dollars in a.ma§siy§_§ampaigui to‘ impeach Rose Bird and 3 other_honest
Judges-on the State Supreme Court. And Schwab replaced these honest Judges with those who

would violate the Constitutional Rights of citizens to assist schwab in his racketeering

scheme of mass imprisbnment for profit. And the prisoner population increased in
California from about 30.000 to over 170,000.
'
-

8._ Schwab came up_with the illegal, phoney excuse that:

If a defendant requested his

Constitutional.Right to-represent himself (a guaranteed Constitutional Right); orrequested to fire the defense attorney Who was bribed by the JUdges to block all-defense

'-(a Constitutional Violation); or requested to call defense witnesses (a guaranteed

Constitutional Right); or requested to introduce defense evidence that he is falsely

accused (a guaranteed Constitutional Right); or requested to confront'and question
witnesses who have been coached by the Prosecutor, Detectives, Judge and their bribed

defense attorney to give perjured testimony (a Constitutional violation), that SChwab can
have the accus§d_§haggled, beate u
'o , dugt tapgd and removed from the court-~to

make it impgssible for the innocent accused to present a defense to their false charges.

9. Schwab came up with the illegal, phoney excuse that any request for Schwab to obey the
Constitution-4his sworn oath to upheld and protect--is obstrepgrous and disruptive. And

‘Schwab repeatedly lied on the record and falsely claimed that Whistleblower Peernock was

yelling and screaming and aCting irrational, Which the record clearly shows that
Whistleblower Peernock was completely rational and clearly stating that Schwab is

.

ing all defense Widener-z to
violating all his Constitutional Rights-«and criminally-Mock
) murder of Claire, so
cover-up. main (Scl'mab, Doom, Fisk, Nelson's, and their accomplices?
ng their organized
they can frame whistleblower Peernock to stop‘him from further exposi
'
'
.
crime and racketeering on contracts and many murders.
organize crime to the
After WhistlebloWer Peernock gave detailed evidence On this.
in a. public report, and
State Auditor General's Office and the evidence was confirmed.‘
Was perfects-repeated murder
which the .Auditor Investigator stated in recorded statements
st Whi'stlebl'ower Peernock.
- attempts were .made by Schwab and his conspirators again
- 10.

lG—S, etse‘q.) six (6) of
11. .At the Egblic mploment Relations Board '(PERB cases LA-CE—
many additional
the many murder attempts againstWhistldblower' Peernock were proven. And
AAG, Schwab‘s
tsﬁwogdhavg been proven , 'but the State Attorneys working "under

._ _ __mnrde; attgpp

eys snore they would stop"— ’"“"“‘
command capitulated (threw in the toweDIEfxdmtTié'State Attorn
ses that
ation against Whistleblower “Peernock, his family, and "against witnes
all retali

_

testified against the state's organized crime.

_12.

'

-

-

that high level
During the trials--there were 7 PERB trials.--it was. also proven
State

,
State—~and the
managers ﬁn;- gtened to killlmtnesses if they testified against, the
'lie'd
eys
Attorn
State
the
,
usual
as
But,
Attorneys swore they would stop all retaliations'.
conspirators retaliated
' about . stopping all retaliations, and,Schwab 'and- his racketeering
organizedcrime and
their
of
ce
e Nam for Mblockingzthis eviden
and. _'
ally fir-ed the
pgrson
Brown
Jerry
or
Govern
many murder attempts from being exposed; After,
ts,
Auditor General for publishing the report on‘ this ongoing organized crime on contrac

he

,

..,_ .. ”inmrafcﬁfm.

. ' .

,

,

. . f

garxrzed—erimeMstigaterm

ony to cover-up this
from the Auditor. General's office was coached to giVe perjured- testim
murder attempts. As
ongoing organized crime, bribery, racketeering and many murders and
administrators
stated above”:w During the trials it was proved that high level State

‘ :M

k1

‘

Witnesses if hey testified against the State» .- ..

come from Sacramento to
13. And. Schwab and Governor Brown had the Chief Jugg' e of the- PERB.
getting into the ‘
vfrom
sit next to Judge Naiman‘ so "they couldtry to: stop the-evidence
he was coached--that
record on this ongoing organized crime. The Chief Judge claimed--as
d were "only
testifie
they
if
the-administrators who were threatening to kill, Witnesses
And. Schwab,

ed crime.
joking," in attempts by the Chief Judge to cover-:up this organiz

coming into
"after he had Judge Naiman M for NOT being. able to stop the evidence from
who sate...”
Judge
‘Chief
the
g
-rémovin
PERB—e
the record: Put his leadAttorney as} Chief of. the
from .
crime
ed
organiz
the
of;
ce
next to Judge Naim'an; but both could NOI'stop the: eviden
ongoing
this
of
PERB
the
at
re
being presented. This .was to stop any future eXposu
to make the
organized, crime and many murders. Governor Brown" teek part in this conspiracy
'
PERB "as useless as the StateAuditor General's Office.'

Just as Jerry Brown fired the Auditor General" for publishing the report on this
organized crime,organized crime, and then put in his lackey to cover-up this
racketeering on contracts
this
430
rigged—
also
was
PERB
the
racketeering, .and' many murders
_
‘ .
'
.
‘
' .- could continue._
against
15. After the State Attorneys swore that all the retaliation would cease
the State
Whistleblowe-r Peernock, his family, "and? against witnesses and their family,
14.

blower .Peernock was DOW. working as, a . .
--~At-torneys repeatedly. called the company that: Whistle
ned the company that they wanted . . *Vice President and Electronic Engineer and threate
wanted Whistleblower
Eeernock fired for being .a Whistleblower. And that the State
worked for the State.
Eeernock blacklisted state—wide for exposing Corruption when he

.

3.

And

if the Company did NOT fire Whistleblower Peernock, that the State would harass the

company out of business. 'After repeated threats, the company fired Whistleblower Peernock
as the California State Attorneys demanded.
‘
'
'
16. _The following iS‘a description of "just one" of the many murder attempts against
. Whistleblower Peernock to show "how wide-gprea " this organized crime is. During the
State wide strike by State Employees which was-in their attempts to stop this organized

crime and racketeering On contracts; and this organized crime which resulted in many

,
, injuries, many deaths and disasters.” [Jerry-Brown made many speeches when he was V
this
_During
crime.]
organized
this
all
stop
to
going
was
he
that
for_Governor
Campaigning
strike WhistlebloWer Peernock was attacked by a State Employee Deese with a knife--the
State Employee was trained in martrial arts. State Police Officer Gentile who was about
25'feet away, engaged the other people at the scene in conversation, to keep them

distracted from providing protection so this murder could be carriéd—out.‘ The employee
trained in martial arts, ran up to Whistleblower Peernock and slashed him across the '
stomaCh.

causing a 13 inch cut across his stomach.

The attacker then Karate kicked

Whistlebower Peernock twice in the stomach with the intentions of causing his intestines
'
{to spill out after the knife cut.

17.. The-attacker was then subdued, after trying to run over the Other people at the
scene. The attacker then confessed to the attempted murder. State Police Officer Gentile
'put the knife into the attacker's pocket and told him to leave the scene. Whistleblower
Peernock stated he was going to make a citizen's arrest ipfficer Gentile would not
arrest the attacker for the attempted murder. Officer Gentile stated he Would.ﬂQI allow_a

citizen's arrest.

Many of the people at the scene also said they were going to make a

citizen's arrest.

But State Police Officer Gentile told the attacker a ain to leave the

scene with his knife, and that he (State Police Officer Gentile) woul

18.

A meeting was then held with the high level Zone Chief Forest Neff.

le it.

'And Neff refused

to answer if he sent the attacker, Daniel Deese, to commit the murder attempt. After
several heated discussions Neff phoned the attacker, and then stated, to everyone at the

v

meeting, that the attacker Deese admitted the knife attack-athe attacker already admitted
the'kaife attack in front of many people at the scene, including State Police Officer
: Genti e. 4
19;rvAtethe_State7Personnel~Board Trial (Cases 11402, 11501), seVeral months later, high
level Zone Chief Neff committed_perjury and testified he didn‘t know anythigg about a

knife attack on Whistleblower Peernock. When Neff's own.report was introduced exposing
.that the attacker admitted to Neff that he attacked Whistleblower Peernock with a knife:
Neff then testified that this was a secret repgrt and no one should have had access to-his
secret report exposing this murder attempt. The very corrupt, dishonest State Judge, Who
roug t rom Sacramento to rig this
was.selected by Governor Brown and AAG Schwab an

trial to cover—up this ongoing organized crime, then tried to cover-up a
'perjury.

ignore Neff's

This cOrrupt Judge then had crucial portions of the transcripts falified.

20. After this meeting with high level Zone Chief Neff, State Police Officer Gentile and
many others, Whistleblower Peernock went to the Police Station and repgrted this murdg: ,
t._ In subsequent tape recorded discussions with the attacker, Deese, and then also
later_recorded discussions with Officer Gentile, both bragged and admitted that Officer.
Gentile phoned the police station and told the‘Cops to falsify the report and state that

ﬁg 9.1.1.1.: or injuries occurred.

And that Officer Gentile also told the Cops at the Police

4.

.

And that this was

station that they should "NOT arrest" or prosecute the attacker Deese.
hi h level State matter and it happened on State property.

The Cops and Detectives at

this Saugus7Valencia Police Station and Court House were under the command of DDA JenkinS‘

f
and Jenkins was under the ggmmggd of AAG.Schwab—-who was heavily involved in this __
organized crime on contracts.r In Subsquent.phone discussion with the Saugus/Valenciaf7
Police Station Detectives--Which were taped-4the Detectives stated whatever the State does
on their property is the State's business and we will NOT get involved. But_then a few
weeks later when State employee Andrews was paid to assault Whistleblower Peernock, even

though-Peernock was disabled and there were two eye Witnesses to-the assault by Andrews
- DDA Jenkins and his staff, and Detectives prosecuted Whistleblower Peernock. And uSed a

rigged Jury and perjured testimony to get a-conviction.
bribed to put on an incompetent defense.

And the Defense Attorney was

Andrews subsequently admitted at the WCrker’s-

' Compensation Appeals Board cases that he lied at DDA Jenkins' Criminal Trial and at the
.

State'Personnel Board Trial.
21.

.

Just a few days before this attempted murder with the knife, the State paid Mexian'

Hitmen to crash into Whistleblower Peernock's car. -Destroying Peernock's car and putting

Peernock in the hospital.v At the time of the knife attack, Whistlebower Peernock was
'disabled and recovering from the_Mexian Hitmen ramming his car.

In recorded conversations

with High Level Administrator Branter, he stated that the Mexian Hitmen paid by the State,
were NOT very good Hitmen. And that he (Peernock) only got injured in the crash.
22. And before Whistleblower Peernock got his car rammed by the Mexican Hitmen, equipment
was deliberately dropped on him and his right arm and shoulder was put in a'cast'for
several weeks. And after the knife attack WhistlebloWer Peernock was struck by a vehicle
driven by a contractor being paid by the State. And then again a few days later was

Both injuries on

struck by another vehicle driven by a contractor paid by the State.

State property. And before this Peernock's car re eatedl had his brake lines cut.
repeatedly had the nuts on his car's tires loosened and some nuts removed. And

And

Whistleblower Peernock repeatedly received phone calls threatening his life because he _

gave evidence to the Auditor General's Office on the organized crime and racketeering on.-

State contracts. The Dept. of Water Resources (DWR) main function was to steal taxpayers'
money and~give it to contractors and then those in power would get their kick—bagk§--AAG
Schwab, the Attorney General, the Governor, key Legislators, key Judges, etc.

This

organized crime was stealing from the taxpayers many billions each year.

'23.

During these many attempts by DWR and the State to kill Whistleblower Peernock, he

—————suffered many injuries, and DWR Personnel Manager Joan Napolie, Zone Chief Neff, DWR

_ Attorney Gatien and his Assistant Creel, high level DWR.Contractor Manager Eastin, all
under the command of AAG Schwab "filed papers” to fire Whistleblower Peernock, for not

providing Doctor's Certificates of his many injuries which they caused.

And when it was'

exposed that they had the Doctor's Certificates and these high level managers were lying

and were,hiding_the Doctors' Certificates:

These.dishonest managers then conspired to

"file different papers" to fire Whistleblower Peernock because he was injured and
disabled. This was a violation of the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) and also

criminal retaliation in yiglatign of the whistlebower Act Laws for exposing this organized

crime by these managers.

'

_

24. Io make this clear: After their many murder attempts, then these high level managers
"filed.papers to fire" Whistleblower Peernock using their lies and claiming they did NOT
receive the Doctor's Certificates for the days Whistleblower Peernock—had to take off due
to the many injuries they caused him.

And after their lies were exposed that they were

hiding 8 Doctors' Certificates:

The then "filed papers t0'fire" WhistlebloWer Peernock

" because he was injured and too_gisgb gd, They then after illegally tapping WhistlebloWer Peernock's phone and'hearing Peernock's phone call with.Investigator Ross of the Auditor

General:s_office, and that Peernock was going to give additioual evidence on their

organized crime and murders: They conspired with AAG Schwab, DDA Jenkins, State Police
““‘Offic r Gentile, Zone Chief Neff, DWR Attorney Gatien, and others to have-State.employee
' Andrews assault Whistleblower'Peernock.' They conspired to have Neff fire Whistleblower

Peernock and have DDA Jenkins, State Police Officer Gentile under the command of AAG
Schwab prosecute Whistleblower Peernock. This was although Whistleblower Peernock was the

victim of this assault and was disabled.

assault by Andrews.

And although two witnesses saw the entire

And this was although every witness who "testified for the State"

committed perjury--as the pgpg_reggpgipg_of the assault.proved.

And although the

.

"

witnesses who testified "against the State" were threaten to be killed by High level State
*Officials to discourage their testimony. -This set-up assault was to stop Whistleblower
Peernock from giving additional evidence to the Auditor General's Office on this organizer
crime and their many murders-~50 this racketeering on contracts could continue.

25.

When Peernock secretly gave evidence to the Auditor General's Office on this ongoing

organized crime and the Auditor General's Office published their repgrt ggpfirmipg'this
racketeering, the State and DWR then did a State wide search to find who was the

Whistleblower that exposed this ongoing organized crime on contracts.

All State employees

. were forced to fill out a detailed‘questionnaire in attempts to find who "blew the"
whistle" on this ongoing organized crime.

'

‘

'

[This was.bgfgpg_Jerry Brown fired the Auditor General and put in hi§_l§pkgy_to cover-up
this ongoing organized crime. Governor Brown's new lackey Auditor General in violation of

the law,expg§gd that Robert-Peernock.plgu_ﬂm;3md§tlg on this organized crime, so the

State and DWR could kill him.] The AuditOr General's Office states in their
~‘advertisements that whistleblowers are protected by law. And Investigator Ross under oath
stated that he told Robert Peernock that he guaranteed protection by the Auditor Generalis
' office if he gave evidence. But contrary to being protected, Governor Brown fired the,

Auditor General for exposing this organized crime, and Brown s new Auditor General then

‘

exposed that the person who gave them this evidence, which was perfect, was Peernock so he
‘and this organized crime could continue, and the taxpayers
'
'
'
'
could continUe to be ripped off for biliions each year.

As stated previously the agency, the Department of Water Resources (DWR), was organized by

Pat Brown and Jerry Brown to cover-up for contractors providing shoddy work Which did not
meet the contract Specifications, and then giving huge amount of taxpayers moneywtoithe—-———-

contractors using ”change orders" and "extra work claims," So those in power (the

Governor, the Attorney General-and Assistant Attorney General Schwab, key legislators, key
JUdges, etc.) would.get their huge kick-backs from the contractors., The entire Department
of Water Resources (DWR) was organized to carry-out this function of organized crime and

racketeering.‘ And to retaliate against anyone who exposed this ongoing organized crime of
State and Federal taxpayers' money.. And to carry out this
Stealing taxpayers' money-—both
a

organized crime ﬁjgﬁngxmmere repeatedly crossed.

After Jerry Brown left office in.12§3, he was then returned by the Democrats in.zgll_to V
continue this organized.crime. 'The PERB cases were_still going on exposing this ongoing
organiZed crime and many murders and murder attempts when Brown left office. [Before

Jerry Brown left office he made the Director of DWR, Ronald Robie a State Judge to
continue to cover-up this massive organized corruption and the.many murders, and to give

Rebie protection_from prosecution.] .
In a meeting with Director Robie's Assistant Director (before Peernock gave evidence to

going to
the Auditor General's Office) Peernock asked the Assistant Director if they were
stop the racketeering on contracts: The Assistant Director answered "NO." This organized-

the State
crime and_racketeering by DWR was ghzigy§_and well;kggwn_and was the reason that
and
ering
rackete
this
g
stoppin
State
of.the
instead
but
employees went on strike,

organized crime. the State gave the-employees‘22% percent-increase in salary to stop the
was
strike. but continued the racketeering and.organized crime on cOntracts--because it
'
meetings
all
to
flew
Eastin
Manager
Contract
filling the pockets of those in power. DWR
in a private airplane due to the huge kick-backs on contracts.

26.

To carry out this organized crime:

'

A team was made up of Kuphaldt, Shields. Eastin,

etc. Kuphaldt would go to contractors and in secret meetings would tell contractors that
~they didn't have to comply with the ggntract specification and by doing shoddy work they
would make more money. .Kuphaldt would explain how to use 'extra work claims" and "change
snxkﬂﬁb" and Shields, Eastin, etc., would keep the money'flowing to the contractors, who

organized to
.- then give huge kick—backs to those in power—-Schwab, etc. The entire DWR was
would make
contractors
the
more
the
work
the
shoddier
The
carry out this organized crime.

and the more kick-backs.- Anyone exposing this Organized crime would be retaliated against

and/or killed. Schwab and Eastin directed the retaliation against those.who exposed this
vorganized crime. There is no statute of limitation on murders. High level DWR Contract

Manager Eastin received so much money in kick-backs from this organized crime, that Eastin.
flew to all meetings in his private plane.

And Eastin set—up many meetings offering

bribes and rewards to anyone who would retaliate, injury or kill Whistleblowers.
27.

During the State Personnel Board Trial (caseﬂ11402. 11501) a §§E£§E_§QEE@§EE by high

level Zone Chief Neff was also introduced exposing that under the command of AAG schwab,

meetings were held by Neff, Eastin, State Police Officer Gentile, Attorneys for the State,
.Gatien, Ereel, etc., and. Branter and other high level officials involved in this_

organized crime, and.they offered bribes, rewards, promotions, etc., to any employee or
anyone who would make false charges, injure or kill Whistleblower Peernock. During many
.
tape recorded discussions with State Police Officer Gentile, he stated that Peernock

trying to stop the corruption was like tr 1

to hold back the ocean.

And when Gentile

stated he knew Deese tried to kill Peernock With his knife, and that Gentile knew who was
sabotaging Peernock's-cars but would NOT tell him the people doing the sabotage, Peernock
responded stating you are a Police Office why are you covering-up these crimes. Gentile

stated: "They pay my Salary, I will do whatever they tell-me; you canj$ZL,fight this
'
.
'
= p
organized crime."’

28.

Both Deese. Who attacked Whistleblower.Peernock with a knife, and Andrews, Who

asSaulted Peernock While he was disabled and lied claiming Peernock assaulted him, were at
, these meetings- AAG Schwab, DDA Jenkins, Neff, Gentile,-etc., used the assault by Andrews
to wrongfully fire Whistleblower Peernock. Andrews.also testified for DDA Jenkins and his -'
staff so they could get a wrongful congjgtjgn against Whistleblower Peernock by using the

perjured testimony of Andrews. -And Andrews Who again lied at the State Personnel Board
‘ Trial, later admitted at the Worker's.Compensation Appeals Board cases 79-VN—66676, et
seq., that the testimony he gave at-DDA Jenkins' criminal case and also the testhnony that
Andrews gave at the State Personnel Board Trial "was a lie," The dishonest JUdge
conducting the WOrker's Compensation cases, Judge Feinstein,.immediately after Andrews
admitted that his previous testimony was a lie: Stopped all proceedings and forced a
settlement. This dishonest, corrupt Judge b190k§d Whistleblower Peernock from getting the.

Couﬂranscripts in the Worker's Compensation cases. and the Judge refused to allow
Peernock to introduce any more documents and evidence exposes this organized crime by the
'
State and DWR.

29. Whi‘Stleblower Peernockdid. though. get into the record the secret internal pepgp-g by
High Level Zone'Ghief Neff on their holding many meetings during which they offered
bribes. rewards. promotion. etc. . to employees to-make false charges. injure or kill
Whistleblower Peernock. And it did also get into the Court record that Attorneys 'for the
State repeatedly called the coppg y. LE. where Whistleblower Peernock was now working as
an Elegtropic Epgineer and Vice Eresidenk-after be1ng,il.legally fired for exposing the .

State' 5 organized crime—-and the State Attorneys demanded that NEG fire Peernock because

he blewthe whistle on'corruption in the State.

And the State Attorneys threatened that

if NEG didn't fire Whistleblower Peernock that the State would harrass NEG out of

business. And the State Attorneys stated that they wanted Peernock "black-listed" because
he is. a Whistleblower. Many people employed by NEG filed sworn declaratiops in Judge .

'Fein'stein's Court. documenting the repeated threats by the State Attorneys to force NEG to
v
, _ _ '
fire Peernock. or NEG would be harassed out of. business by the State.

30. And it did get into the record that the very, dishonest Judge who conducted the State
Personnel Board Trial, deliberately Mcmcial transcripts to cover-up the
organized crime by the State and DWR. The gptire State Personnel Board Trial was tape
recorded. and the tapes proved that the Judge falsified crucial protions of the
'
transcripts to cover-up for the organized crime by the State.-

31.

Judge Feinstein, after these Worker's Compensation Cases, was determined to be a

dp'g‘mnest sex m; who sexually harassed many women and was removed as Judge. ThOse
who have WW. and a pig-pry of djlshpnesty are made California Judges. so the

State can rely on them to cover-up this ongoing organized crime, and to violate their
"oath of office" and violate the Constitutional Rights of ordinary, powerless people so
they can be mass imprisoned. And so these selected dishonest Judges would always rule .for _
.

the State.

'

awasqbrogght by AAG Schwab and Governor Brown on PERB Judge. Naiman
‘ 1 W :7 7
_v
low'érlEErnocl’x; from presenting evidence on. the organized crime
khistléb
to'hippE' and stop,
' and raZiketeering‘on State ,‘ County and'Ci'ty Contracts. ejAni to-ﬂoﬁﬁ‘lepresentipg of enlighteqi .the- may murder mm keep this organized crime a secret from the public.

Governor

Jerry "Bram goppecjI out. of the mg for Bresidenffaithougl'r he—wasxaheadfof Bill Clinton
in the polls. Those in power in'California have complete control of' the news medig in ‘
California, but W the national news media if Brown continued to run for

President.

The Chief” of the PERB flew down from Sactramento to sit next to Judge Naiman

But

to help him stop and blopk‘ the evidence on this organized crime from. 136n presented.

the Chief Judge sitting next to Judge 'Naiman assisting him .w_a_s still 110; ‘EEE to stop the

‘ evidence on this Organized crime from being presented.
33,.

'

Judge Naiman‘ and the Chief of the PERB then. stopped the proceedings and put

WhistlebloWer Peernock in a room with the State Attorney Gatien to hammer out an
settlement amount.

-.

'

’

The State Attorney Gatien. thpeatened WhistIeblower Peernock that if he

did not take a cash settlement, that they would kill. hip famil. , and the families of all

the witnesses, who testified against the State on this organized. crime. And AAG Schwab had '
the Wof the PERB replaced by one‘ of the State's lead Attorneys) who had used

exam W in failed attempts to block the evidence of this ongoing

4

organized crime from being presented.

With Schwab and Governor Brown's dishonest, corggpp

[gag Aptorney as Chief of the,EE3§,so that "from now on" it would be comp ete y impossible

to expose this ongoing organized crime in California at the PERB.’ Just as Brown did by

firing the State Auditor General for releasing the report on this organized crime.

And

‘with Brown's lackey'ﬁxpi'the Auditor General, they had the Auditor Investigator RoSs
ppgphgd to commit perjury at the State Personnel Board, and falsely claim he had a

complete loss of memorY——to cover-up this.organize crime costigg the taxpayers billions
' each year.‘ And Schwab replaced the Chief PERB Judge with his lackey, and Schwab "had
-Judge Naiman kille "~for‘NQI_blocking the evidence on this organized crime. And after

Schwab had Judge Naiman killed, Schwab and his accomplices then killed Claire Peernock so
they could frame Wishmleblower Peernock. And at Schwab's illegal trial--in violation of '
Double Jeopardy—-with Schwab's bribed defense Attorney Green, and his rigged Jury: Schwab
repeatedly ordered that,NQ,defensg_yas_gl;gpgg1. Schwab violated all rights guaranteed by
the U.S. Constitution, and Schwab violated his ”oath of offiCe so he could engage in his

"abuse of power" and to violate all of Whistleblower Peernock's Civil Rights.

And Schwab

also violated all Whistleblower laws.
'34, During the PERB trial, Schwab and DWR sent pigmen to Whistleblower Peernock's house
to kill him and his wife and two daughters. Late at night Natasha's dogs alerted
Whistleblower Peernock that something was wrong.

Natasha' dogs were very protective of

Natasha. A road ran along side Peernock's property up a hill to a local water company's
water tank on a hill behind his property. A car.was parked in the dark on this road which

was higher than his yard, and Peernock could stand just a few feet from the car without

being seen because of the shrubbery.

TWO men were in the car and talking.

And Peernock

heard one giving instruction: "Wer kilL the wife and two daughters first. Then we wait
fore killing Peernock so the liver temperature esta Iisﬁes that he killed
about an hour

his family first and then committed suicide by shooting himself in the hea ."

Whistleblower Peernock had no weapon to defend his family against these hitmen, so he
stated in an authoritative voice: "This is private property, remove yourself

hunediately." The car, with its lights still Off, quickly backed down the road, hit the
'

main road and peeled rUbber speeding away.

‘

.

35. Whistleblower Peernock and his wife Claire, in attempts to protect his wife and two
daughters, publicly appoppped that they had separated. This was an attempt to keep the
retaliation di!§9£§d.ﬂgaln§i_him and away from his family. Immediately. after they

separated, though, contractor Dennis Nelson talked Claire into taking an easy wgl;_pgying
'ob at his contractor company, and immediately got Claire addicted to drugs and alcohol.

fAlcoholism is genetic and all of Claire's brothers are alcoholics.

I

Robert PeernOck

didn't know this when they married, and when Peernock disppyg;gd_thi§ he would NOT let

'Claire drink.]

And Doom (Schwab's law clerk) forged Claire's signature and Doom gave

. herself "ppwer of agpprney" over Claire [See Claire's last latte; before they killed her.]
,During Schwab s illegal, rigged trial: Schwab conspired with Richman and Green go hide
Claire's last letter before they killed her. [Also see Windows 43-1 and 43:2, and read
all documents to understand the details of the issues.]
36.

Claire could NOT get gidbof Doom as her attorney.

Schwab established this corruption

in California—-when an Attorney gives themselve "ppwer of attorney" over a citizen the

citizens canJEZI get gig of the corrupt Attorney.

Even a ter

is leblower Peernock'sued

Schwab's bribed defense Green for‘mglprgppipg_and maliciously blockipg all defense, Schwab
He knew the Judge in the
' bragged: ”Don't worry about the lawsuit." Schwab bragged:

9.

malpractice lawsuit against Green* and Green didn't even have to answer the lawsuit."

Doom also for ed Natasha's si nature to give Doom "ppwer of attorney" over Natasha, and_
estroyed Natasha s mind
absolute complete control over Natasha, and with Fisk and Schwa
with the operation on her head in the region that affects memory. And then they killed
the doctor who operated on her head to make Natasha susceptible to their brainwashing.
And also destroyed Natasha's mind by subjecting her to isolation, subjecting her to dggggﬁ
ggnstant threats, brainwash'

, hypnosis--and being subjected to constant rehearsals, many

hundreds of times, to give coached perjured testimony.

And Fisk forged Natasha's

signature so Fisk could,g;gmat§ Claire 3 body to destroy the evidence that they killed

Claire--by Fisk's office and Schwab's court.

A scene that FiSk's buddy cops used over 2952

times as a crime scene.
37. As the Assistant Attorne General in command of all Judges and gll.1aw enforcement
officers and then as Jud e: Schwab had cpmplete control over all JUdges to get them to '

"violate their oath of office" (to uphold and protect the U.S. Constitution) and to get
them to violate all rights of powerless, ordinary citizens to imprison them and steal
their money and pro

Los Angeles Judges

rty.

And Schwab set-up an ille al, secret system of_bribes to all

See ﬂindow ﬁ3§l to buy them to use their courts as racketeering

ente rise and engage in mass imprisonment for profit. Schwab had himself made a L.A.
,Judge so he could also benefit from the pzipg§_he set-up to all the L.A. Judges. And all
L.A. JUdges and all CA Judges were under Schwab's command and direction. Schwab had '
control of.all Judges in California and algo the Appellate Judges, the Commission on
Judicial Performance, the State Bar, etc. Schwab also had control over‘glggjgpp
enforcementggpggggggil ﬁll Prosecutors, and Schwab and his conspirator Judges pressured,
threatened and or gave bribgs to defense Attorneys to block all defenses, andjgidg defense
evidence. And conspired to threaten and hara§§_defense witnesses to prevent their
testimony. And Schwab, Richman, Green and.alcoholic, mentally ill Fisk, etc., conspired

with crazy DeteCtive Fisk's corrupt buddy Cops to kill defense witnesses and defense

_investigators if threats didn't discoura e them from testifying against them. [See the
declarations of defense w1tnesses and defense investigators that Schwab, Fisk, etc., had
lgglgdy

For example:

before they kill§d_him,

Investigator Gutierrez's sworn declaration filed in Schwab's court

Also witness Earl Reeves 3 sworn declaration £il§d,in Schwab's

~

court before they killed him, etc.]

38. Schwab put his dishonest, corrupt lackey Judges on the State Supreme Court, after he
got rid the honest Chief Judge Rose Bird and 3 other honest Judges on the State Supreme

Court.

And Schwab made it clear thatgunLJUdge Who " ried to obey the Bill of Rights"

would be gotten rid of.

Schwab had PERB Judge Naiman killed for allowing in the evidence ’

on their racketeering on contracts. .Schwab took away the court of Judge Genser for

allowing Whistleblower Peernock his Constitutional Right to represent himself, and

completely impeach the corrupt Detective Fisk's made-up "Face Mask Story" at the
Adjudication Trial that they: drugged, brainwashed, hypnotized, and rehearsed many, many
-hundreds of times, and terrorized and forced Natasha to repeat. This was after they had
Natasha s‘head opgrated on in the region that affects memory. And Schwab then had the
Doctor who operated on Natasha's head, to make her susceptible to their brainwashing,
killed to cover up their criminal acts. Impeaching alcoholic, mentally ill Detective

Fisk's.made;up "Eace Mask Story" that Fisk forcgd Natasha to repeat, established Egg
JUdicata and Double Jeopardy. Corrupt Judge Schwab violates all laws, the U.S.

'Constitution, all case laws and uses his court as a racketeering enteppriseg

10.

-

to illegally -

' .t.\ 1 counts, and business properties.
om DDA §pripger to Schwab's law clerk Doom.]
d to obey the U.S.
39. Schwab used his court as a racketeering gnterprise. Schwab refuseto represent
Rights
nal
Supreme Court orders to stop violating people s Constitutio

refused to obey the
themselves [Faretta v. California, 45 L.Ed.2d 562 (1975)]. And Schwab
stop violating
to
)]
936 (1983
State.Supreme Court in case [Peeple v. Joseph, 34 Cal.3dWith
defense '
bribed
b's
Schwa
,_mpe9pe's Constitutional Rights to represent themselves.

only way to stop these
Attorneys, Schwab was always'assured of‘a conviction. ,The
corrupt Schwab and his
deliberate, malicious Constitutional viplatiops by dishonest,
only way to stop
corrupt buddy Judges, is for the U.S. Justice-Dept. to get involved. The
involved.
U.S. Justice Dept. to get
these murders by schwab and his accomplices is for the
eering on contracts is for the U.S. Justice Dept. to get

The-only way to stop the racket

for example in the Rodney
'involved. -The only way to stop the'brutality by the LAPD Cops,
, was for the U.S.
king beating and the corruption by California's rigged legal system
t LAPD Cop Pergg
corrup
Justice Dept. to have gotten involved. The only way to stop the

the U.S. Justice Dept.
and his gang of corrupt $093 from framing innocent people, was forfrom
takipg out life
to have gotten ipvolyed.

The only way to_stgp_corrupt LAPD C0ps

with the corrupt
insurances on people, then killing them, and;framipg_innocent people, andinvolved. But

to get
L.A. Judges collecting the life insurance money, was for the FBI to the LAPD to prosecute,
then the Los Angeles FBI headed by Galager turned the case over
was although
and only the corrupt LAPD Cops Von Villes and Ford were prOSecuted. d. This
Fisk was also

i

emany L.A. Judges, Detective Steve Fisk and many others were involve ist groups and street
dealing in selling illegal automatic weapons and explosives to terror
to carry out their
gangs in conspiracy with Vbn Villes and Ford. And crossin state lines

This book, though, was
racketeering scams., [See the book "The Dark Side Of The Force.
and dumb to this
deaf
blind,
be
to
ed
.written to try_to excuse wh. :the LAPD.pretend
ongoing racketeering scam.l"

County Jail
40. And Schwab and his corrupt gang of Judges conspired with the L.A.
erated at L.A.
Deputies and Administrators to torture, peat, harass, etc., those incarC
L.A.‘County
County Jail to make it igpgssible for them to prepare their defense. And the

which Attorneys were
Jail Deputies video and audio taped all "Attorney visits," to find
then the Deputies
And
brave enough to try to prepare any defense for their c lents.

prevent the defense
threatened, harassed, beat-them—up, or set—them-up on false Charges to
his corrupt
and
b
'Schwa
es.
'"iAttorneys from trying to help their clients prepare defens
the food of those
buddy Judges conspired with LLA. Jail Aministrators aneeputies to dru
aware of what was
isoners going to court, so the Prisoners would be doped-up and QQE'BE
Attorneys, Who
defense
the
firing
happening to state, on the court record, that they are
Ordinary

erless,
were all conspiripg with the Prosecutors and Judges to convict _ ll 0
istrators and
Admin
Jail
L.A.
the
people. And Schwab and his buddy Judges conspired with
and his
Schwab
so
ny,
testimo
d
perjure
Deputies to coaCh " ail Ho se Informants" to give
[See the
.
g-trial
waitin
and
d
arreste
lly
accomplices could convict innocent people illega
ering scam.]

'"

rackete
letter from DDA Spripger to Doom—-Schwab's law clerk egpgsing their
Sheriff and
Jail
County
L.A.
the
on
a,.
'1Also see the L.A. County Grand Jury Bepgrt
give perjured

to
Administrators racketeering program of gggggigg_Jail House InformantsJudges in Los Angeles
and
utors
Prosec
t
corrup
the
, testimony to convict innocent peOple for

county.]

Connissioner.
41. LAPD Detective stave Fisk's father, Jim Fisk, was the head L.ArdPolice
the "executjgn-l
as
to
referre
-also
sguad,
ination
assass
Steve Fisk was in the $18 Unit, an
sgpadg"

peo§le, and framed;
Steve Fisk was an assassin_for the LAPD and.killed many. many.

E
many people. Fisk also conspired with corrupt Cops Von Villes and Ptﬁxfan {E§§¥eEQQE;QE

11.- . -

M“ e

life insurances on people, then killed them, and with the corrupt L.A. Judges collected

and shared the insurance money. While framipg innoCent people for their murders. This
racketeering scam_opgrated for over 10 years until a private citizen "blew the whistle" on
this racketeering scam, while the eppipg_LAEQ pretended to be "deaf, dumb‘and blind."
Corrupt Cops Von Villes and Ford pere ponyigted and Sent ta prison after the private

citizen finally "blew the whistle' on this corruption by t e LAPD while the LAPD claimed
to be incompetent—-and at the same time claimed to have the very.best investigation

capability to frame innocent people.

But Steve Fisk, whose father Jivisk was the head

/

of the L.A, Police Commission, and his buddy lAPD Commissioner_Stephen Beinha;dt(Who

became a 9th U.S. Circuit Court Judge and also had political connections) conspired and
had Steve Fisk put into an alcoholic, mental illpggg retirement to cover-up his many, many
murders and racketeering scams. After Whistleblower Peernock won léplawsuits exposing
this "organized crime on contracts" by AAG Schwab.and his conspirators and accomplices,

’ .Schwab brought assassins Steve Eisk out of his alcoholic, mental illness retirement so

' they could kill Claire Peernock to frame_Whistleblower Peernock. After Whistleblower"
Peernock proved the racketeering on contracts and the repeated murder attempts against him

in retaliation, the State broke their settlement agreements to cease their retaliations
against Whistleblower Peernock: -then Peernock filed Lawsuit.ﬁVC 02885 because Schwab and

his accomplices continued their retaliations and attempts to kill Whistleblower Peernock.

schwab, who made himself a Judge and now controlled the California Court System and all
Judges with-a Nazi like iron-fist, had Peernock's lawsuit NVC 02885 transferred to his
court in a "criminal conflict of interest," so Schwab could block the lawsuit from
.

proceeding.

42.

.

As stated above, Jim Fisk who was the head of the L.A. Police Commission had a son,

Steve Fisk, who was mentally ill and an.alcoholic, and Steve Fisk with corrupt Cops Vbn ‘
Villes and Ford were.:yppipg_their racketeeripg scam of taking out life insurances on
people and killing them. And with the corrupt L.A. Judges collecting the life insurance
money. Because of Fisk's egpgrience in this racketeering scam, Schwab brought Fisk out of
his mental illness, alcoholic retirement and made Fisk the head of a Homicide<Divison.

From being an alcoholic and mentally ill and killing many people "to beipg-the head of a

Immediately after Doom forged Claire's

Homicide.Divison" to frame Whistleblower Peernock.

,signature and Doom give herself "power of attorney " over Claire, they started taking_out '
life insurance policies on Claire. And contraCtor Dennis Nelson kept the life insurance
policies on Claire in his files. And immediately after Schwab s accomplices (contractor

Dennis Nelson and Felon/Informant.Dozier) killed'Claire, FiSk phoned Nelson (upon

returning to his office after leaving the murder scene) and told Nelson to send the life
Nelson and D021er killed Claire just a

policies.;p_Dpnso they could collect—-and share.

few minutes from Schwab s court and Fisk's pfﬁige. vThis crime scene was used by Fisk's
buddy Cops over 200 times as a crime scene. Schwab, Fisk, Doom, and Nelson took out "over

29,11fe pplities'I on Claire before they killed her—-so they could frame Whistleblower
Peernock—-who was never at the crash and then murder scene at any time.

The U.S. Justice ‘

Dept. should follow the money into Doom, Nelson, Schwab, Fisk's bank accounts, and also
the bank accounts of many other Judges, Prosecutors, etc., involved in this racketeering
‘

scam.

' 43.

Corru t, pplitically

werful

~

-

psyphppath,Ju e Schwab (who set up bribes to all L.A.

Judges using taxpayers money; and’usipg taxpayers money paid many millions of dollars to
corrupt, dishonest-writers, like Anthony Flacco, to write books full of lies to cover-up

their murder of Claire by schwab.andihis_accomplices. And for writer Flacco to cover—up
the many other murdersforderéd"by'Schwab to keep their organized_crime a secret from the
_ public. And Schwab also paid millions to newspaper writers to lie to the public in
newspapers, in Wikipeda, etc., to cover—up this organized crime, and.;hei;_murder_of

12.

' Claire. Many millions were also paid to_pmpdupg several movies and TV_Shows to falsely.
demonize Whistleblower Peernock and t9 cover-pp their organized crime and their murder of
Claire to frame her husband Whistleblower Peernock.

44. Flacco leaves out of his dishonest books that gygpyone of Schwab's and his dishonest,
cowardy Prosecutor Richman's yitnesses gave coached perjured testimony. For just a few
.
.
examples:
(1.) Richman, in conspiracy with Schwab, and Schwab's bribed defense attorney Green,
lied to their rigged Jury over QQQ times that §_tiny sppts found at the Catala Ave. House
in Saugus--25 miles away from the crash and then murder scene by Schwab's court—~were
blood. And they,pad their many Expert Witnesses also lie that theSe;&_tiny spots were
blood. And Schwab and Richman coached thei;_§ppppgg,.ﬂ§gpgpg to commit coached,
deliberate perjury, and testify that these;g_tiny spots proved that Claire was killed at,

the Catala Ave. house and then Claire's dead body was driven 25 miles to the crime scene
by Schwab's court. Schwab's buddy corrupt Appgllate dge Boren tried to cover-up this
murder by his buddy Schwab and his accomplices. But Boren was forced to admit, very, very
reluctantly, when their hidden Crime Lab Report exposed, that these é_tiny sppts weregﬂygz
blood. Coroner Wagper also committed perjury and claimed that as a coroner, he did't know
how to determine the time of deaph"--in attempts by their Coroner to cover-up the murder

by Schwab and his accomplices.

Wa ner's

er'ur was to cover-up the murder by Schwab's

accomplices Felon Dozier and Contractor Nelson §ho were at the scene the entire time. But
r12£y_is
dishonest, cowardly, inept DDA Richman's coaching of Coroner wagner to commit

also gontradicted by the lies by Fisk who forced, brainwashed and had Natasha Eypnotized,
and then rehearsed many hundreds of times, to testify that Claire was next to her

aying

flat in the back seat of the Cadillac sleeping and was "breathing the entire time" of the
15-go minutes drive without stoppipg to the crash scene by Schwab's court. Richman's ligg
are contradicted by Fisk 5 lies. Fisk is an alcoholic and mentally ill, and everything,

Fisk says is a lie. DDA Richman is incom tent, a Coward, and inept; and can't win cases
unless he uses coached pgrjured testimony. IBesides these lies, it is impossible for
Natasha and Claire to be la i

flat pext to each other in the back seat of the Cadillac.

The Cadillac Eldorado is a_£_door clubcoup and the back seat is only 11 inches wide with
little leg room. And it was imppssible at that period in time to drive from the Catala
Ave. house to Schwab's court in 15-20 minutgs without any stopping.

It would have taken

at least 45 minutes and the person would have to go through.;§_red lights and stop signs,
as Investigator Gutierrez established. See Investigator Gutierrez's Sworn Deplargpjgn
filed in Schwab's court before Schwab, Richman, Fisk and their bribed defense Attorney
Green ponspired and killed Investigator Gutierrez to keep him from testifying.]

Schwab's paid writer Flacco deliberately lied in his book (published in 2015) on page 13g,
that: "Criminologist Joiner verified that blood had drippgd onto both sides of the
hallway at heights of between two and three feet.

Blood was also smeared on the ligh;

switch next to the glass doors leading out to the patio.
ggnﬁgapin the master bathroom of Claire's bedroom.

having occurred at the same time."

Blood was also spptted on the

All the bloodstains were.verified as

All this writipgs by Schwab's paid writer Flacco:

Were deliberate_lie§ to cover-up the murder of Claire by Schwab's accomplices.

And the LAED Crime Lab under opders by Schwab and Richman tried to hide the fact that the
Crime Lab testing determined that all these spots were NOT Blood. The Appellate gydg§_
' Eprgp:-who was repe;ying_p:ibe§ that Schwab illegally set-up taggll L.A. JUdges--very,

13.

'
very reluctantly admitted when the hidden Crime lab. 33% em
1m
Green
y
Attorne
defense
were _NO_E blood. And that Schwab, Richman and their bribed
to

tried
“‘W to the Jury. Boren in his lunatic, twisted, dishonestlogic
juStify these lies. Boren claimed these 500- lies were gig because there was menstruation

ﬁtting on the bottom sheet-which was under the top sheet which was under the quilted
a
bedspread. “.[his enstruation smtting also proves that Fisk’s "Face MasE- Story" is
,
complete lie. This will be explained, in detail later.
t 1222.13»,
,3.(2._)_ Schwab' s murder agompliges, contractor-Dennis Nelson and Felon/Informan

formant
were at the crash and murder scene the entire time and Nelson's muscle, Felon/In
Dozier, was covered with .W at. W.--and the crash occurred at 3:30 AM.

And Claire's death-was instantaneous with brain

[Mood coagulate; in'about 15 minutes.

-

mug; and exten<ive blood splattered'all over the inside of the Cadillac, and also on the '
WJ— Obviously Nelson's muscle, Felon/Informant Dozier (covered with wet—fluid

is.
' blood), i_u§_t killed Claire, and Schwab's writer Flacco should lmow this, unless he
incredibly stupid, or is deliberatel

liein

in his books to cover-up the murder of Claire

further
by Schwab .and his accomplices--to frame Wl—qistleblower Peernock to stop him from
do--with
to
Flacco
exposing their organized crime. Which is what Schwab aid writer
.
'
.
_
taxpayers" money.

(3.) Schwab' s paid-for writer Anthony Muto cover-up their murder of. Claire by
Schwab and his accomplices—-claims he is £99 stupid to know that smntaneous statements,

before there is t_ir_n_e to fabricate, are. "by. all. case law," determined. to be the truth. On
22 1987 immediately after” Natasha regained consciousness, Natasha stated tovPolice

Officer Warschaw:

'That she left her girl friend's house at 7:30 RM, and that she went
And that they (Claire and Natashas mleﬂ: their house at

to her house at 8:00 P.M.

19:30 P.M.

And they met 'W' ."

"That's the last thing Natasha remembered, because

she was knocked unconscious." Natasha made the same "spontaneous statements" to the
Hospital personnel when she. arrived at the Hospital. And made the same "smntanegus

statements" to an' Investigator who went to the Hospital to t_akgher statements. A94 7“
Natasha told the Doctors and also the Dgtor who operated on her head the same
In the morning (July 22, 1252.) a few hours after the crash and then murder
"statements.
his
of Claire, Fisk told the Sam; Catala Ave. house, neighbors and newsgpg; remrtgr‘g
falsely
and
made—up "Face Mask Story" 1213mm Whistleblower Peernock for Claire s murder,
.—r—_

.

‘

claiming that Whistleblower Peernock kidnapped Natasha'and drove—Natasha and Claire to the

crash and then murder scene by Schwab's court.

Flacco's books on

es 86-87.

This is documented in Schwab's writer

Fisk told his made—up "Face Mask Stor

"kidnapping .story' without any contact with Natasha.

and his

And Fi’sE "ordered" that NO one but“:

'he was allowed to take any statements from Natasha after Fisk heard about the spontaneous

statements made by Natasha.

Then on July 24, 1987, Fisk told the Coroner his made-up

And Fisk used his made-up story on all his
"FaceMask Story" and "kidnapping! Story.
Search Warrants and also the arrest Warrant .forVWhistleblower Peernock and his arrest
Warrant for ll year. old Tania—-which were all tmd-up without Fisk taking any statement
__ _ _ from Natasha.

(4.) .Corrup'tJ dishonest, egomaniac Judge Schwab, to cover—"up that Fisk made-up the

story, issuec_ orders

—

that NQquestions could be asked about Fisk's Warrants because

Natasha was'NQI able LQJQLL Fisk mug after the Operation toher head, until after

ﬁlm‘s; 3: 1987.

This "Finding of Fact" and "grder" by Schwa --to cover up that Fisk mage-

mthe story-—1meguivocally established that Fisk made—up the story.

It was, though,

several weeks after the operation to Natasha's head, and then subjecting. Natasha to

Elation, dmgs, fear, terror, hypnosis, brainwashin , and many, many hundreds of ,

11+.

‘

W before they could get Natasha to regat everything. she was Wm say.

[See "MW" which was the corrupt mindset of Prosecutors, Cops andJudges; at that time. They lmew they could get convictions by brainwashim vulnerablfe
people-—especially the young or those with head injuries.]

-

(5.) After they got Claire W, and alcohol, they had absolute control
over Claire, before they killed her. [See the cases on Br' 'nwashi which was the mindset of Cops, Prosecutors, and Judges at that time. I ' While they had-absolute control of
Claire, they ot Claire to give this racketeering gang (Fisk, Doom, Nelson, Schwab,‘ etc.)

mof Whist e ower Peernock s scribbled "N

.' of tasks that needed to be done.

Fisk,

who is an alcoholic and mentally ill "and got away with many ,. many murders and for years
was operating Wof takingout life. insurance policies on people and

then killing them.

~

And Schwab had Fisk use a "\IOTE" scribbled Vimonths earlier and for

,

Fisk to use this NOTE ”to lie and make-up his "Qhec l's’t‘ For‘Murder- Sto , and Schwab had '» '
their dishonest writer, m paid to write books to lie to the pub ic in .a campaign to

falsely demonize Whis‘tleblower Peernock. And to c0ver—up their organized crime, and
'
'
_'
so they could i‘frame Whistleblower Peernock. This
'M'nfw a vacation trip to the mountains. at Christmas time SO the kids COUld- g0

'

skiing-mas to remember to take his "Face Mask" for his Breathing Machine (CPAP); to buy

Hand Cream for the dry, cold weather;- to purchase clothes for the trip. to the mountains;
to buy
for the cold; etc. , and other items to take to the mountains where it is

cold;
1 of these "m" were illegally stolenby Fisk, etc.~, 8' months earlier without
a search Warrant, and these "NOTES"- illegally stolen without a Search Warrant were used by
Fisk, Schwab, and their accomplices _§_ months later to set-up their murder of Claire so
they could frame Whistleblower Peernock—-who was never at the crime seene by Schwab's

office.]

Fisk, Schwab, Doom and Richman made-up this I'Eace'Mask Story" and "Kidnapping

§tory" about _§_months earlier, iso they could frame WhistleblowerPeernock by killing his
wife Claire and framing Whistleblower Peernock to stop him from further exposing! their
- organized crime.

And this was the same racketeering scam (same MO) that corrupt Cops

Fisk, Von Villas , Ford, etc. , were carrying out for. over 10 years, .until M by a

private citizen--and is why, Schwab brought Fisk out of his alcohoﬂg, mentally ill .
retirement:~ To frame Whistleblower Peernock. [The reason Whistleblower Peernock had .to
use a breathing machine with a Face Mask Was due to the damage to his neck and spinal cord
because of the regated attempts to kill Whistleblower Peernock by Schwab's racketeering

group.] Eflacco was paid by Schwabtodeliberately leave all of these facts out of his
propaganda books--which were written to lie to public and falsely demonize Whistleblower

Peernock. and to. cover—Q”

the murders by Schwab's accomplices.

'

-

_

(6..) As, an Engineer Whistleblower Peernock was. grganized and scrim L'NQIES' of what

needed to '(beedoneion mo t-‘days. He omned' ihouses and worked "on- nume'rous- chOres, ‘. Besides
o
'
and
'
’ ji’fpiwurt“. f9 13‘ mail-1g =hi’si lawsuits em. " 3192: this
~
n Schwabkzgatieniv-KreelgJe'rr-y Brown,= etc. , and their racketeering. and
mm on -contracts.,"and- their ﬁlm.murders and attempts to' kill Whistleblower ., -

Peernock.

And scribbled .Vlﬂgl'gﬁ" on any scrap'of paper available at- the "time, to remind

himself what Mneeded to be done.

(7.)

Writer Flacco, as he was paid (bribed) by Sc‘m-Jab to do, repeatedly lied in his“ "'“ "

books, and on TV shows falsely Claiming that Detective Steve Fisk was a hero. When the
facts are: "That Fisk is an alcoholic, mentally ,ill Cop who. has killed many, many people,

and was involved in many, many racketeeri
scams. : Killig many people that he and
‘
corrupt Cops Von Villas and Ford took out life insurance'policie's on. And Fisk was also
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involved in Stalking—illegal automatic weapons, and explosives, to W and
appeet gangs, etc. , and W to carry-out his many criminal scams.

Writer .

Flacco repeatedly lied to the public about Fisk, and was paid by Schwab to. also lie about .
everything else to cover-up Schwab's and his accomplices

murder of Cla1re-—so they could

frame W‘nistleblower Peernock W their organized crime. , And for exposing and

Wxﬂth their kick-back schemes filling their pockets and bank accounts with .
W from the taxpayers.

(8.) Writer Elam m that anyone who wasn't'an embecile and completely inept "would
know“ that the L—bracket that Contractor Dennis Nelsonand his muscle Felon/Informant
Dozier was seen tieing-up under the Cadillac. after the crash:

Was by all corrmon sense

tiedto the axle after ‘the'crash. And that this was an attempt to ','only ”look" like. a.
failed arson attempt. [See W, pagesito l9; .the Accident Reconstruction Expert's
sworn declaration declaring that all the sabotage to the Cadillac was done to "only ‘
Corrupt Schwab, ,Richman and Green consg- 'red to block the

m" as an attempted arson.]

Accident Reconstruction Expert Engdahl from testifying, and blocked ‘all Qcrucial defense.
witnesses from testifying and also blocked all iExpert defense witnesses from testify-in deliberately planned Constitutional and Civil Rights-Violations, and Brady Violations ,
so Schwab and his accomplices could cover-up their murder of ' Claire just a few minutes

from Schwab's court.

3

'

The 'L-bracket mas by all common sense and logic tied—up under the Cadillac "after" the

Cadillac crashed into the pole-—cutting the pole in ha f. And this was so they could use
the false "W" story that the mentall ill, alcoholic, inept Detective Fisk madeup _8_ months earlier based on a "NOI‘E' to remember to take Hand Cream and a Face Mask [for
a ﬁrgathinng Machine (GRAPH to the mountains on vacation at C5ristmas Time.

This L-bracket was held up with a cotton rcpenwhich a witness seen being tied-up under
the Cadillac by Felon/Informant Dozier and Contractor Nelson after the Cadillac crashed
into the pole. Witness Adams seen Dozier and Nelson at the crash scene, and Nelson's
muscle, Dozier, under the Cadillac tieipg a Cotton rope under the Cadillac.

Because this L-

bracket was tied-up in such a inept, 5W, plumsy manner by Felon/Informant Dozier
(Nelson's muscle) it fell down when just gently touched by the Investigator at the scene.

i; this L-bracket had been tied-up befpre the crash, this L-bracket would have fallen dog;
Or it would have fallen when the

when the Cadillac hit the prpp, blowing the tire.

Cadillac smashed into the pole and smashing the pole in half--after being cut-off by
Dozier's car. l|20zier's car was dﬂgg‘pd during cutting—off the'Larger Cadillac. I Or the

L—bracket would have fallen down by just driving the Cadillac which causes "constant

y; prations" of the wheelaxle on which the L—braccket was tied.

,

The wheelaxle —is— on

springs and is designed to ”51:64:1t 3;;‘-ppat§ with ﬁery road imperfection, _s_o_ the Eople in
" '
‘
" -'
' .-.-,
‘ ' 1
the vehicle don't feel each vibration;
(9.)

Flacco deliberately lied in both his books--as' Séhwab

aid him to do.

As can be

seen by the ,Sworn Declaration by Accident Reconstruction Expert Ralph En dahl and also the
Sworn Declaration of the Construction Expert Steven Floyd [see ,Window #7i the alga, cemep;
-.3-~.7,._w"Wall that Richman, Schwab, Green, Fisk, etc. , lied and plaimed the Cadillac was meant to '
,. 1;,» 3
crash into, was m gilt until aLyears later. Schwab, Richman, Fisk, etc., conspired
in California to have this huge, cement Wall built 3.
* l
with. the State's .
~o

'g-

years later, so they could lie to their rigged Jury--with their bribed defense Attorney
Green.- And Flacco's second book, published in 2015, has a fake cover showing a fake huge,

Cement Wall to deceive the public.

Flacco was paid by Schwab to lie about this. tge,

cement Wall—-and to li_e about everything-—to cover—up the murder of Claire by Sc wab and
his accomplices.

So they Could frame and ille all ; imprison Whistleblower_Peernock., And
writer Flacco conspired Mall

Schwab, Ric'hman, Fisk, Green, etc., and their 231

'16.

3

‘

.

«

., .
aire by Schwab 5 office. And W1 th1$
wily using
only an verbal agreement. This Wall was M111 w almostiyears after the

crash and murder of Claire on July 22, 1987. And although the Wall was built for Cal Mat,
but 1t was built Mof W so Schwab, Richman, Fisk and Green, and
1; their Emr
rt mm, could _1___1e andssay the Cadillac was meant to crash into this

Huge Cement Wall which wasn't there on July 22, 1987 when Schwab and his accomplices
.
a
ame Whistleblower Peernock. This corrupt racketeeri
killed Claire--so they could gram
of egomaniac S__c_hwab; dishonest cowagg1y 1212A Biphx‘nan; mentally ill alcoho ic Detectlve
Fisk__;_ and d_i.shonest 11M defense attorney G_r_een all cons ired to _l_'_1e to thei____r_ gigggi
They build the crime scene _years
3
later—"which cost 37,422 see Wipdow ﬁ7--so they all _l____ie to their rigged Jury. And their aid writer Flacco used his bOoks andTV
TVtalk
511.0%, and mm. etc. . Lo_]_ie to the public to cover-up the ME. of Claire by. Schwab

' and his gang.

And a_ll the California Judges coVered—up for. Schwab using his judgeship to ~

comit murder so the—y could frame Whistleblower Peernock.

Claire.

And to cover-up their murder of

Schmbrregatedly ordered that N__0_ defense was ﬁlmed; and that Whistleblower- '

Peernock could _present
NOT
any defense evidence; cOuld N_.OT fire Schwab' s bribed defense-

.
cover-up for SChwaE and his
Attorney Green who was blocking all defense evidence to—
accomplices' murder of Claire--so they could 11ameWhistleblOWer Peernock. And Schwab,

Richman, Green conspired with Fisk to _k__111 Investigator Gutierrez for filing his sworn
Declaration in Schwab's court emsing that the huge, cement Wall was NOT built until 3
years after Schwab and his accomplices killed Claire. [see Investigator Gutierrez' s Sworn

Declarationeeyeing their conspiracy and racketeering to kill Claire to fram___e_ Peernock. ]
To make this absolutely clean:

The W___all was bui__‘l_t 1n Feb—1.990. ’The crash was in July

1,281.- They built the Wall about iyeara after the cram of Claire.

They

my built this Wall on only a verbal agreement. Although it. was SUpposedly built for
and by Cal Mat it had _Ng fgptiopgl use by Cal Mat and was bui__l_t in _iLont of Industrial
my; so it- would line—pp at the end of the road that the C___adillac_—
was on. It' s only

function was so Schwab, Richman, Green and FiSkOOand gl_1 theirh.
Expert Witnesses could :11;
to Schwab' s rigged Jury. The Wall cost $7,422.00 to build and Schwab u_s_ed Californias
collected taxpayers mpney to build this Wall so Schwab could eliminate Whistleblower
cont1nue their organized crime of stealin taxpayers' money.
Peernock andc
Investigator Gutierrezt
talked to. the workmen building this huge, cement Wall and was 191g

it served NO ftmctioppl use and was a boondoggle. InvestigatOr GutierrezeemSed many
other criminal acts by Schwab, Richman, Green and Fisk and was threatened to be killed by
mentally ill, alcoholic Detective £211§k. After Investigator Gutierrez f__i____led his Sworn
Declaration in Schwab' s court. he was killed.
This is why Schwab and his corrupt buddy racketeering Judges kept denying Whistleblower

Peernock a smedy trialnthey W to fabricate the crime scene and build the huge, , .
cement Wall Lthey could lie, to their rigged Jury. Also so they could torture
,
a.

Whistleblower Peernock for 4 ¥ﬂ§ in attempts to destroy his wil__l_ to _live and rescue his
daughters.

(10.)

.

.

/

.

Fi__s____k's made—up story that he w, forced, pm, mm: and

rehearsed—_—
Natasha many hundreds of times to ge
et hypnotized Natasha to repeat, and the lies

,

._~

by SChwab's paid writer Flacco to claim in his _b__.___ooks was that: Natasha 8 two dOgs, who
were very protective cf Natasha, were oin craz , barking. And that the dogs were going

ballistic.

That the dogs could see everything through the large glass patio doors.

[Flacco' s 2015 book of lies, pages 50 51, etc. ]

Fisk and F—lacco s _l__ies were that the

dogs never made those kinds of loud—4
barking noises, before.

The dogs were~bouncing LIE and

. @vm, clawing at the glass patio windows}; watching everythipg, witnessing everythipg.

17.

[The dogs, did my; go crazy, did m go ballistic.

They did M bark.

This and many. many

other facts. by all logic and common sense proves that Fisk made-up the "Face Mask 5; HandWhiskey Story." Fisk has a history of mental illness and killing Eople. ' And framing
' corrupt Judge Schwab brought Fisk out of his M
innocent people--and that is
meg, alcohol;_q retirement .
"Her son
Penn 'Giba also during the taped recorded interview with Imest. Gutierrez Stated:
at about 3:30 A.M. went over to shut the doggof the Pontiac w1tH the Mm put out
its interior lights. after 39M went back intg the house. And Robert s 'Datsun was

Eggs: and the

Cadillac was Mthere."
.

- Whis tleblower Robert Peernock then drove the Datsun to the Saugus Restaurant. as the

gancelled bank check, the Restaurant Receipt. and the- Cash Register 2193 proved. that he
was having breakfast at the time the Cadillac crashed into the pole at 3:30 A.M. And the

Cadillac crashed into the pole by Schwab's office and Fisk's office, whlc was 23 miles
away from where Whistleblower Peernock was having breakfast at the Saugus Restaurant.
[-See window #7. pages .3; to 3;. proving that Peernock m the Datsun to the Saugus
Restaurant a ter Penny Giba's son seen Peernock at the Catala Ave. house and Penny Giba's
: son _shut the doorghe-lefto

,of the Pontaic to put out its interior lights.

Lunatic, '

dishonest. corrupt Judge Schwab ordggd that this was irrglevant and Whistleblower

_

Peernock could NOT testify to this exculpatory evidence which proved Whistleblower

Peernock is innocent and Schwab's criminal accomplice Fisk made-up the "Face Mask Story 8;

Hard Whiskey Story."]

[The Cadillac was runoff the road by Informant/Felon Dozier's car and crashed into the
pole at 3:30 A.M. while Whistleblower Peernock was 24 miles awa at the Saugus Restaurant.
The crash occurred ﬁmiles away by Fisk's office and §chwab 3 office and his court." And

Izggt'er's cgr was damaged when it cut-off the lar er Cadillac.

Schwab's bribed dishonest

defense Attorney Green stolg the photgg of Dozier s dama ed car from Whistleblower

Peernock to c0ver—up the murder by Schwab'g aggomplice Felon; Informant Dozier (who was
Contractor Dennis Nelson's musgle). Both Nelson and Dozier were W and mm;
scene the satire timg and was witnessed
'
the Cadillac mthe crash. and

obviously killed Claire after the crash.

.

Lnyestigators Cota, Judd and W all took tg‘corded statements from neighbors m
Wand W, who also stated on tape that their dogs wou

ark if anything was

happening. or if Natasha's dogs had barked. And none of the do 8 had barked that evening.
exposing that Fisk's made-up story was a complete lie. Schwab s aid, writer Flacco's 2015
book. pages 50-51, etc. . were also complete lie; to cover—up Schwab and his accomplices'
immutdet of Claire. so. they could ﬂame Whistleblower Peernock]

The recorded statements. of neighbors Bum, Qihg, mung and m were M to
§chwab.

And Schwab, to cover-up their murder of Claire, ordered these tapes recorded

statements be destroyed so Schwab, Bichman,‘ Fisk and Green, etc.‘, could continue lying to
their rigged Jury.
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was made out as
(11.) Schwab bribed writer Flacco M in his books that Natashawas
brainwashed,
she
that
ny
testimo
being a lie; at the Adjudication gig. Her entire
w to repeat--after
farm and rehearm many mofashing
missed» .m—ah otized terrorized.
-was
brainw
their
‘ her head W to make her susceptible to
established
This
ed.
sustain
u
were
W and dismissed as untrue. The charges
Amendment .
(Fifth
ion
stitut
MW)V._Breed_vc-;ones_and_the_U,.&._Qon
his
and
,
Meg
Judge
iac
egoman
In attempts by the completely corrupt, dishonest,
red to
conspi
they
n
Rielma
DDA
ly
coward
dishonest, bribed writer £395.04 and dishonest,
Peer-nook
er
eblow
Waistl
When
ied.
falsif
. have a line in the Adj'udication Trial transcripts

,

answered: "Xe-es." This was ".
asked the question; ' Did they kill. your mother?‘_' And Natasha This
line was falsified by
"
wreck
car
a
d (falsified) to: "Did your mon'my Lin

.. change

s. to nullity that the alcoholic,
Judge Schwab, are then used by smarts writer in armie
g'iwas 9303215131! We: _
Sto
Mask
mntallyill Detective Fisk s entire made-up "Face
the Adjudication Trial--whieh-es3tablished es

ta and Dogis Jeoggdy.

‘--book ethos-published in~20l5-,—r—pages—A2_1;-~_m_y ate. ,7 ~

— -- —'§ r~ '—

— —

[See Flaooo's
—-- v ~ ~ 7-

— -

, of the Ad'ndication Trial transcripts
' Ihis one line, falsified by dishonest Judge Schwab
0 their charges
can nor nulify the entire W and the @ﬁm—W

.' "against Whistleblower Peernock.

'

»

‘

.

the Adjudication Trial
Schwab who had ﬂag-like me: over all the California Judges, had
f and comp etely
himsel
ent
repres
k
Judge msg- raved for allowing Whistleblower Peernoo
from further
him
revent
to
ck,
Peerno
impeach Schwab's "and Fisk's made-pp story to ﬁgﬂ
year.
each.
ions
bil
ers
taxpay
the
sting
ts-—co
exposing Schwab’s racketeering on contrac
)

gl_e_§end himself as ordered by
Wamwjudgeﬁenserlsmmwemmk
by the State Supreme Court in ., -»
ordered
also
d
'§e,"an
g"
tﬁ
Fare"
e Court in the
theUS

"

Supretn

COW-'11 ordered
the Eeople v. Joseph caseuboth the U.S. Supreme Court and the State , Supreme
continued to'
though,
Schwab
.
Rights
l
tutiona
Consti
's
people
ng
AAG Schwab to stop violati
can prosecute Schwab

violate citizens Constitutional Rights. only the U.s. Justice Dept.
'
for violating these Civil Rights and for his racketeering.
Stoutt to block
Judge
ordered
Somab
And
Stoutt.
Judge
with
Sensor
Schwab rep aced Judge
'
and his
Schwab
that
record
court
ck from Egking his

and prevent mistleblower Peerno
33.1424; Claire so they
accomplices, Contractor Dennis Nelson and Felon/Informant gorges, accom
plices' racketeering
his
and
's
Schwab
could frame Peernock and stop him from Ming
kee his bank
could
they
so
ok
Peerno
on contracts. And so they could issue Whistleblower
'
ower
b
Whistle
from
stole
lly
illega
accounts, houses, and business properties they
the
p
andkeg
t
collec
could
they
so
And
,. .Peernockuin violation of the Fifth Amendment.
ire before they
money from the over _29_life insdrapce policies they were keeping ‘on'Cla
as their
Tania
keep
lly
illega
to
e
continu
M- her. And so. Contractor Nelson could
they took
ies
polic
nce
insura
life
the
some4 , 80 they c0016 Mme—to collect on
311
Claire.
on
files
his
in
kept
New
Dennis
ch
out on Claire before they killed her--whi
-

.

' (12.)

Schwab's m writer We in his 354 ages of lies todemonized Whistleblower

blwer ' '
Peernock to cover-up the Margot glaze by Schwab, never mentions that Whistle
had the
Peer-nook was never at the why Schwab's offige at any time. And that Fisk
k remained at the
W Wof the Qtala'Ave. house proving that Peernoc
10:30:?.M.:.__ And
at
c
Cadilla
the
in
away
drove
Claire
and
Catala Ave. house after. Natasha
thatrﬂatashazand ";
Siege].
that Peernock ﬁlm-3d Sonia Sie e1 at 12:14 A.M. and told Sonia
and3}; minutes earlier.
hoot
i
was
This
PM.
15335
at
ac
Cadil
Claire drove awa in his
that

, '
Police Officer Warschaw‘
_ 1118 M (ML-11:) that Natasha W told ery, .m-mey-'ogratﬁ .on they'left, mtg Fisk" could {mm to repeat his Wat
8»

her he_a_d to when susceptible to theirbrainwashingé

And that Eisk also had Whistleblower Peernock's

20 o

’3‘.

W” k' ehechfor them

Restaurant, and the W and the cash register recei t with the time stﬂ,

proving that Peernock at 3:30 A.M. was 24 miles away, when the Cadi lac crashed into the
pole by Schwab's office. And also proving that Whistleblower Peernock drove his Datsun to
this Saugus Restaurant to have breakfast and was t this Sa us restaurant at 3430 A.M.
when the Cadillac crashed into the pole _24_ miles away. Schwab', Fisk, Ricﬁnan and their
bribeeg defense Attorney Green conspired to hide this exculpatory evidence from their

rigg

Jury.

Schwab in his War-to Wuruled that this evidence proving
Peernock's innocence was irrelevant and Whistleb ower P'earnock would not be allowed to
present these facts.
‘

Although Fisk, Schwab, Richnan, and their bribed defense Attorney Green how that this
m phone call proved that Whistleblower Peernock Mm; and was being framed,
they conspired to have Fisk w break down ﬁogig giegel's door to terrorize her to

ﬂ testify to this MW). And Fisk, Schwab and Richman conspired to

throw Sonia Siegel in LA. County Jail to be mtged until she agreed to not testify to
this 12:14 A.M. phone call.

And when Sonia Siegel testifiﬁ in Dependency Court J a Stoutt under direction from
Schwab, .———_
threatened
— this defense witness Sonia Siegel that .i_ she testified to this 1331i
Agg. we call that she would be Min L.A. County Jail to be tortured again.

And after Judge Stoutt threateng and Wwﬁh this defense witness to NOT testify to .
this exculmtory evidence proving that Whistleblower Peerﬁock is innocent, ,1"_1_1_dge Stoutt

phoned their bribed defense Attorney 193% to come to Stoutt's court and to also
threaten, terrorize and order Sonia Siegel to ﬁg; testify to this 12:14 AM. phone call
which proves that Whistleblower Peernock is innocent, and had remained at the Catala Ave.house aﬁter Claire and Natasha drove my at 10:30 P.M.

—-

A

Schwab's and Stoutt's bribed defense Attorney Kenton-who was bein bribed by the Judges
to that all of Whistleblower Peernock's defense--terrorized defense witness :Sonia Siegel

with being thrown back into L.A. County Jail to be tortured again, if she M to the

£314 A.M. ﬂue call--proving that Whistleblower Peernock is innocent. This Judges'
bribed de ense Attorney Kenton W and threatened this defense witness Sonia Siegel

to me the E3551; Amendment and m testify to this exculmtog evidence proving that
Whistleblower Peernock is innocent, and was M by Fisk, Schwab, Riclsnan and -

their accomplices.

.

mama: Amendment ism used to keep deﬁense, exculpatoryevidencefrombeing.

we v

presented. This l2:14 A.ﬂ . m proved that Whistblower Peernock di_d nothigg wrong,
and proved yitness §onia Siege; did nothing wrong. It proved that both Peernock and
Siegel are innocent of any crimes and Latoya that the corrupt, racketeering group DDA
33m, dishonest, egomaniac Judge m1, mentally ill, alcoholic Detective Fisk, and
their accomplices were fabricating false charges against Whistleblower Peernock. And
., -'
Mg Peernock for their murder of Claire to sto him from further e
si
their
'7;-

Qgg‘ anized crime and many murders. This was threatening, terrorizing, coercing a defense ‘
witness from testifying to the truth,
‘
; '

During SGhWﬁb'S illegal rigged. trial, DDA Rm deliberately

ed about this phone call

in iron; of his My, 319%, on the record, stated we don t know where {this
phone call m It could have been from any mere. This was deliberate
lies by
um Eichnan so they could cover-up their {nugget of Claire. Fisk subaenaed the Catala

21.

Ave.

use

no racer s and Fisk, Riehman, Schwab, and their 21M defense Attorney

Ma
t e 12:14 A.M. phone call was made from the Cetala Ave. house. which
M they all knew that tﬁy were framing an innocent man.
Schwab‘s and Stetftt's' bribed defense Attorney, Kenton, whcgwfgrﬁ Sonia Siegel to take

__
a Riehnan Fisk Doom
the Fifth, was a so covering 22- the mgder of Claire By S
Nelson, Dozier, etc. , and Kenton withheld a tap; recordn which clearly established, that
Claire was being ggggged by Nelsgn, we; and Moe they could have cwlegg control of

Claire.

[See Claire a last lettg before they killed her in the Website:

toinfomthetaxpayers.cem, Windows #‘s l, _7_, 2, etc., and on WJ

Fleece was not interested in the facts proving that Whistleblower Peerneck W and

’
was being framed. Fleece was aid by Schwab, Riclmn and Doom to lie and demonize
..m1istleblower.,Peernock..and-eove .312 themurder otClairebySchwab and hisaccomplicee.

—~

Corrupt Judge Schwab would get rid of, or would kill any judge who gyeLed their oath of

office, "to rotect and ebe the Enstitution." As Schwab had the PERB Judge gm
evidence on their organized crime from being presented by
killed for Lgf Blocking
Whistleblewer Peernock at the PERB Trials.

And as can be seen by pages 218‘ - l2, etc.,, of Flacco's recent 20151300153. Mammy

W of times of rehearsg, W testimony at the Adjudication Trial was

completely inneashsd.

_

.

Fleece, instead of writing about the le a1 issues

Breed v

Jones

and the Fifth

; ~F‘ cco dramat ea y~wrotelabout*the
-~ #nendment] that wthis established “Don e‘J
emotional issues of Natasha result
rem being mletely fungi?ed and her testimony
dismissed as mug (M sustained; at the Adjudication Tr1a .
rehearsals to reggt Fisk's made-up story.

A ter many hundreds of

The (Adjudication Trial Judge Genser ‘staged that Natasha and the story were mm
impeached. [Schwab's and Fisk's mad -- story blaming Whistleblewer Peernock was
And Judge Gamer stated that any more
complitely impeached and N01“ wary;
the witness Natasha mwas g rﬁy my ate 1 Mathis
est ens would be abusi
Schwab s writer Fleece
ﬁequivecally establishegg'lies Judicata and w.

admitted in his latest book "Eecklist for Murder," pages 218 - 219, that Natasha‘s

'
testimony had been completely impeached--which caused her dramatic emotional issues. And
Fleece tries to convince the public that .EJ 3:3 has the Sixth Amendment Right to question" " ' ‘

witnesses against them. Which has always been Schwab's lunatic pgsitign and his argunent

at the U.S. Supreme Court and the State Supreme Court;
The Adjudication Trial Jud e Genser complemented Whistleblewer Peerneck on My

W_ the testimony a

story.

Schwab in reglia’ tion‘ used his Milka power over

a ega system in California, and took away Judge denser s court. And Schwab ordered
that Genser be re-trained :0 d1gem. y, his oath of office "to protect and obey the U.S.

Constitution," and be 3:23am. to disobe all ease laws, and Eg-trained to 11%;; the
order by the U.S. 592reme Court in the Faretta Case and the order by the State Supreme
Court in the People v. Joseph Case to Her block citizens from representing themselves. As

Setmab had been for years disobeying when Schwab was the Assistant Attorney General and
then as Judge: Directing _a_ll judges to be as dishonest and corr_upt as he is.
V Dishonest £1a and dishonest -my refused to acknowledge and obey the U.S.

Censtzitutzﬁn s Fifth W, and refused to eye): case law [m 44 L.Ed.2d

346 1975. .

.

.

,f
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.

Schwab W and then as ,1. udge has for years been disobeyigg
to obey all case
orders by the W the State We Court and refusi

laws, and Schwab has been makn g2 his own laws to cover-up his organ zed crime and
racketeering on contracts and usin his court as a racketeering enteegg. Schwab has
been retaliating against ﬂJygge who obeys the Constitution and case laws. And Sclnvab

has been using his court as a racketeering enterprise to cover-up Schwab's and his

aocomplices' murder of Claire, so they could illegally grams and imprison Whistleblower
Peernock to stop him from further exposing their organized crime on contracts and their
many murders.

And so they could illegally ﬂea; everything Whistleblower Peernock m

licies they took out on Claire
And so they could collect on the ole}; ﬁlife insurance
of his mental illness,
out
Fis
brought
msmwab
is
Which
before they killed ha.
their l_i_§g insurances.
for
people
killing
hi_s§l§_of
out
carry
moholic retirgmtuto

t 1e a1 8 stem with the corrupt
With ﬁchecks and balances in the California cor
8 racketeering and
carg out
to
gEle
was
Schwab
other,
Judges covering-up for each
'
organized crime for years.
The Em of our Constitution passed the "Bill of R' hts" to guarantee that tyrannigég
peeple like corrupt, egomaniac Judges like Schwab can h abuse the power of their
position to deny all guaranteed rights, to its citizens, like Whistleblower Peernock, to
cover-up for Schwab s greed and 11‘ W scams, includi murders. Dishonest
Judge Schwab maliciously violated the "511; of Rights" so he cou d frame Whistleblower

Peernock so Schwab could cover-hp his W and organized crime in conspiracy with

. his dishonest r cke e

'

Schwab as he did to get rid of the honest State Supreme Court Judge Rose Bird for ordering
Schwab to stop mm citizens' Constitutional Rights to represent menselves, spent

honest.
many millions of taxpayers' dollars in a cmgign to demonize Rose Bird for bei
Schwab spent millions bribing writers, such as writer Flacco, to write lies to 3%,nize

Whistleblower Peernock, and to cover-pp Schwab's and his accomplices' nmder of Claire, and
eir organized crime a secret from the public.
Schwab‘s other murders to keep

The only way this swag}; of the legal system an be drained in California jg if President
Trump and t e 0.8. Justice Dept. Wnas the (LS. Justice Dept. got involved in

the ’Kids For Cash" case in Pennsylvania.
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(13.)

Writer Flacco was Raid (bribed) by Judge Schwab to lie in his books (the latest

published in 2015) to cover-u

C are

their murder 0

y Schwab and his accomplices.

-

Judge Schwab had the mentally ill, alcoholic Detective Fisk make-pp a stopynmany months

g. rlier--that they then (after the crash and their murder of Claire) ha Natasha subjected
to isolation, W, W, mapped to ms, and forced to be rehearsed many,

many'hundreds of time' §--a-fter Natasha's head was pnemted on to make her susceptible to
their brainwashing-to re at this made—up story. Their made-up sﬁry wa<s1 that Natasha
18 an every e ement
was ﬁorced— ed "Ed whiskey every _1_()_minutes for eye]: 6 hours.
of Fisk s and Schwab s made-up story is gxmped "as a ILi_eg" Natasha's tested to have only
a .95 percent alcohol legal. This is only equivalent to ﬂgcmktail drink at a bar,

which Natasha and Claire went to after driving away from the Catala Ave. house in Saugus
in the Cadillac at 10:30 PM.

The 3; percent alcohol level mesFisk's and Schwab's

made-up story as a cmlete lie.

A1; ﬁe Adjudication Trial-«he only time when Whistleblower Peernock was allowed his
as Natasha-~he asked Natasha: "What did
COnstitutional Right to confront and res -e
the 'Hard' whiskey taste like?" Natasha answered: IiI don't know, because I never tasted

Egg!" Lhislgy." This again completely rim Fisk's and Schwab's _m_a_de_-up_ story.

Fisk's and Schwab's made—up stpry was that Natasha was "on to of the beds rea " and was
M the entire evening while being forced-fed Hard whiskey é‘mopgh a- F'ace 35512, eve_11 30

minutes for W-

And Natasha Means of the Earhclhiskey on he bedspread.

This also exposes Fisk's and Schwab's made-up story "as a lie.’
on the bedspread.

There wasl_N_0_Hard whiskey

.

And their made-pp story that they MNatasha to repeat:

Was that Natasha was layipg

on top of the bedsggd" the entire evening on Claire 8 bed andwas alone, and being

.
ace Mask." This again eﬂses their story as a
forced-fed Hard. whiskey through a
Claire
bed.
her
in
nap
a
took
and
home
came
and
drinking
been
had
Claire
lie."
"go_mp1ete

took a nap -_mxl§n:" the managed, and "Egg? the " op sheet," and on top of the
'fmppom" sheet. This is proyed by Clai re s menstruation sgftipg on the m ttcm" sheet.
Dishonest, cowardly DDA Biphm made a is Drodqgtim of ya pg this ”bottom' sheet with

Claire's menstruation smtting to his riggedJury.
summit, is also .1191. very bright.

, ver

DDA Richmn although ve

Richman did NEE remember that Natasha 3 man

of times of forced rehearsed testimony was that-she was on top of the bedspread and was
gig-g the entire evening, and also was m bleeding. This uneguivocally eggsed Fisk's

and Schwab s made-up stppy as a "'

.

ie."

591114.82, mail and their m defense Attorney Green ﬁll—El?! that they were presenting

many hundreds of times of rehearsed false, Eggjggﬁ testimony to their rigged Jury to-

il'legally imprison Whistleblower' Peernock, to stop him from further esposJig their
racketeering and organized crime on contracts and their many murders to keep this secret '
‘
’ . from the public. Writer Flacco also knew this, and was aid to ligto the public and

‘ cover-UP their W «and mum-including W of Elaine(1h.)

Fisk's made-up story that he fwd Natasha to

e

at, was that:

Natasha was

‘ve from about 5:30 P.M. until Natasha was taken to the hospital a_ft£r_100 A.M.—

-after the crash and then murder by Schwab's and Fisk's offices.

This was pm gm

This again exposes wandﬁphwams made-up Face Mask stogy as a W:
4’
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.
.

W him; was Mmm she was received at the hospital at 5:00 AM. ‘This was '
~
.
physically Mssible.

N93 only due to _all the Hard whiskey that Fisk's made-up story galsely claimed Natasha
drank, but after _1_1 hours, Natasha s bladder would have been aggletely filled, if she bed
been held captive for over 11 139g; Flacco and 9;; of Schwab s dishonest bu y
racketeering Judges covered-up for Schwab and his accomplices' murder of Claire, and

covered-up for Schwab having

‘

for organized crime, but will ggtjbe able to

.

continue their cover-up for Schwab and his W of Judge}; using their courts

as racketeering enterprises, ii the 9,5. ,lggtige Deg . gets involved.

t his made-u false story. Claiming
Fisk rehearsed Natasha many hundreds of times to re
e Mat any time.
ﬂ go to
di
and
hours
11
over
for
guﬁﬁﬂ
hand
was
that Natasha

But when Natasha was received at the hospital 1 hrs. later, after N. , Natasha was ‘
wearing a fresh tgm. Natasha, by W and (men sense, changed Emma '

Claire and Natasha were having the Cadillac "cgpletely filled

" (all the way to the

top) with gas at a Gas Station which had to be very glgse to me crash scene, and just _
hem; Schwab's accomplices (Contractor Nelson and Felon/Informant—wzut-off the .
Cadillac and running it into the pole at m And Dozier's car was meg when it
Schwab's brim defense Attorney Green stole the photos of
cut-off the larger Cadillac.

Dozier'sgagaged car.] Aftg the Cadillac smashed into the pole the W

was ggmpletely ﬁlled all the way mm which established that Claire and Natasha
just filled up the gas tank.

.

mg time was Whistleblower Peernock at me crash scene.

‘

Whistleblower

the Saugus Restaugutzﬁ miles away--as Fisk, Schwa , 121a and their

ernock was at

ribed defense ,

Attorney Green Egg and had Peernock's cangelled bank check, the restau nt recei t, and
the gm stamped gash register tapg, proving that PeernocE at 3:35 A.M. was _77; mice away.
Whistleblower Peernock dram W to Saugus Resaurant grom the Catala Ave. house.
Schwab ruled and _Qrdergl that this exculpatory evidence provmg that Peernock is innocent
is W, and that Whistleblower Peernock would HQ! be allowed to present this

evidence. And Mb rm ordered that _Ngdefense was allowed--so Schwab could
'
. coVer-UP W .of Claire:

W, in w of Brady, h_i.d_and tries to cover-UP times—semi, sealed. in;

chambers Transcripts exposing the brim defense Attorney Fogelman asking Schwab's corrupt
buddy Judge Majgr for 12:133. to bid the evidence that Claire and Natasha purchased a

completely'fu_11 tank of gas at a gas station just before the crash--proving that Fisk's

and Schwab 5320.11 139 frame Whistleblower Peernock is a gomplete lie.

And Schwab's

racketeering criminal accomplice, Judge Major, gave pillage to defense Attorney Fogelman to

'ﬂde that Fisk's made-up story Emmistleblower Peernock to cover-g2 the murder of

the se

-

e , sealed, W Tanscripts RT A.189

-

Claire by achwgb and W, and was £9 they could sto Peernock from furmer '
m their organizg gm on contracts. [See Weﬁite: toEnformthetaxpayersmom, and

A.193 in Window #18, pages L22.”

1&9; W353, pages 22 to 33; W, pages 26 to 37; and 111W

V exposing these criminal ELIE to retaliate and m the Imrest___igm Cots, who was -!
uncovering exculpatory evidence—~that Claire and Natasha W a LU 1 tank 0f 833 Iii-151:
. b_gf_<_n'_e the crash--and that Fisk and Schwab were framigg Whistleblower Peernock. And Judge

' Ma or bribed deffense Attorney Fogelmag and conspired with Fogelman to replace this
Investigatorﬂiﬂuma who would HQ]: d9 any investigations emsing their organized crime

..

and their murder of Claire.]

Writer Flacco knew about this sealed, w W criminal conspiracy of Attorney
k s innocence
mm and Judge Major to hide this exculpatory evidence proving Peernoc

25.

-

And ELM of lies
is
P
ebl

and exposing that they were mmistleblower Peernock.
never mentions any of the enormous m proving that
.innocent.

Because Flacco was gid to cover-up this criminal conspiracy and W

crime and their many murders.
(15.)

The gong was right next to the bed where Fisk and Schwab claimed Natasha was

laying for over 6 hours, and their made-up E5}! was that Natasha wasmffed in gm

during those Lhours _c_a_l_l;e_d_il_1_: 0r wcould have
Natasha could have at any time'
removed the imaginary Face ask with her hands-cuffed in grout. The stupidity of Fisk' s
Bed defense Attorney Green
made-up story defies all coumon e e. But with Schwab's lgi__
defense W a
that_llO_
and Schwab's riggedgury, and Schwag's repeated orders
Beernock from further
ower
guilty verdict was guaranteed, So they could stop ﬁstlebl
each year.
money
rs
Mg their 93W to steal billions of taxpaye

And Schwab relies on his dishonest writer Flacco, and other dishonest bribed writers, to
convince the public that m Schwab targets has a Constitutional Right to present a

defense, and ﬂConstitutional Right to cross-examine their rehearsed lying witnesses.

And Schwab has his writer Flacco demonize Whistleblower Peernock for having the courage to
emse Schwab and his gang of corrupt ,Jugges' W120 rip off the taxpayers.

Schwab Imam; Fisk out of his mental illness, alcoholic retirement to frame Whistleblower
Peernock after W to kill him failed. Because F'ISE is an alcoholic and

.1!

' mentally ill he made-up a stupid stog .to f ame Whistleblower Peernock using a NOTE

Peernock wrote 8 months before Fisk, Schwab , and their amplices, murder of Claire.

And

the Maire was by Schwa '5 office and .Eisk s office so they would have complete

control of the crime scene.

And Risk, who mg mde the head of the homicide division,

would have.,complete control of the investigation.

The NOTE written by Peernock _8_ months earlier, was to remember to take his Face'Mask for
his breathing machine (a CPAP) , and to take Ham Cream, and to purchase clothes to take
for a Wm the mountains at Christmas Time, so the kids could go skiing.

inﬁdfTuE his stay to frame mistleblower Peernock based on this NO‘I‘E written _§_‘ months
ear 1er.

Fisk

-

Fisk at the crime scene, am all the other Cops at the scene from searching
Felon/Informant W1: for the murder weapgn. And although there was w
warrant for Felon Dozier, Fisk would NQI Mof the Cops at the scene m 9021615" 1
although Dozier had over ii previous arrestsand was at a previous similar type murder set—

,up_by the Cops. And risk sent Felon/Informant ﬂozier away with the murder weaEn, ,
although m was covered with wet-fluid blood at 4:38 AM. , and although the crash

occurred at $30 A,M. and obviosly Dozier 153;;n Claire after the crash.

And although

Felon Dozier s gar was 51mm when it ME the larger Cadillac, causing it to crash
. into the pole.
c

' Previously State Police Officer mug also sent their 31d hit-man awe. with his weamn.

.State amalgam-who was trained in Marstial Arts--slas ed Waist eb ower Peernock
‘ with him and then Karate kicked Peernock twice in the EMBED. in a failed attempt to
cause his intestines to spill out. State Police Officer Gentile, then to cover—up this

murder attempt, told attacker 12% to leave the scene with the attem ted murder Wm
And State Police Officer Gentile refused to let Whistleblower Peernoc ma e a citizen§'

arrest of State employee Deese.- State Police Officer Gentile also refgsed to let the many
witnesses at the scene, who witnessed this W murder, to make a citizens' arrest of
State employee Deese. This murder attempt was proven at the P.E.R.B. case LA-CEulés, at
363; This murder attgmt is described in detail previously in this writing.

26.
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Schwab's writer Flacco knew these details but deliberately covered~up this evidence

es.

exposing this organized crime by Schwab and his racketeering Ju

State Police Officer

Gentile was under the commgnd of AAG Schwab, who directed this attempted murder on
‘
Whistleblower Peernock.

(16.)

Fisk at the murder scene by his office-—after he told Dozier-to leave the scene

with the murder weapon-~manipulated the crime scene as the sequence of photos prove.

Fisk

buttoned up Claire's blouse, and posed her body to hang out of the Cadillac. And Fisk
took a leather string tie at the scene, and put it across Claire's face. Fisk, because he
is an alcdholic and mentally ill, did not realize that this leather String tie was from
' Contractor Nelson's Western String Tie.

Crucial witness Adams witnessed Contractor

'and Felon/Informant Dozier at the craSh scene at about 4:12 A.M. sabogggigg the Cadillac
after the crash. And Contractor Nelson was wearing a Western String Tie.
After this witness called the Police Station and reported what he saw:

Fisk, Schwab,

Richman and their bribed defense Attorney Green conspired and mgg§_§§z§§§l_§§§gmp§§ to

have this witness killed.- And when they were NOT successful in killing witness Adams,

they framedghim on a false drug charge. Witness Adams testified in Judge Stoutt's
Dependency Court on what he witnessed. And also testified,on the enormous retaliation
taken against him to have him killed to prevent his testimony. Judge Stoutt under_orders
by Judge Schwab made repeated attempts to block his testimony to cover-up the murder by

Schwab and his accomplices.

[See Windgw £12, in the website.) Judge Stoutt for years

obeyed schwab's orders to block Whistleblower Peernock from making his court record that
Schwab and his accomplices (Contractor Dennis Nelson and Felon/Informant) killed Claire

after the crash and sabotage the Cadillac.

'

‘

'

'

When Judge Stoutt was informed by the Court Reporter, that Schwab was conspiring with the

Appellate Judges to deny all of Peernock's appeals withgg§_§!§9_£%§§lgg the-Court

Transcripts: Judge Stoutt recused himself and stated that he_ﬂg_ onger wanted to be part
of this conspiracy against Peernock and their denying him all his Constitutional Rights.

Corrupt Judge Schwab used his Nazi-like power over the California Court system, and had ’
. these Court Transcripts kept secret from the Appellate Record--to obstruct justice.
Fisk, immediately destroyed the entire Cadillac to cover-Up their murder of Claire. To
cover—up for Dozier's finger prints under the Cadillac and in the Cadillac's trunk, and to

cover-up the scratches on the Cadillac frOm Dozier's damaged car when Dozier and NEISOH
cut off the Cadillac causing it to crash into the pole, etc. And FiSk immediately had
Claire's h9dg_gzgmated by forging Natasha's signature.

legally could have the body cremated.

This was illegal: only the husband

.

.

During the Autopsy on ng 25, 1282 (2 days after the murder of Claire), Fisk blocked the
orders by the Coroner at the murder scene, to have sexual assault specimens collected.’

And this is the reason Fisk buttoned-up Claire's hlgu§§_and posed the body. Both Dozier
and Nelson have a history of abusing women. And at this Autopsy Fisk told his made—up
story blaming Whistleblower Peernock. Fisk also tgld_his made-up story blaming Peernock
to the neighbors at the Catala Ave..house in Saugus on the morning of their murder of
Claire.on July 22, 1282, and_gl§g that morning told his made-up blaming Peernock to the
newspapers. Schwab found as a "fact" that Fisk could NOT have gotten the story from
Natasha until after August 3, 1232 due to the operation to her head and the heavy

medication she was subjected to. And Schwab ordered that NO questions could be asked
about the search warrants and arrest warrants that Fisk had typed~up because Natasha could
jﬂzg have given Fisk any statement until after Au net 3 1987, This conclusively proved
‘ that Eisk had made-up the Face Mask story blaming WhistleEIower Peernock. Writer Flacco
/

knew all of this, and lied through-out his books to Q91§£2§2 the murder 0f Claire by
Schwab and his accomplices. Flacco_lied_because he was pgid by Schwab to cover-u
p their

27.

.

murder.

(17.) Felon/Informant Dozier had over 14 arrests.

These crimes were for assaults,

was
sabotaging gs, W etc. , and the Court found and ordered that Dozier

incapable of controlling his violence'against women.

And Dozier was at a previous similar

Felon Dozier was an m and informant for Cops.

Dozier function was to assault and

'

tyg murder that'was set-up by the Cops,

.

againSt
beat-up citizens, and also set—up false charges against citizens who filed charges
Cops. FelonvDozier like Fisk is an alcoholic. Dozier's brother operated a Karate Gym and
taught Cops how to Mg,- m and torture citizens.

.

Dennis Nelson's muscle.

' In Claire's last letter before they'killed her, she

and Doom ZSchwab's Law Clerk).

And Dozier was Contractor

.

essed her fear of Dennis Nelson

And stated that Dozier lDennis Nelson's muscle) was

drugs to Masha, whowas completely under their control. As Claire was under '
delivering'
their complete control, because they got .her addicted to drugs and drinking. [See
Claire's last letter, before they killed her.] Schwab, Richman, Fisk, their bribed

defense Attorney Green and all of Schwab's corrupt Judges conspired to try to hid Claire's

galls; letter exposing their racketeering, just before Schwab and his accomplices killed
v a re.

_

Fisk is an alcoholic and mentally ill, and Wand framed many people. And

Fisk with corrupt Cops Von Villes and Ford, etc. , operated their racketeering scam for

many years of taking out life insurance policies on people and killing them, and with the
corrupt L.A. Judges collecting the insurance money, while framing innocent peeple. And
this is Al Fisk thinks giant, is: Hard Whiskey, Hand Cuffing people, and killing people,

to collect their life insurance money. And is why Fisk made—up a story about Hard Whiskey
and Hand Cuffing, to frame Whistleblower Peernock. And that is why Judge Schwab brought

Fisk out of his alcoholic, mental illness retirement [because of Mﬂof killing
prople WW and made him the head of the Homicide Division, so they
could frame Whistelblower Peernock. To stop Peernock from further exposing their
organized crime on contracts.

(18.) The HOT RAG found by the Fire Chief at-&;57 AM. in the Cadillac's trunk was
determined by fﬁe Fire Chief to have been caused by a person at the scene starting a short
duration fire in the trunk WW

Because this Brady exculpatory

‘

evidence unequivocally proved that W is innocent, corrupt, dishonest

Judge Schwab (who was benefiting financialht by framing Peernock, and also stopping
Schwab's organized crime on contracts) order-ﬂ that this
Peernock from further exposi

exculpatory evidence (the Reg

be rdegtrgued to prevent any testing.

'

Schwab conspired with his dishonest bribed Defense Attorney ﬁrm to Mmake the
argument: That it was immssible for Whistleblower Peernock to have M the short .
duration fire because Whistleblower Peernock was gale; at the scene at any time-~and was
24-25 miles away in Saugus. But Schwab's murder accomplices Contractor Dennis Eelmand
’
Felon/Informant Dozier were at the W the w-

When Fisk arrested Whistleblower Peernock with his tu—S- W at the motel, FiS-k
broke into Peernock's 1m suitcasesnm a search warrant-~and stole the cancelled

bank check for the Saugus restaurant, the resturant receipt, and the cash register time
stamped tape. Proving Peernock was having breakfast W at M
when the Cadillac grashﬁ into the pole at 3-,,39 A.M.——by §c_hwap'§ court A miles away.

28.’

Fisk also 31,533 from Peernock's locked suitcases (withodt a search warrant) the telemone
record from the Catala Ave. house proving that Peernock phoned Sonia Siege]. at 1 :14 Add.

after Claire and Natasha droveaway at 19-.E P.M. This proved that Whistleblower Peernock
remained at the Catala Ave. house in Saugus after Natasha and Claire drove away at 10:30

,P.M.

And proved it was impossible for Whistleblower Peernock to have anything to do with

the crash and then murder of Claire by Schwab's court-em away from the Catala Ave.
house in Saugus. And proved that Fisk's made-up story to frame Whistleblower. Peernock was
a complete lie. [See Window #22, pages 45 to 49, and entire Window exposing Schwab using '

‘

his court as a racketeering enterprise.]

Eﬁisk subgoned and verified this exculpatory evidence.

But in W Schwab, Fisk,

'Richman, and their bribed Defense Attorney Green 11:31 this exculpatory evidence so they

could illegally imprison Whistleblower Peernock and m the murder 0f Claire by
Schwab s accomplices.

[Whistleblower Peernock was 3% at. the scene, seem 512%

, and in other
E
4122, etc. , in W, #36-1, #28, and in PDATED EV
Donor and
Informant
Felon
accomplices
Richman's
Doom,
Fisk,
Windows.] But Schwab,
'
.
time.
entire
the
scene
the
at
wage
Nelson
Contractor Dennis

Schwab found as a "Fact" that Fisk could NOT have Whom Natasha until
e heavy medication.
after Amt 3,I 19§Z; because of the operation to Natasha 3 head an

This unequivocally established that Fisk mm "W" and ”Hard Whiske " story
'

to frame Whistleblower Peernock.

-

Appellate Judge Boren (Schwab's corrupt buddy Judge) in his lunatic opinion: Appellate
- Judge Boren admits he knew that the Fire Chief. determined that the HOT RAG in the
Cadillac's trunk found at 4-,52 AM. was the results of sang one started a short duration

fire in the trunk 10 to 1§ minutes ea 11 . And this short duration fire had to be
#28,
Window
41;
39
pages
27,,
Oct.
See window £364,
started by W.
Boron knew that Whistleblower Peernock was never at the scene. But
pages 30 ~ 31, etc.

dishonest, corrupt Judge Boren conspired with Schwab, Doom and Rim—to claim that he
ssible for
was an idiot, an Maud retarded, and didn‘t know that it was i

Peernock' to be guilty of starting this small fire 11: he was never at $6 scene.

And

imbecile Judge Eren'claimed he QM that Eelgn Dozier started the fire in the
‘
trunk, although Dozier W the entire time.

mg; and Moonspired to selegt and MAppellate Attorney Eric Multhau

to do the

appeal. And Schwab and Boron conspired and gem and 231293 Eric M“ thaup to M0?!“
any mail from Peernock. And Schwab and Boron bribed mm to ﬂan ineffective,
a‘ncompetent W and leave out over E2}. of the reversible issues. When
istleblower Robert Peernock realized that they hri

to N9: open any of
Itha
d Eric Mu___up

hislmail, Peernock rim Eric mm long mﬁore Multhggp £1led his incomgtent 9&n

311153} Schwab was bribing Mummy the §§3§§ as he bribed Defense Attorney Green to block

a

e ense.

Because Multhaup would ‘NQILopen any of his Client's mail, an Attorney from another state,

Myron Pinkus,‘ sent Multhau ,' by W, a list of the reversible issues that

. should be raised on the appeal, including the W "______p___y___,ouble J80 ard 1885116 " [m /

3:, Jones], which required an automatic reversal. And Attorney Pinkus clearly notified
_ ..Multhaup that Waging in mm, deliberate mal ractice if he doesn't raise
' these clear reversible issues.

Multhau

still did

because he was being bribed by MEI-1% am to

T raise these strong reversal issues

raise these reversible issues. "

And when Whistleblower 39mm; Eeemgek mailed 39m a’Motion to file his _o_wn 0Ening g;jgﬁ

and fire Multhau , Borg‘denjgg the request.
29.

Because Boron and and his buddy Wwere

W to file an WOmningBrief, which Schwab and Boren Mggreed
that Boren'wpgm--to cove 112 the murder by Schwab and his accomplices. The same as

Schwab had bribed defense Attorney Qxeen to block all defense in Schwab's rigged, illegal
'
trial with his rigged J. ugy.

,. V a.
And when Whistleblower Peernock filed a "Petition:' fer Rehearing" after: Boren denied
ineffective
their ZSchwab and Boren's) bribed Appellate Attorney Multhaug's deliberately

Opening Brief Quilting M of the WW, Beze_f__§__n alsi ied the "Certified. «

claiming he geceived it late. amen denied
Mail Receipt." Boren lying and false
Peernock's "Petition for Rehearing’ falsely claiming he receive it late. Boren pretended

he didn't know that. falsifying the Certified Mail Receipt was useless, because it is
legally filed at the time it is given to the Prison Mail Room. And Peernock's ”Petition
e r'n

.

was received by Boren before their bribed Attorney kiwi-22's ineffecgiye'

"Petition for Rehearing" W. This egpgsed Boren as a completely corrupt, '
dishonest Judge who will M go by the law. As a Prosecutor, Boren was also completely

dishonest, and hiddefense evidence and mm witnesses to give gerjured testimony to get

convictions.
Judge.

a

In. California if you have a history of complete dishonesty, you are m

Prosecutor Richman after he 131.51 and destroyed all 63mm evidnece proving that

V

Whistleblower Peernock is inneeent, and lglilﬁ W: Ell-lg}. defense

Investi ators, made attempte to kill the witness ,who witnessed Contractor Dennis EELSQB.

and Felon71nformant Dozier sabotaging the Cadillac egg: the 92% and W to
kill the witness if he tried to teetiﬁy again to what he saw, and W to the
ﬁtness if he would W for Ric‘nman, and for W into LACounty Jail and tortured until Siegel agreed to Mtestify to the L:__I_\_._M. phone call,
and then hﬁ Judge M threaten Siegel egain to be thrown back into L.A. County Jail

and tortured if testified to this crucial 1am A.M. phone call gang that Whistleblower

Peernock is innocent. and ELM—chunanmnsainm mam £8... andQsm. to an]. the
Doctor who 9W on Natasha'shead. to make her

5 e tible to their Wand

- Nazi-like mind control, etc. , etc. Established that he (Richman) was LIME enough.
and was made a California Judge.

21d..e_yr1 , angels wand Ledi

And now as .Mge, dishonest, My 1c hm an

-

and gained he 2:111 pushed her- Although the attains of.

her injuries emsed that Richman pinched this elderly women gm several times. "I

And the Judges in California Aides they always do to protect thei_r corrupt Judges, they

.

rigged the J91. to find Richman my guilty.

Multhaup to try to covar-up his dishonest , wrote Peernock a letter stating don't be

concerned that 13 slid M raise the many reversible issues in the We Because
he will raise all these reversible ieeges in an Will. of ﬂabeas Cogpus, But Multhaup geye;

filed a Wmuse he was mm by Schwab and 30mm Llﬁg-O

the '

Corrupt Boren also gave the W that it was DIS—501? M to be payi_ng‘_ defense

Attorney Green to 131393 all defense, although mWould be able to geeg ‘mhing she

illegally stole from Whistleblower Peernock if meantinued seam—ringwith Selma}; to

Wall defense.

'

‘

‘

Boren also gave the lunatic gm15m that it was nor mc_kn_ﬁx_an_ and Green to il_ie_. over m

time: to the Jury that the A tiny _sgo_t§ at the C'atala ‘Ave.

lood.
ouse we;e_b__

And for

Richman, Schwab and Green militia the W determining that the AW

were 1391 Diem.

' , Boren's entire lunatig'

.

.

mm was to cover-up the We; of 'Claige by his buddy ,1n

30.

/
is

mend Schwa ‘s amines.
" Appellate Judge Min his lunatic opinion, in conspiracy with Schwab, laimed Natasha
could m be m ched using her W if Natasha states she does m remember
her prior statements because of the mm to her head in the region that effects
menory to make her susceptible to their brainwashing]. Schwab mead that these
statements WSchwab's Wfor the murder are to be kept-secret from

Schwab's rigged Jury. Boren's lunatic 92m19;; is in ziolation of all case law and all the
ﬁles of evidence on cross-examining witneSses.
ﬂu], stagingts after they m on Natasha’s head, and then subjecting her to i
brainwashing, hypnosis, constant rehearsals mm and are cml‘etely unreliable.
Natasha's ﬂogged, hundreds of times of m testimony at the Adjudication Eiglwas

WIS—£911 W and WW.

Mt is, and should be, the

law of the -

Schwab's buddy Judges also mled and ordered, that Natasha is incom%tent after they
WW But they used. W incompetent many un re S of times ofW to flame Whistleblower Peernock. And they knew full well, that before

they operated on her head and W her to brainwashin , hypnosis, hundreds of
times of rehearsals, that Natasha accused Schwab's agomplices or the murder--who were at a
the scene the W. The only cross-eggm'nation ever allowed of Natasha $2l in
’
her testimony being W at the Adjgdjgggion Trial Breed v. Jones .

Schwab also cm with his corrupt buddy Bow to ”_I\_I_q_l‘" issue his

re- lanned denial

of their hﬁbed Appellate Attorney Wdeliberately neffective Opening Brief ,"
mm after Flacco s propaganda book was giblished in 1995. They nee ed Flacco's book to

~

the mzblic W that 1' t"was % for them to "Violate all
brainwash and 9__ceonvin
rights guaranteed by the 0.8. Constitution." So they could cover up their murder of
m, and steal, g]. of Whistleblower Peernock's bank accounts, his hOUSES. and hiﬁ
imam: producing properties.

their w-

'.

And to stop Whistleblower Peernock from further exmsigg

And _S_O ﬂcould collect on the over §0_ life insurance policies

they were holding on Claire. Writer Flacco was ﬁg to cover g2 this organized crm‘
racketeeri , and their W, and their using their courts as racketeering

W
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and

_

(19.) In a secret, sealed, illegaL 1113mm meeting dishonest defense Attorney
Eogelman asked, Judge Schwab s murder accomplice, corrupt Judge Major for bribes to coverup the murder of Claire by Schwab and his eg&0_mplices. And to block Peernock's
' Investigator from getting the evidence that Claire and Natasha purchased a cpmpletely Q!“
;a_nk of gas, at a gas station v_ery__elg_se to the murder sceneby mew.

After the.

Ca ‘llac crashed into the pole, after beipg cut-off by Felon Dozier s car--the Cadillac's

gas tank was completely full, m.
This Eldorado Cadillac had a hpge meter and it
only got 8 milesZgallon, Claire and Natasha purchasing this Mk. of gas: Completely
'
Fisk s m Mthat they were W the W and night, as
.

does the "fact” that Whistleblower Peernock remained at- the Saugus house that evening and
then drove his Datsun to the ﬁapgus Restaurant and was there at the Restaurant at 3:30

A.M. when the Cadillac crashed into the pole.

[See Court tranacri ts RT A.189 - A.1§-3 in

Window {18, pages 129 - 140; Window £364, pages 22 - 33; Window 39, pages 26 - 37; Window

ﬁg, pages 168 Justice by Judge
me by Schwab
' 'th one who he

179, and in other Windows exposing these criminal acts and obstruction of
Major of bribing defense Attorney Ejogelman to cover-up the murder 0
and his accomplices. And to remove this Investigator and replace him
knew would HQ]; do any Investegations exmsing their premeditated planned

.

Mazda: of Claire I

Each W that Schwab and his dishonest buddy Judges forced on Whistleblower

Peernock were bribed to block all defense, and to harass, threaten and retaliate against

vﬂense witnesses and defense Inveetigegege, and also the defense Attorneys were bribed to

“LL defense witnesses and Investigators to keep them from egmsigg Schwab and his corrupt
buddy Judges' conspiracy to frame Whistleblower Peernock for their murder of Claire.
'
And this was to stop Whistleblower Peernock from further egppsing Schwab and his
accomplices' organized epime on 932nm, which pas costipg the taxpayers man billion

each year. And also costing glee liyes of many people glee to these kick-back schemes by
Schwab and his accomplices of covering up for contractors ﬂ meeting contract
~
epeeifications .

And like ppibed defense Attorney Fo elman:

Schwab's bribed defense Attorney Green did

, everything he could to block Muse for Whistleblower Peernock so Schwab and Doom,

who were bribing Green, could illegally imprison Whistleblower Peerno—ck and steal and

Me his bank accounts, his Miss, and his income producing business properties.

And so

they could share the mpney, on the over _ZQ_ life insurance policies they took out and were
keeping on Claire, before they killed leg; to gage Whistleblower Peernock.

m defense Attorney Green, at Schwab's direction, blocked all of Whistleblower
Peernock's crucialAi defense Witnesses from testifyipg, and also blocked Peernock's
crucial_5_ Expert Witnesses from testifying. This blocking of Whistleblower Peernock's

defense witnesses from testifying was pre-planned lopg before Schwab's illegal trial--

with Schwab's rigged Jury and Schwab's bribed defense attorney Green.

And at this rigged,

illen trial~-Schwab had& jurisdiction because it was a violation of Double Jeoperdyethe time of the ﬁle], was scheduled, geeke gfore trial, with up time for Peernock 5

defense witnesses to testify.

Long before the trial, Whistleblower Peernock sent Judge Schwab a list of his _4_i defense

Him and his 1W, and egplaining what each would testify tp.
Judge Schwab and his co

t, My Prosecutor Richnan and their bribed defense

attorney Green Wﬁ'witnesses against Peernock.
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Each was coached and m to

give Er jured testimony, and with the deliberately ineffective, useless cross-examination '

uedat
e ense attorney Green the conviction was assured--as AAG Schwiab
by their ri
the U.S. "Supreme in the w and Schwab made the em argtment in tE Feoﬁe v.

WGreen also conspired with Schwab and Prosecutor Rictan to forge Peernock's signature on
fraudulent declaration, which stated that m» e sgte should kil Peernock and save the
taxpayers money. And Green, in complete contradiction of what Green :said on the Court

Record that he advised his client ﬂto testify, reen insistedizhzt Peernock had to _A
geetify. These lies by Green were W. iSee Tam recorn £31, on the
MM, pages 4 and S, and page 9 at the bottom of the page. This tag recordigg‘
_
exposing Schwab's bribtﬁ defense Green My imam his client, Whistleblowe
Peernock.] Green wanted Peernock to take the stand egPrgsecutgr Richman, Schwab 31d
risen "could then ambush feernoch'with "GEeen‘s forged, fraudtﬂent gem. Green,
Ridman and Schwab then ambushed Whistleblower PeernocE with their fraudulent declaration
when Peernock tried to testify to the minions defense (exculpatory; evidence groviyg he

oc ed Peernock
is innocent, and was W. Schwab, Richnan and Green repeated y
mewmdd
And
innocence.
his
m
evidence
Wdefense
from testifying
M produce the gem fraudulent declarati‘onneernock could we to the Jury that it"

'

'

was a fake, and a ﬁgggegy,

-

'

And each time Peernock tried to'testify on W proving he was being framed,
M, Green and Richman, W conspired to block Peernock from testifying.

'I'ney conspired to stay him from testifying to Claire's last letter exposing their

_J

i Worm'nedrrime:Wam—his—accompﬁées—kiﬂed—herrwfwg‘
522; .1111 218-2; 31; 218-10; 31 218-11; 3]: 909; K]; 910;_R_‘l‘ 3703, Schwab, Riclunan and their

_ bribed defense Attorney Green eeuepired with Judge ,Stoutt and Attorney Bor jar-ski, and

others in California's W to hide Claire's last letter before they
killed her. And to 519 W could. to M Whistleblower Peernock from ,

presenting Wand other WM Proving that they were

Whig-in retaliaion for Blowing the Whistle on Schwab and their organized crime on

contracts.

‘Ihese are criminal gets to cover-up the mm by 301M815 and his mum.)

Green presented two witnesses at this £18893, illegal trial-~st_a_ged in violation of
"mgble Jeogrdy.‘ Both Tedﬁiha. and get-l Rowe were M, ;e_he_a;s_ed_ and bribed by
Schwab, Richman an Green to commit perjury.

geLlﬁewe was ggglched and rehearsed to

falsely testify that Whistleblower Peernock melt, his 11 yg. 91.51 dagghter to her gymnastic . J

' .

class the evening that Natasha W, hypnotized and fOrced to testify that she was
* W and M hard whiskey the entire evenigg. Schwab, Richman and Green knew
what they coached Carl Rowe mm was ”a lie,' because they _h_ad the records from ‘

the W subpeonaed which 12‘:o that Whistleblower Peernock took his 11 1;,

old daughter to her' W the eming before and% the evening that Fisk

falsely claimed that Natasha was Pad-affgﬂ. and force -fed har

whiskey.

._.

Schwab, Ricl'man and Green consg‘ired to present this coached periury of Carl Rowe to trap
Whistleblower Peernock.

Green falsely "eleimed Carl Rowe was a defense witness-which

Green, Schwab and Richman‘ coached to commit perjury-"giving Peernock a fake albi.
dishonest Prosecutor Richman‘ would then grove Carl Rowe was lying.

.

Which

And so their bribed

defense Attorney Green could deliberately W and destroy Peernock's defense in the
eyes of their. riged Jury.

1
hwab, Rigmnw
,Sc
ith
HW
CY
ra
Pi
nS
co
in
t).
. _. Gree
egg; mg".

me his James—ms; fer example
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_
v
g?
ed Peary-”k from presentin

The Wblfrm thew .

Ave. house jorovi
that Peernock moned .Soni‘a Sie el after Natasha and Claire drove away
at '
3.; a% the fact that Peernock was at t E e Saugus Restaurant at.‘3:30 A.M., _2_4_

miles awa

when {felon Dozier _(Schwab's Wig) caused the Cadillac t2 crash ~

into the pole--by Schwab's ofﬁce so they could control the murder scene.

Whistleblower Peernock testified that he took his 11 year old daughter .to her
astics
the day before, and [am on the evening that the alcoholic, ﬁle—hm 1L1 FisE 1185 his

W-'
mistleblower Peernock had to contradict: Carl Rowe, that Green Eresented as a defense
witness and Green fgm Peernock to have to discredit witness Carl Rowe. Which the Jury
was gade to believe was a defgse witness, but was actually'a Witness for the Prosecutor
and coached to commit Egjgzy.

"WhistlebloWer Peernock did NOT m any phone); albi .
irrelevant and WiStleblower
Schwab 1% that the WW wére
‘ raved
Peernock would NOT be allowed Winnie exculggtog ev1 enoe-- because it
—L_.———’
. ‘
Whistleblower eernock is innocent.

Schwab‘s bribed defense Attorney Green also

Erjured testimony.

resented Ted (Tony) Giba to give coachg‘ “

[See Tags Recording #5}; pages '5 and S, on t e

LBAR‘; @5233n v

Green admitting that his buddy DDA Riema_n got Giba to change what he saw, an

told his mother and Investi ators, that:

wnat Giba ‘

“He saw at 3:00 A.M. to 3:30 A.M. Peernock's

Blue datsun parked in the driveway of Peernock' s house. And he gal th—a-t Claire s car-had
a
ire, and that the 995; of Claire's car was left open by Peernock when he
'went back into his house, And that he ZTed Giba) crossed the street and closed the car's

door to shut off the car's inside lights, And that he saw that Natasha's, gin-working car
was also in the driveway, and he saw that the Cadillac was "not there."

Green stated in the Tags Recording that Richman gﬁ Ted Giba to change what he saw-and
told his mother and Investigators.

as a witness,- knowin

This was _w_}_11 bribe attorney Green

resented Ted Giba

that Ted Giba's testimony would "_r_19w_be perjury" a ter Richmag

coached Ted giba to change what he saw--and now contradicting M he laid W and
Investigators. This was to cover-u}; this exculEatogy evidence by using Eerjugy to hid

what Ted Giba saw, after being coached by Richman.

. The entire trial was with dishonest, cowardly Richman,
foroi

‘

chwab,’ Fisk and Green pressuring,

, bribing and coaching witnesses to give Erjured testimony. '

'

.

(20.)

secret

As with the illegal

sealed in-chambers meeting with corrupt Judge Major
Fogelman asks for his bribes to block all the

and corrupt defense attorney’Fo e536:

defense of Whistleblower Peernock, and to

‘

et rid of the Investigator who was gathering

(Ni-dang;proving1 that Whistleblowczr Peernoc i's—being gnaw for the murder of Claire bL
his buddy Judges and Contractor Dennis Eglson and

11
Judge ' wab an his a
Felon/Informant Dozier, etc. 5.

[,1 kg Eogelman, corrupt defense attorney Green in a secret, sealed, illegal meeting with
Selmab, asked for bribes for niﬂand his Investigator for block «gand giving £11.53 m; .
sworn testimony against Peernock's defense witnesses.

attorney Green blocki

And for phi—s corrupt defensg

all of Whistleblower Peernock's _4_5__defense witnesses and his_5_

expert defense ﬁtnesses-ffom testifying and proving his innocence. - And for blocking

crucial defense witness A arms from testifying that he _w_itnessed Contractor Dennis Nelson
and Schwab's Felon/Informant Dozier sabotaging the CadiLlac after the crash. And Adams

witnessed that Claire was M injm after the crash and was breathing, and had 312 b12951
on her at 4:12 A.M., after the crash at 3:30 A.M.

And to give a @116! reason to block crucial witness Adams from ggain testifying, Green

lipiand falsely claims he received a imaginagy NQE from w1tness Adams saying they Mg;

np_ the story.

Green never received any m from witness Adams.

And Green lied to‘ get

And Green never produced this imaginagy MILE,

his ppibes from Judge m.

Green gaze,

mm mm against a crucial defense witness to cover-up the murder of Claire by

Contractor Dennis Nelson and Felon71nformant Dozier--$chwab s murder ammlices.

And when Green interviewed witness Adams, and Adams tgld Green that everything he
testified to in Judge Stoutt's pgnzt; was true: Green deliberately and maliciously left '

out from w1.;___.__.tness AdamS' deem the require ”WW ' This
corrupt, bribed defense attorney mm it was just a mistake on his part.

But it

was done deliberately by Schwab s bribed defense attorney Green to nullify witness Adams'
sworn statement;.
his accomplices.

This was witnesg E29221pg by

een to cover-up the murder by Schwab and
' " "'
.

Bribed defense attorney Green also conspried with Richman, Knapp, Fisk and Schwab to m
the ta

recordi

s of Prosecutor Richman andDetective kna

threatening to kill witness

Adams i; he ever tried to testify again to witnessing FelonEInformant Dozier and

Contractor Nelson sabotaging the Cadillac aft-er the crash. Adams also testified that at
this time Claire was ngl; as ygt injurg, was breathing and had & blood on her. Begiggs

theatening to kill Adams if itried to testify ngain, Richman and Kna

offened Adams bribes

if he would ponmit ﬂing for them so they could convict Whistleb ower Peernock, and that

they would drop the fa se charges against him that they used to falsely imprison him if he
would give pgrjured testimony for them. Schwab, Richman, Knapp, Fisk and Green conspired
to anger-up this witness tamgring, and falsely claimed the _2_ tape recordin s of these
criminal acts by Richman and Knapp were lost at the San Fernando Police Stations-to nigh

this evidence in clear Brgdy Violations.
crimina

acts.

'

.

Witness tmring and hiding evidence of their

.Witness Adams realizing that defense attorney Green was working against his client,
Peernock, and witness Adams sent to Judge Schwab's court a

Sworn Declaration under.

" stating that everything he testified to in Judge Stoutt's court was
r'
halt of
true. And also stating that W retaliation by Prosecutor Richman-who already had

the Cops hit himwith their cars
testimony.

and had him shot in the back to

revent Adams'.

[See Adamsi testimony, in Window £17 in Judge Stoutt's court. I 3

Green and Richman would ﬂ allow witness Adams to testify as they blpﬂ' 7 all of Peernock's

35.

defense witness from testifyipg.

Green was askin Schwab, in this secret, sealed, illegal in-cl'mbers meeting, for money
(bribes) for Green conspiring with Prosecutor Richman, Detective Fisk and Judge Schwab in
ressurin , forcin , bribing and coaching witness Charles Lane to commit gr j ury, and to

ggzg testi y to what he actually witnessed and gave recorded statements to Investigators:
That he,say,that Claire--the both times he was at the scene hefgre.

'00 A.M.--and that

Claire hadm blood on her and that Claire had_u9_injuries. And that he Charles Lane)
witnessed this with his face just glimhes from aire's face and that there was NO.
sabot_age to the Cadillac heme 93w [gag Charles Lane 3 recorded statements to
Investigator Judd and other Investigators. These recorded statements are on the TOOLBAR
in Website: toinformthetaxpayers.com. And these recorded statements of Chafrles Lane on a

at e, were thrown to Schwab s rigged Jury, as the We

emsing

52mg; and W" murder of CLaire--at Schwab's ri ed, illsaal trial with
Schwab s bribed defense attorney and ri

ordered that NO defense was allowed.

ed Jury.

Schwab to obstruct justice repeatedly

Schwab, to obstruct justice and to covervup

my; murde? of Claire to frame Whistleblower Peernock, was to to sto Peernock from
further exmsing Schwab's organized crime on contracts:
Would NOT let Ehe Jury listen to
these taped statements of witness Charles Lane which emsed that they Ling} @a m
' WW ran the Cadillac off the road into the pole W.

-

Tnis unequivocally established that Felon/Informant Qozier and Contractor Dennis Nelson
(Schwab's accomplices; iglled Claire after witness garles Lane and then after witness
Adm left the scene, and that Schwab's accomplices' murder of Claire occurred at {p.15

' A.M.--as also confirmed by the liver twatur .

[Whistleblower Peernock was never at

the scene of the crash and then murder scene by Schwab's court-~30 they could control the

prime scene.

The 12:14 A.M. phone call from the Catala Ave. house, which Fisk supmenaeg

the phone company's records and m but still terrorized and tortured Sonia Siegel
to m testify to, which proved that Peernock remained at the house, 25 miles away, after
Natasha and Claire drove awa at map PM. And the Sau us Restaurant evidence proved

that Peernock at 3;;9 AM. (the time of the crash by Schwab's court; was ﬁg miles away.

Corrupt, dishonest Judge Schwab ruled this exculpatory evidence was irrelevant and
Peernock was pg; allowed to testify on this evidence which Schwab knew, proved: that he

was framing Peernock. ]
Schwab's bribed attorney Green also to cover-pp the murder of Claire by Schwab's
accomplices, stole the photos of the damage to Dozier's car resulting fromkcuttipg—off the

larger Cadillac, and causing it to crash into the pole 6§-§chwab's court.

And although

Green said he would return the photos of Dozier's damaged car, Green never returned these

crucial photos.

Because Green was beipg bribed by Schwab to cover-pp the murder of Claire

by Schwab and his accomplices.

Schwab's writer m knew all this and instead wrote ﬂ
es of lies demonizing
Whistleblower Peernock to cover-up the murder of Claire 11% and his accomplices.
Schwab used. the w to

California State

et :1; of and imgagﬁ the hams; Chief Jud e of the

upreme Court, gose Bird, and ot er

onest Judges.

Schwabgused man

millions of taxgyers' dollars to bribe writers to falsely demonize Rose Bird and 0

er

_____honest Judges Wh__.__Y_.° obe ed their "05th of office" to uphold the Constitutional Rights of
"

California citizens to represent themselyes, In the famous U.S. Supreme Court case . ,
Faretta v. California and in the 1mm. California State Supreme Court case 39219—1:—

Joseph, both Courts 952W AAG Schwabfor g’olating citizens' right to represent»
themselves .

.

a
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mSchwab then got rid of the honest W State Supreme Court's honest Mend
'

replaced them with W and also got rid of the Whenest Judges in California
using a W W demonizing honest Judges "W their oath of

.office'." This was _§_o_Schwab could gmtinue to ﬂ'glate citizens‘ Constitutional Rights.

Schwab's position has alwa 5 been, that: Defense attorneys always had their hand out for
mm to sell out their clients. And‘by Ercigg attorneys on citizens, conv1ct1' one are
guaranteed. When Schwab was successful in his scheme the prison population dramatically
increased to over 170,999.

The U.S. Supreme Court in Faretta ordered that all persons have the Constitutional Right
to represent themselves. And the 11.8. Supreme Court stated that defense attorne s can HQ];
be m.

And that most Attorneys become lacks s, sniff

servants, slew of the State.

When Schwab lost his attempt to make California into a Gestam Nazi Police State," where
m, Pitt. 922$ and corrupt politicans would 3 alloyed to present a @Eense, Schwab then

plotted to get rid of the honest Chief Judge, Rose Bird, of the State Supreme Court and
,
the c_er honest Judges.
AAG Schwab then conspired with other corrupt Judges and corrupt politicians and got rid of

the honest Rose Bird court and a_l_]_. honest California Judges by usigg a massive proggangg
campaign

using tmers' money to bribe writers . to fa sely demonize all Judges in

California "who obey their oath of fige"--the same tactic Schwab has used to demonize
Whistleblower Peernock, so Schwab can get away with their plot to murder Claire and
destroy the mind of his memock's) daughter Natasha so they could frame Whistleblower
Peernock. This was so Schwab could §§t¢£§§ his grganized crime and racketeering on
'

c______ontracts, and ES EELS imprisonment for profit--accomplished with Schwab s huge Cabal of

conspirator, corrup' t Judges.

,

.

Schwab has stolen many billions each year from the taxpaytﬂ using his organized crime and
racketeering on contracts, and has created the largest prison system in the world by

violating people's Constitutional Rights.

There is AQagency in California that has .391.

been corru ted, and there are_N_O_§hecg§ and balances in California. The U.S. Justice
Dept., witE its FBI, mpg: get involygd to insure the ﬂights guaranteed by the U.S.

COnstitution to the mopliinﬁaliﬁamia.

'

.

Schwab in his determined plot and conspiracy to violate the Constitutional Ri hts of "
people in California to represent themselyes, repeatedly" denim Whistleblower Peernock his

absolute right to represent himself. Each time Peernock reguested his Constitutional
Right to represent himself, Schwab ordered his bailiffs 'to shackle, duct tape and then
EatPeernock unconscious-~for reguesting his guaranteed Constitutional Right; And all
the appellate court Judges in California denied, Whistleblower Peernock's numerous amle

and petitions without even reading the court transcripts-~in a conspiracy with Schwab'and
his gang of corrupt Judges.
m Peernock ﬁlm Schwab's bribed defense attorney green-which the 0.8. Supreme

Court described as léckeys, W, (glam of the State that can NOT be trusted--

Schwab would Qrder that his bailiffs Mk, duct tape and beat Peernockunconscioys,

And Schwab's buddy corrupt Judge Macks); ordered his bailiffs t9 break Peernock's right arm
and shatter his right slim in retaliation for Peernock'reguestigg his Constitutional
Right to repres_e_nt 4mself.

37.

t defenSe attorneys Fogelman and Green: SchWab's racketeering
(21.) As with the co
conspirator Judge Rimerman held a secret, sealed in-chambers illegal, exparte. meeting
with Doom (their former law clerk), and DDA Springer. Rimerman in their racketeering-

murder plot to steal all of Whistleblower Peernock's bank accounts, houses and his income
producing properties, illegally gave everything to Doom that Peernock owned. [This was

illegal and the violation of the 4th. and 5th. Amendments, and also a yiglatimof the
. _ anthrnmendment» M_a violation?31.; caseJaws,_,ancLayiglationofall State laws_and_
‘

11113 was armed row by these racketeering Judges egg; they murdered his

Federal-Laws.

2;£9]
And this secret meeting was to plot how they were going to conspire to frame Whistleblower
Contractor Dennis
of Claire by their accomp ices,
V Peernock for their remediated mu
,.
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Rinmerman, Doom and Springer, during this sealed, illegal exparte in-chambers meeting,

also conSpired in their racketeering: scheme and plotted how they were going to share the
money they were collecting on the over QQ life insurance policies they .took out on Claire.

‘ Flacco, Schwab's bribed writer, put'an‘wuﬁferemhspin on this m,
meeting. Flacco falsely wrote that Doom cried at the meeting with Judge Rimerman.
,Flacco falsely writing that Doom claimed she was W by the case.
[See Flacco book of lies page 229 $232, etc.] And Flacco“ claims Rimerman ga Peernock
$40,000 of Peernock's own money to Peernock, that Rimerman illegally stole fr m Peernock
in violation. And Elacco claims Rimerman gave his long time friend, Doom, $30,000.
These are all lies b Flacco. Doom had alread illegally been given everything Peernock
See pages 158,162, ‘163, 1-74, etc,. I Although Doom stole gll the money, Doom,

‘

’

Riumemxan, Schwab and all of Schwab's cabal of Judges were keeping Natasha Ennylessmnd

, dead broke, and would m m let Natasha [jg :jn her house on Catala Ave. because Doom

,and the corrupt Judges were collecting and pocketing the rent money on the houses they
illegally stole from her father. The Judges also declared Natasha incompetent, so they
W any of the houses and money they illegally stele from her father. ‘ .
They were holding Natasha as a prisoner, and Natasha had ﬁg indepentant thinking, andﬂg
free will, after they operated on her head to eke her susCe tible to their brainwashi ,'
Mty’pn‘osrs; constant’rear "agdfmany"'hunor‘enspr‘rimes‘o *rehe'ar a?" ' was Hair-Ti‘kfgﬁ‘:
""'””"+_f—'
‘
control to carry-out their murder-ragkggggﬁjng scheme.

mediately after Doom forged Claire's signgture giving herself (Doom) pgwer of attorney

over Claire, Doom, with her acgomplig' es ﬂak, Nelson, SchwaE, Rmmerman

etc., starting taking out life insurance policies on Claire.

Magdr, Scha' t

[See Claire 3 last letter

- before they killg her. .] {See Flacco‘s book page 79. they immediately, after Doom made

herself Claire's attorney by for in her si nature: They starting taking out "life
insuranmnlicies on Claire. They {this racketeering group; .c_ol.lected on over 2_O life
insurance policies on Claire.] The 0.8. Justice Dept. s on d follow he n , and
prosecute W who Mthe money.

This was Fisk‘s MD with corrupt Cops Ford and Von Villas , etc., of taking out life
yawn—ole; on people; then killigg them; mil', innocent people; and with the

/.
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, '

§;Q§§gpt L.A. Jggges collecti

the l;§§_;n§g;§n§§_mgg§y,

And this is Wh Schwab bro ht

Fisk out—tls mental illnersE, W and made Fisk thefgd of the

Homicide Division.

ug -

Which was to conspire wig; sgwag and his racketeering Judges, and

Prosecutbrs to frame Whistleblower Peernock and. make a Lot of money framing Whistlelower
.
_
Peernock.

Schwab' and all m racketeering buddy Judges, Doom, and DDA's Jenkins, Springer, Richman,

head DDA Webb, etc. , all m that Whistleblower Peernock ML_ Andvthey Engaged __
‘- stealing—everything—heowned,— and‘they W; ‘dﬁhf raged, and beat Peernock unconscious

every time he was taken .into court:

To stop him from presenting evidence that he was

'

innocent and hm. Whistleblower Peernock was beaten by the bailiffs before he

was taken into Court, and then egg each time he requested his Constitutional Right to

bistfﬁhis racketeering buddy Judges zibed defense
.

'

,

Msubmenaed the Catala Ave. house phone records.

w

-77.“...;

_.

1.

._.,..._.

-

-

attorneys.

-

represent himself and ﬁlled.

mm... . .-_............~. ._..~ M-

[See Fisk's ChrOnolo ical Record

showing that Fisk had the phone info which proved that Peernock remained at the Catala

Ave. house and phoned Sonia Siegel at 12:14 AM. and told her that Claire, and Natasha,
drove off in his Cadillac--at 10:30 P.t4_._ This was the same time that Natasha

sponﬁaneously told Officer Warschaw and. many other people, that they had left at 10;,39

L31-

~

'

.

And Fisk also , with his bogus, illegal arrest warrant and with ﬂsearch warrant, broke
into Peern'ock 3 locked suit cases and illegal stole these same gene records from

Peernock's locked suitmeuwhich Peernock pick-up from his P.0. Box in Tarzana Whenhe
returned from Las Vegas. Fisk also illegally £913 from Peernock's locked suitcase the '

ﬁwus Retaurant's gnoelled check, which Peernock also pick” from his
proving he was having breakfast at the restaurant when the Cadillac crashed into the pole'
24 miles away by Schwab's court.
‘
_/\

Ejsk tried to kill Peernock duri

this illegal arrest.

Fisk and his buddy Cops opened

the motel room door with the motfﬁgangger 3 ﬂ, they didﬂg’ﬂ knock, and inmediately
jumped on Peernock's back who was sleeping and started kicking Peernock in his head.

.
And ,

Fisk and his buddy Cops stood on Peernock s ﬁend ke t kickin Peernock in his head,
and kicked his left ear about 80% off his head. And Fisk an his buddy Cops ke t yelling

"move so we can kill you." And Fisk stole all, the money Peernock took out 0 his own mg

account, so he could hire Investigators to proved they killed his wife. Fisk stuck
‘
W in his pocket, and D9211 stole the rest of the money. This was

My and theft using badges and guns.

-“,.__.

[See Fisk s arrest and property report.]

mwaecm
maeéme.amafymmbmmdthpﬁ
record from the phone company and

knew that Whistleblower Peernock is innocent, and that

he remainded at the Catala Ave. house after Claire and Natasha drove-away at l0:30
P.1V.

The left ear that Fisk and his buddy Cops him about 80% off, was sewed'back on, but the
stitches became infected at LA. County Jail and the barbaric medical

at ,L.A:.r County Jail
would imitate out the infected Stitches. And it wasI—iT
mtW
-E__
eek
was transferred .to
the m3 Ween

that the m stitches W

Schwab‘s writer Flacco

included a photo of Whistleblower Peernock that had the photo doctored to cover-up all the
blood, on the left side of Peernock's shirt and ganja, Flacco also lied in his book,

falsely claiming that Fisk and his buddy Cups mocked before going into the motel room»an t en repeatedly kigked'and tried to kill Whistleblower Peernock using Fisk's illegal,
bogus arrest warrant, was gs, Schwab found as a “fact" that Fisk could M have gotten
any statement from Natasha until after August 3, 1987. All of Fisk’s warrant
s (both the

39. .

-

arrest warrant and all the search warrants) were typed up with Fisk's made-u "Face Mask
‘ and Hard Whiskey Story" before Fisk could take mstatements from Natasﬁ.

'

When Peernock testified to this robbery and attempted murder by Fisk during the ille a1
arrest, Schwab StOEEd ,a_ll_ of Peernock's- testimony and had, Peernock, again,
gm .
taped and beaten unconsgigus to cover-up these criminal acts by Fisk and everyone in olved
in this 31W with an ille al, bogus arrest warrant, [Schwab found as a “Fact".
thatvNatasha could NUI‘ have given any statement to Fisk until after A net 3, 1987. 113.15--

__., f. _ mequirocally establishedthat ﬁ—ef— Fisk's warrants yere‘boeu's )‘aﬁd‘i regal.

And Schwab

ordered that NO Questions could be asked on Fisk'swarrants--because the warrants were
. based on statements that Fisk had NOI‘ as yet Brainwashea Natasha to repeat.]

'

“

“— hwyearimrwmw «

‘ ‘

-, -M

Fisk had these

-

Which was the reason that Schwab brought Fisk out of his mental illness retirement:
frame Whistleblower PeernOck to hes» the U.S. Justice Best. from:
,r

_ “v. _._.VM..W..,._:

to

‘
-4axpayers
ewegontraetercostigg

hone records that he sub

ahead from the phone company, which proved that

Peernock is innocent.
a F'isk ha t e same phone records sent to Peernock from the phone
_ company, which Fiskille all (unlawfully and in violation of the Constitution) stole from
Peernock's locked suit j_, Wich also proved that Peernock is innocent.
r‘.

Fisk, Schwab and his bribed defense attorney Green, and 3;}, of Schwab's revious' bribed
defense attorneys, and _a_l_1_ these corrupt Judges, and fail, the corrupt DDA s deliberately
and maliciously hid this phone record proving that Peernock is innocent.

u‘

And Schwab

ordered Judge Stoutt to threaten Sonia Siegel that she'WoUld be thrown back in LA. County
Jail to be tortured
ain if she tried to testify to this crucial 12:14 A.M. phone call.

And Judge Stoutt stop% her testimony andphoned his bribed defense attorney Kenton to

cane to Stoutt's court and to also threaten SoniaSiegel to take the Fifth Amendment 31

avoid retaliation for testifying to the truth proving that Whistleblower Peernock is
innocent.

Fisk terrorized and tortured witness Sonia Siegel. to sto her from testifying to this V
1,2;14 A.:1_'. phone call proving that Peernock is innocent .. An Ejisk and all these corrupt
Judges threatened and 'had Sonia Sie e1 tortured for trying to prevent these corrupt,
racketeering Judges and DDA s from illegally {unlawfully and in violation of“ the
Constitution) stealing all of Peernock's money and property.

Flacco in his book admits they stole overA'S‘, million (see page347of Flacco book) from
Peernock because .Peernock's incOme gm
Hess3pmpertiesgeneratede—ineeea31ng——

——:

“”mﬁmﬁey ,_'_,;_W.. ;:',::$ﬁﬁlﬂﬁughr this racketeering—er gaggr stoleeltthismoneyfrﬁf“ "‘
"’""‘Whﬁflébléﬁéf”"?eernock, they ke t Natasha pen'nyless, with 10 money to even rent an
'

apartment, although Doom and t e Judges had n of Peernoc‘zrs houses and were collbcting

and wheting the W. [See Flacco's book page..153.l After the operation to w
Natasha‘s head in the region that effects, memory, and then subjecting Natasha to
1m constant term: and m, m hypngsis, and meant rainwashing and many»

many hundreds of rehearsals, Natasha had no independent thinking and‘ﬂ'fre'e will, and

Natasha only reﬁted what they told her to say--due to this Nazi like brainwashing:

Rimerman and Doom also schemed how they were going to split the money on the over 20 life
insurance mlicies they took out on Claire, and which Contractor Nelson kept in his files
on C aire. W after Fisk returned to his office after he left t e mur er scene,
just a few minutes from Fisk's office, the first phone call Fisk made was to Contractor

Dennis Mm

And Detective Fisk told Nelson to send all the life insurance policies

40,

that he was keecigg in his f1 lgs on Claire am, so they could M and share the
money. This was mediately after they killed Claire, and Fisk returned to his office.
Ejsk also immediately that mornin told the news Egr reporters his made-up ”Face Mas_k,
and Hard Whiskey Story.“ [In each Court House in California there is an office withﬂm
Bmters, and the Prosecutors, Mgcg and gm; hand the Remrters stories on those they
want mm

Any Reporter who tries to investigate or changes the story is removed

_ (kick-out) from the Office.L And also that morning E_‘i_sk cgld the Catala Ave. house
' h rs his made-up "Face' Mask and Hard Whiskey Story." This is documented in Flacco’s
book, pagesc3; etc. This was without gny contact with Natasha. This uneguivocally gm

that Fisk made-c2 the story and then destrcycd Natasha's mm to repeat his made-up story.

Judge 'Rinmerman, Doom and Springer also conspired and plot-ted on how they were ELLE—t9.

use their new fclce W change they were fabricatin

Whistleblower Peernock tc_s_tcp_hjm from presentigg his defense.

against

[See the letter fromm

Springer to Doom. Their racketeering scheme involving Schwab's bucki—y cor

m

Bimrmermgn and many other Judges in Wills. cam], of W. i

(mtgcctor Dennis Nelson was at the crash and mgder scene with his muscle Felon/Informant

Dozier, and killed Claire afte; the crash. And 1;t ﬂick told Nelson to SJELE the .LLE
insurance cclicies to Doom so they could 99113.1; and share the money. Fisk then conspired '
with Nelson, and Fisk using his W warrant illegally kidnapped _11_ year old m
(mistleblower Peernock's 19m daughter) arrestigg _1_1 year old Tania and illegally
placed Tania with Nelson, so Nelsou could mm, and use her name to collect on the

lit; insurance mlicies that Nelson mesmepiig on Claire. Nelson was NOT in any way related o.‘
to Tania, and illegally cdnaccing and placing Tania with Nelson was completely illegal
and a civil rights violaticn. And Nelson filed a geclaration claiming he wanted
$8,000,000 for his part in this murder-racketeering-robbeg-extortion-insurance fraudcw kidnaccing-chi ld mm
' scheme...

Ice =Judges with mentally. ill, a_l_cchclic detective E_i_§_k violated all laws and ALL

MW in W of ____murder. e_______xt0rtion, k___.ep_ns.,idna i
cture, brainwashin , mind control, fal§g, LEE a1 imprisonment, jforci

, bribi

and

-

M33 witnesses to give grjurcd W cgiﬂi traffickin , insurance fggyd, etc.,
to ccgry-out their Wing and organized crime.

The u,§. Justice Dept. should follow the money of this racketeering-murder scheme by these
es and their accomplices. The corrupt Pennsylvania Ju ges in t e - Kids for
Cash” case is minor criminal acts m to the crimina- acts by the California Judges.
(22.)

W on the case was threatened or bribed by Schwab and his

ml of corrupt Judges to cover-up the music: of Mtg. by SchwaB and his accomplices.

The murder was carried out to fratne‘Whistleblower Eeernock and ctcg him from proceedigg

with his lamics and 2m: arming Schwab's organized crime and racketeering on Statecontracts. And to keg; Schwab cc; of W for his organized crime and” stealing .
from the taxpayers. ’And to frame Whistleblower Peernock m had to .ﬂgPeernock ”from ’
MW from
gutting gr; any defense, and Schwa'b used Mdefense attorneys
II m
WW
presenting any defense. And this ms Scﬂgb's arguncnt at the
v. :Igggm
Peog'le
the
in
Court
Supreme
case and Schwab's argument at the W State
can
you
accused,
me, which was that as long as you ccn force an cttorney on the

W a conviction.

Because attorneys always have their hand out for bribes.

And 'each defense attorney that Peernock had forced on him, was W or m to

41,

block all defense to cover-up the murder by Schwab and his accomplices. And to kee
Schwab from being prosecuted by the U.S. Justice Dept. for his organized crime and
racketeering on contracts and his many murders.

Bradley Brunon stole oyer m from Peernock and hid from Peernock that Dozier, who was

And ﬂees»

an informant and enfogeg for the Cops was at the murder scene and killed Claire.

that Dozier was covered with wet-fluid blood at '4:38 AM, and the

attorney Brunch h‘

crash occurred at 3:30 A.M.

And hid that Dozier had an extensive griminal histogy with

Andm

over 19. arrests, and was at a preViB's similar murder scene staged by the Cops.

’
that mentally ill, alcoholic Detective Fisk am all the Cops at the scene from
that
searching Felon/Informant Dozier's <1n _c_a_r_ for the murder weapon. And Brunon M

Fisk sent Dozier awa

from the murder scene, although there was an outstanding arrest

warrant for Felon Dozier. [As State Police Officer Gentile g; We away after he ,m to $1; PeexnckJ
Defense attorney Brunon's main ob‘ective, was to cover-u

.

the murder by Fisk's and

Schwab's accomplice Felon Dozier--BEs1'des stealing over $65,000 from Peernock for just a
few days at the T’reliminary Hearing.

Brunon was a former prosecutor, and was very biased

, {LIT protecggg the corrupt Judges and Prosecutors.

.

The next defense attorney forced on Whistleblower Peernock was Edelber who reﬁgsg to dq _.

investigations or to file any motions in the court for Whistleb owe’f' Peernoc .

Or to do

ist eb ower Peernock. Edelberg stated that the Schwab's San
anything to help defend
Fernando Court had extremely dismnest, corrupt Judges, DDA's and Copg. And he was afraid
to do anything to assist Peernock in his defense, because he feared retaliation by the
Judges, Prosecutors and Cops, who were going to violate all of Peernock s Constitutional

Rights and if he did anything to help Peernock, the would come after him.

To get rid of Mg, the third defense attorney was Shim. who stated that the Judges
threatened him, that they would take away his Judge pro-tern appointment if he did‘anything

to help Whistleblower Peernock.

Shirwo told Peernock that DDA Sprigger:_ Who brogght

.

' Natasha to the Adjudication Trial, and was o_ne_ of the _3_State attorneys who presented

Natasha's testimony-which Natasha was brainwashed, hypnotized, forced and rehearsed many
hundreds of times to repeat after her head was operated on--which was completely impeached
and dismissed as m (M sustained). And that DDA Springer stated to Shirwo that they
areﬂ going to obey the U.S. Constitution's 5th. Amendment W

' protection, and that they are going to pretend that it never ppened. And Springer
stated that at the meeting with Schwab's San Fernando Judges and DDA's, they have decided
' that they don't recognize the U.S. Constitution in the San Fernando Court. And they will
NOT obey case law Breed v. Jones. And Springer stated that the Judges and DDA's have
decided that they WlII not let Peernock present any defense evidence, and they willgg;
let Peernock question any witnesses M that they realize that Peernock knows how to
question witnesses.

And they decided to use the'excuse that Peernock is too da

be allowed to present any defense

when he goes to tria

erOus to

in Schwab's court. . Am they will

use their .n_ew Jail House In ormant charge,against 'Peernock to claim he is too dangerous to \ .

be allowed to present any defense.

k

And Springer stated that Schwab, Schacter, Major, Mackey, Rimerman, etc., stated they

were going to retaliate and take away Jud e Genser's court for allowing Peernock to
re resent himse

at the Adjudication Trial and complete imEach Natasha's rehearsed

testunony_. Defense attorney 3313351. stated that he was too afraid to present any defense
for Peernock because the Judges will take retaliation against him and would take away his
Judge pro-tem appointment.

The fourth defense attorney was Fogelman.

And Fogelman immediately started coveriiggaup
/

42.

\

-

the murder by Schwab and his accomplices. In the secret, sealed, ills a in-chambers
meeting with Schwab's buddy corrupt Judge Major, Fogelman asEs for ’ s bribes to block all'
defense of Whistleblower Peernock so they could cover-UR the murder by Schwab and his
accomplices. And Fogelman asks Judge Major to get‘gid‘of Investigator Cote who found the
as station where Claire and Natasha purchased a completely full tank of gas before the '
craSh. [After the crash, the Cadillac had a 99mpletsly_§ull_ten§_9§_ga§‘ Although

defense attorney Fogelman and DDA Springer had thousands of photos and §_ﬂﬁiiimgger;gggig§;

— _1 «owlaire_and—Natasha,~Folegman~refused— o let~lnvestigator—Gotavshow~anyrof the photos“orr"‘
movies to the gas station attendant who filled up the Cadillac. And Fogelman'and Judge ' ;
Major conspired to retaliate against Investigator Cots and remove him and replace him with

an Investigator who knew the score and with Fogelman yould block all the defense of

.

Peernock. This is organized crime of the legal system and racketeering, and a violation
of the U.S. Constitution.
'
.
.

“”The'fifthdEEEEE”afford y waeilipg'Richland who stated she was afraid each time she

went into Schwab's controlled San Fernando Court, which was lawless and_all:the Ju as
were against the Constitution. Richland said that the Judges stopped all payments on her

State court appointments, and that the Judges are conspiring to destroy her finanically,‘
for taking Whistleblower Peernock's case.
.

When the Judges then gave Richland State court appointments on_§_death~ nalt cases as
bribes to block all the defense of Whistleblower Peernock, Richman then refuséd to talk to -

ﬁeernock, refused to talk to any the defense witnesses, refused to investigate any of the
many, many pieces of exculpatory evidence proving Whistleblower Peernock is innocegge, and
withheld all court transcri ts from Peernock. 'Dead penalty-cases are very lucrative for
attorneys, and set for many years. 'The accused always gets convicted, and always loses
his appeals--since Schwab got rid of the honest Rose Bird State Supreme Court--tut the
State Appointed defense attorneys make a fortune.

The sixth defense attorne was Green, who blocked gll of Peernock's,ﬁ§_defense witnesses
and'§_Expert Witnesses from testifying.
In a secret, sealed

illegal in-chambers meeting with Judge Schwab, Green gave un—sworn

false testimony against crucial witness Adams. Who saw Contractor Nelson and

Felon/Informant Dozier sabotaging the Cadillac after the crash. Green gave'his un~swern
testimony lieing and claiming he received a note from Witness Adams saying he made-up the

story. Green never received such a note and made that Statement to at his bribes from
Schwab. Judge Schwab‘gayekthese bribes to Green to block all the e ense o Peernoek.
And this money was from the money that SChwab illegally stole from Peernock, in conspiracy

with Doom, Fisk, Richman, etc.

Crucial Witness A ems

id NET send green any note, gnd_ W____

“~witﬁegg"gdams’sent;a;sworhgdeclératidn;fo;3§hﬁeE:§:§§ﬁii:§iﬁtingsthai
a§¥§2

2£§iﬂgsheﬁwW~W~W‘r

testified to in Judge Stoutt's court was true. And Witness Adams stated in his sworn
- declaration that he feared retaliation from QQA Richman. DDA Richman, Fisk and their

buddy Cops made several attemEts to kill Witness Adams to prevent him from testifying to
what he saw.

.

After Witness Adams-testified in Judge Stoutt‘s court to what he Witnessed:

DDA Riehman" ”

,‘ innediately, that da , rushed Adams to-prison by special transport to prevent Witness

.

Adams from testif in again. And then DDA Richman and his Cop buddy ﬁnaop traveled to the
prison where Witness Adams was illegally and wrongfully imprisoned and threatened to kill
Witness Adams if he tried to testify again. And DDA Richman and Knapp offered Witness

Adams bribes, including dropping their false char es thattthey used to threw Adams in
prison in their attem ts to stop his teStimony,,iE_Witness Adams would give false
estimony for D
1c an and Judge Schwah, etc. And i§_he would commit perjury for them

43.

so they could convict Whistleblower Peernock.

'

And Schwab, DDA Richman, their bribed

attorney Green, and Cop Knapp conspired to 131% the _2_ tapes recordings of their threats to
15311 Witness Adams if he ever tried to testify again to what he saw, and their offering
r'ur for them so they could illegally convict
gribes to Witness Adams to commit
claim
Whistleblower Peernock. Schwab; Richman, , Knapp and Green then conspired 59413, and
of
on
This was obStructi
'
'
the tape recordings were lost Somewhere in h
'

justice and witness tampering by Schwab, Richman, Green and Knapp.

Before Green gave his lying un-sworn statements against Witness Adams to .try to nullif
Witness Adams testimony, and s_o Green could at his b~' beg from Judge Schwab: Green also
traveled to the prison where. Witness Adams was “He ally and wrongfully imprisoned and
' Green took a statement from Witness Adams. And corrupt, dishonest green in attempts to
nullify Witness Adams‘ statements, would Mia; Witness Adams sign his statements under

W

,

*
penalty of. per1ury. wean claimed he was incomnet
. Green is?”
perjury
of
penalty
er'
gedﬁhd
"'”t6"gag
ts'h'avé
tatenen
sworn’s
s'
witnesse
incom tent but he is more dishonest. than incompetent and deliberately kept Witness Adams
from signing his statements under penalty of perjury to nullify his statements. Green
should have his bar license taken away. But this will NOT happen because Schwsab \_ and his — ~
corrupt Judges control the State Bar,.in- California.

Witness Adams testified in Judge Stoutt‘s court. And Stougti—under orders by Schwab-~
made it very difficult for Adams. And-"Judge Stoutt--under~‘orders from ﬁshnet-repeatedly

blocked Whistleblower Peerndck from asking Witness Adams any Questions on the retaliation
~ and murder attempts against him to prevent histestimony. The State Attorneys, thhugh,

.—
were allowed to ask these questions. and ﬁtness Ame was ,able to. testify to these .
prison
into
Adams
threw
Richman
DDA
repeated murder attempts to stop his testimony before
to stop any further testimony by Witness Adams.

And Witness Adams sent a sworn statement

to Schwab‘s court stating that his testimony in Judge Stoutt's court was all true,

contradicting Green un—sworn lies that he received a NOTE. from Witness Adams.

,

Schwab then

hid WitnessAdams' sworn declaration, as Schwab hi3 every piece of exculpatory evidence
expOsing, that Schwab was framin Whistleblower Peernock, so ‘Schwab could illegally

, imprison and stop Whistlehlower Peernock from further exposing Schv‘Vab's organized crime.

Schwab also hid lawsuit MVP—2885 that was filed against AAG Schwab"s accomplices State

Attorney Qatien, Gigi, etc. , for their many murder attempts against Whistleblower

Peernock.

These defendants». were workingnnder the comand of AAG Schwab and the murder

attempts were in retaliation for Whistleblower Peernock exgsig. their organized crime on State contracts. Supervztsmg DDA B. Webb transferréd the ” ' ,.‘;tQ- Schwab although this was ~-

and Schwab hid the laWSuit and would .2102 let it
clear criminal conflict of interest,
v

mfwﬁproceed in clear obStruction ot_ ustice.

Both _DDA Webb and Judge Schacter conspired _to_

,_ A; _.:b19"ek:léwguft;®li@2§35_ﬁr'"w“Binlprocﬂ'- _e_ed_ fingbiQEssignlng' m'w 1t7tb_SchwaJ;L:_-alt'w_huough_ _,

\.

£111.. "—3.Easicleari

-

'

conﬂict of interest.

and all the
Schwab, Appellate Judge Boron, and all of Schwab's cabal of corrupt gudges,
V
te
Appella
m
the
and
ys
Attorne
Prosecutors, and mot Schwab's hm defense
that
m
all
They
.
WE
Attorney mm: m that mistleblower Pcernock

m

on “at 18. l987

the .Catala Ave,

”18746-22137 on 8*-

‘

58¢ Fisk's CHRONOLOGIPAL _

-87 which proved that Peernock remained at the

Claire and Natasha drove off in the Cadillac at 10:30 PM.

ouse a ter

and @ Sonia Siege]. at

unequivocally mm W
Tney slim to mthis evidence
when Fisk m to 31L]. Peernock mule ___g§1_
And Fisk MPeernock was 1m

.

£313}. on
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covered-up for Nurse Billo giving '
(23.) Schwab's bribed defense attorney malso
rigged trial. Nurse Billo lied and
coached perjured testimony at Schwab's illegal,

house-M81110 was keeping Natasha
claimed that Whistleblower Peernock came into her
”
and Billo lied and claimed

hospital-, - 7 as a_ p isoner_af_ter Negasha was remoVed from the
iTﬁaﬂmﬁgW—~
fiﬁ
1
Peernock was looking for W’Hﬁﬁﬂﬁﬁﬁ
estate agent. And that Peernock
real estate name card and was pretending to be a real Billo claimed Peernock was clean
ha.
looked around Billo‘s house to find and kill Natas
stitches on his face.
shaven, and. Billo claimed that Peernock hadﬁg
prosecutors at" the San Fernando Court-In cons irac --with Fisk, Schwab and Sehwab's
er of Claire,
at the hospital was to cover-up Schwab's premeditated murd

Bililo's function

before they omrated on Natasha's head
and to prevent Natasha from making any s_t_:a:ementsNatas
ha, though, was able to make
eptible to «their brainwashing;

to make her susc
ral hospital personnel, also hospital
_s ntaneous statements to W seve
te Natasha and stop her.

e Nurse Billo could isola
befor—doctors, and an Investigator p..__-—
killed the doctor who Operated on
Sehwab, Fisk, Doom, Green, etc. , then cogggim and
hypnosis, their subjecting
brainwashing,
Natasha's head to make her susceptible to” their ts and 1mm and their many
threa
tant
cons
their
,
drugs
Natasha to isolation,
repeat anything she was rehearsed to
hundreds of WELL}; they got Natasha to

testify to.. This was Nazi-like brainwashing.
with Schwab's rigged Jury
Nurse Billo then 4 years later at Schwab's rigged trial

coa had perinred testimony claiming
conspired with Sohwab, Richman and Green to give
?eernoci<~gave*'her"'aTealastarenames“
gﬂPeernobY'oaiﬁédﬁto her house to Kitl‘Natasna‘and ‘th’a‘t‘

se Whistleblower Peernock was &
Nurse Billo's testimony was clear: obvious per-jug: becau
And Whistleblower Peernock looked

miles away at the time and was under doctor's care.
full beard and mustache, which was shaved
entirely different at that time. Peernock had a
face, and then had stitches

to his
off and then immediately Peernock had plastic surgery ts and @otos taken. And there was
regr
s
medic
the
by
d
prove
also
on his face. This was
in Las Vegas at t e time.
a ton of evidence proving Whistleblower Peer'nock was his suitcases_a_ll the hotel records,
Whistleblower Peernock brought back from Las Vegas inLab Reports, photos, doctor's
the hotel phone records, "the ton of medical records, went to, etc. , to prove where he was
reports, all restaurant receipts, Las Vegas shows .he their guests. This ton of extensive
at all times. The Las Vegas Hotels also video tapes in Las Vegas 300 miles away when
records absolutely proved Whistleblower Peernock was
ock was in her house to kill
Nurse Billo lied and gave perjured testimony that Peern
Natasha, and gave her a real estate name card.

~

and DDA Richman in poaching 31110
Sehwab's bribed defense attorney Green assisted Schwab
do, refused to _‘~ * 5_a_si< Billo a_ny
to W.

And Green, as Schwab briEd Green to

Questions .

Las Vegas prove Billo gave perjured
Not only did this ton of exculpatory exigenge from do to exmse that Billo gave perjured
testimony, but all Green, Richman and Schwab had to
name card to find out ﬂag was the
testimony was to shone the real estate company on the Rich—nan, Schwab and their bribed
Fisk,
real estate agent that was in Billo's house. And
name card for Peernock's finger
the
ed
check
ly
defense attorney Green could have easi -———-Nurse 312110 was
NOT on the name card—which would also proved that

prints-—which were

165%;

§chwab's bribed defense attorney Green besides refusing to ask Billo any questions,
refused to 2resent the ton of exculpatory evidence proving that Billo was lying.
Schwab to com und his dishonest , then ordered that the Probation Report state that
‘ Whistleblower Peernock was in Billo's house looking to kill Ratasha. and that also
‘
* Whistleblower Peernock was glanting a bomb.
He is a

There is 539 w_ay to describe the total dishonesty and corruption by Judge Schwab.

cmletely dishonest lunatic who has used his court for organized crime an racketeeri
and has killed many people to keen their organized crime in California a secret from the
public. And Schwab and his corrupt Judges bribe and control the news media in California
to cover up their organized crime and'many murders.

And also to cover up theirorganized

grime on state contracts which Whistleblower Peernock clearly exgosednwhich is costing
the taxpayers many billions each year.

,

.

That is the reason that Schwab and his accouiplices set-up the murder of Claire so they
could frame Whistleblower Peernogg And by framing Peernock for their murder they filled
their wkets by illegally stealing everything Whistleblower Peernock owned, and also collected on the over 20 life insurance mlicies that they were keeping on Claire before
they killed her. And Schwab used his paid writer Flacco to write books full of lies to
demonize Whistleblower Peernock and for Flacco to cover-ug their organized crime.
When it was made uneguivocally clear that alcoholic, mentally ill Detective Fisk could NOT
have gotten any statements from Natasha before Fisk used his made-up "Face Mask 8: Hard

Whisks Sto " on his search warrants and arrest warrant, Judge Schwab ruIéd‘___“@/mg_rde_r_ed 7‘ ..
‘
'.""”"['seé"w1ndow #22", ‘i’nf‘toinformthetaxpayers.comI
_”—* (items and "So“
And to cover-up for Fisk making ug the stogg he used for all his search warrants and his

arrest warrant, Schwab ruled and orderﬁ that ﬁg Questions could be asked on Fisk's
warrants, because Natasha couldﬂgj have given Fisk any statement until aftersAugust 3,
1987. And thatjﬁg' Questions could be asked Natasha on the. "Face Mask" and "Hard Whiskey“
story until after August Q. 1987. This unequivocally established that Fisk made-up the
story.

'

ghwab also guleg and stated on the court record:

The reason that he (Schwab), Richman

Whistleblower Peernock was becauseﬁg 93 would believe how dishonest they are.
Window #34, pages 1.8 to 58.].
_
’ '
_

-

'

and ”their jagged defense attorney Green were consgiring to Block all—defense by

[See

Eisk, Schwab, Richman and Green all had the subpoenaed phone records from the Catala Ave.
house proving that Whistleblower Peernock remained at the house after Claire and Natasha

drove off in the Cadillac at 10:30 PM. And that Peernock phongSoniac Siegel at 12:14
Ag. and told her they had driven off. at 10:30 PM. with the Cadillac, and that he was
spending the night.

Fisk knew this was true because Fisk subpoenaed the phone records.

when Fisk attempted to kill Whistleblower Peernock on S

tember 4 1937 With his illegal.“

arrest warrant Fisk knew since august 1&, 1287 when Fis

su poenae

t e phone records that

Peernock was innocent. And Fisk, Richman, Schwab and Green tortured Sonia Siegel to agree
to m M to the 12:14 AM. phone call which Fisk and evegone knew proved that
Peernock @3933; of the murder-which was carried out by Schwab s accomplices-

46.

se attorney Green: DDA
(24.) During Schwab rigged trial with Schwab's bribed defen
Re a. Richman, Schwab and Green
Richman used coached Eergured testimony of neighbor Dawns fy that she heard Robert

,

conspired and coached an

»

-

MDawna Rowe Mend testi

_
Lhisdeughterﬂ‘aniajimldnit—itbesgreatwggt killed in LQL-___
-

accident.”

This was MW testimony.

In tam recorded interviewsby idiffere‘nt

idm make the

d that she
Investigators (Cote, Judd, Gutierrez) Dawns Rowe state

the statements. by Peernock that~
statements the Detectives claimed, and she didﬂQI hear
ock's m whenever he was there,

the detectives claimed, and she was not even in Peern ents Maven talking to her.
and that the detectives made-up, fabricatedJ the statem
_-

Investigator mwith Dawns.
Investigator Judd played the gravious taped interview by
I didn t say that."
Rowe, and during this tag interview Dawns Rowe stated: "NO
I was never over there when ﬁllobert Peernock) was there.”
And Dawns Rowe also stated:

iew by Investigator Cots, and
Investigator Judd still playing the Erevious tang interv
states: "Here is another note by
”during this previous taped interview Investigator CotsClair
e, and Tania asEE me i; T
the Detectives." "Again 6 months ago I was visiting

wanted to see Daddy‘s guns.

handgun.”

And Investigator Cote asks:

She took me to her master bedroom and showed me a rifle and a
.
"YOUR STATEMENTS, THESE STATEMENTS ARE NOTHING BUT
.

’

'

FABRICATIONS THEN?"

-

W
——_-.—Dawna—.Rowe-answers:,,,r'}Two-.otf_.them-are.?Y -. ,_ _._.W _
to do with them any more.
Dawns Rowe stated: "For the last almost year---I had nothing
Claire cha

ed, she was different.

.

And she didn t talk to me anymore."

r conspired and got
This was because Dennis Nelson, Fisk, po_o_m,, Schwab and Felon Dozie
they killed her.]
before
letter
last
's
Claire addicted to drugs and drinking, See Claire
igator Judd asks: “YOU
m playing the previous taped interview of Dawns Rowe, Invest
CORRECT ON THE TAPE, THAT

SAID YOU DIDN'T MAKE THOSE STAIMIS TO THE POLICE.
'
- YOU "QID NUT MAKE THAT STATEMENT?"

, - ‘Dawna Rowe W:

.IS THAT
‘

.

‘

.

WES, THAT is manner on THE TAPE."

question do you recognize ,
After Investigator Judd played the tape recording he asked the
I
tEt, at all?

Carl Rowe answered:

.

YEAH

Investigator .3333 then stated:

Downs Rowe stated:

.

'

"I'm 393;. here to get you to Me anything,"
‘

"There is nothing we could change.

ion:
Investigator Cote also during his taped interview asked the quest

"The police say

'

THEY INTERVIEWED VIOU ON THE Q 01“- w?"

Dawns Rowe answered: ”NO-BODY INTERVIEWED ANY—BODY."
_._——

WITHOUT EVEN INTERVIEWING THE
[THE FOOTHILL DEFECTIVES WROTE-UP THE FALSE STATEMENTS
T THE DETECTIVES' WIDE—UP
RWESA. ~« AND1THEN 1: YEARS [AlﬁeBRIBED THE ROWES TO REPEA
'
.
.
.
_
'
' STATEMENTS.

tape recordings and their
These tape recordings and their typed transcripts and 16 otherProsecutor may}, Schwab
and
Schwab
‘ transcrigtswere mailed by certified mail to Judge

47.

ordered that a}; this clear exculgtggy evidence be destrwﬂ in violation of Brady...
SEwaE only gaggedhis coached m tegtm' ray and fabricated evidence to be presente‘ﬁjn —
ns irin 'with Richman and '
his rigged Jury" . And Schwab s_t_ated on the record that he was
Green to block all defense by Enistleblowe: mo91: because ﬁg one woul Mambow
_ dishonest they are;

_

,__ i___,)_;.____,

And bribed defense attorney Green refused to Eresent the tag recorded interviews with
Dawna Rowe which emsed that she was bribed to commit 2921931: And writer Flacco‘ on E59227
Of his book Used the made-up fabricated statements by the detectives am he could
Flacco to
maliciously and falsely demonize Whistleblower Peernock-zasjshuabwas gazing
_
’
'
.
d
_9_.

48. '

1.?

‘l
sure ahd 1
g defense attorney Green seam to pres told _
'_ i "(25.) Schwab,- Richmn and their brig
and
seen
he
t
it perjm, and change wha
‘ [bribew‘dtness Charles Lane to ligand em ‘ e. —~Ihe—tapecl interviews exposed that what
.
—i
4+4“ TaLInvestigatorsinta recorded t Nelson and Dozier killed Claire aﬁte; the
tha
sets
arly
cle
saw
maglee Lang
‘
a
’
AM.
’Cadillaccrashed into the pole at 3:30

saw
face just 11m; from Claire's face ire
his
with
.
A.M
4:00
re
befo
Lane
rles
Cla
saw that
' '~-."Witness Cha
Head or face. And witness marles Lane
' . " that Qlaire Edgg injuries to Her witness Lane :saw that there was NO bleed in the
V had gablood on her clothing. And
‘
'
‘
_
' ‘
' .
Cadillac.

her lace across glaire‘s neck or chest.
And {Shades Lane saw that there was _N_(_)_ leat

,

that time--before
of the Cadillac and saw that atthat
l
- ' And'VCharles “Lane walked around thetoback
there was m
saw
And witness lane
per.
bun
the
tied
rope
NO
was
e
»
ther
4:00 A.M.
any rope burning, and
witness Lane did' [101' smell
rope- that was burning or smoldering. And
'
' i
'
burning.‘
' r
'did'J-ﬂsmell or see any smoke from any rope

”

_

-

' '

ail" with a flashlight.
And that Charles Lane observed'all this “in det

_

-:_
I.
» 1%
drmﬁssiéé—andéalsoéiremethe:v
0 he Laneobserved theserdEEEtYaTJtTIe—
’"
~~And~M
'
'
AM.
4:00
fore
E.
c
ood in'the "Cadilla
_p_a_ssengers' side, that there was &bl

‘
Eﬁéﬁ" ‘ engage to on
' m""sér’; ﬁshes—“Lane
2254" gage; ima
gig; lesLanethenwent 120' "#69all
sed
mu
'
ire.
these details again. so injuries on Cla

-' the crash scene and observed

,
eat er ace across Claire's neck er chest.; . N0;
Claire. _N_o;_blood in the Cadillac. ﬁgl
rope burning.
- . rope tied to the bumper. _§_0_ smoke. _N_Q_

' '
and told Marlitz about athecrashc Marlitz
Witness W then went-back to work

e cardwas summ.- ed_
e timm
m
T
A
O
w
m
u
P
n
tha
r,
ate
__l
tes
mu rched in {Tr :oo A.M. .Aftmld by Lane ab rash
ut imF
abovin
Pm
g
- .pm
ﬁtnessed
AM. and
scene'at about 4:10 A.M. to 4:12
Cadillac“; ' Witness
_ Witness Adéﬂi theh came toandthe
the
g
tagig
Felon/Informant Dozier sabo

:- .
elson
ish'N
Denn
ctor
3
t1tra
""'Co
Adams
Cadillac tieing u]; a cotton r0128. 3 Witness
the
1;deg
g-L1
layin
er
Donn
Feltm
“saw
s
'Adam
was
“And that Claire had EQ— blood on her and g-ngje; the‘ 1
' saw that Claire hadﬁﬂ injuries On her.
was
ier
Qoz
and
illac
Cad
the
standing next to
_ :
-' Egreathing. And saw that; Nelson was
that" Nelson had a -

pe. Witness glans Eitnesgeg
back of the Ca'dillacmwithjthe,,§gt_tmm s had plagiarism Lights on his vehicle. '
Western m leather lacetie.’ And Adam

.;. ‘g

at” W '_
inutes before the Paramedics arrim‘
"Marlitz went. to the crashscene '5_m
ed at the
ws with Investigators: 'I‘hat when he arriv
there
Jam-132. Stated during taped intervie
Wet "blood, and Dozier said he hadt been
with
ered
cent
was
ier
Doz
.
AM
they .
e
4:33
scen
at
e
2: scen
he told. the Eglioea— .
_
, and smelled of miskey. And when
___
W
.
2:3 ___
for 91§§__
.

"“ ' Were NOT interested.

- *

fit"?

‘
lace [from gelson's leather lace Western tie
Marlitz also saw that l'there was 91;; leather
to
nlim
Ma
3;15E21
trial Richman, Green and Schwab Eli—5
across Claire's face or chest]. At
saw the leather lacetie across Claire's

Erobably
Ltcomit periurg and Marlitz. testified he
clearly stated that he: looked, and there
rlitz
rsﬁa
ato
stig
inve
n—I
ral
“—u—
seve
‘
face, although to w
V
was $3 leather lace across Claire a gage,

,

_‘
r

g.

,
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5

v..~ﬂ.wgw.vwwlww aim —.— ,, g

7 When Charles Lane was at the scene he saw that Claire, who had ﬁlinjuries at that time,

. by; m up on the front seat mam When witness MAS 5313131178 at
Adams
4512 AM. she was busing and had moved to a sitting E251tion before Witness

”‘I-vumiwahatuthe-SCEREJ‘HV _.l_ _-.. -.-_-._.-l_ . ._

ll _.

..

._.-_

..-,_

.._.. H.

_

_

l-

V

V.

....V

sition in the Cadillac had
When Marlitz came to the scene at 4:33 A.ﬁ.'C1aire's h sical
M!
ganged again, and she was also NOW canpletely covered with wet 51-535, and so was
‘ _ '

‘

Contractor Nelson's muscle.

And after iFisk arrivec_ at the scene, Fisk

sed Claire's dead bodywith her left arm

91.? Claire's blouse and placed Contractor
hanging out of the Cacillac’. And Fisk butto
nd
Fisk being an Wa
alre's face.
C.
across
tie
lace
r
leathe
Nelson 3 Western type
——.~—_——
~

‘
sec .1
nests-111x" 111 did nor rm the leather lace was from Fisk's murder
s on the TOOLBARand
Eelson s Western leather lace tie.

in Window #23 on the Website:

[See these tape recorded interview

‘ ;

~

toinformthetaxpayers.com]

V ,

, And to cover-up the W by Schwab, Richman, Doom, Fisk's accmnplices

-

v v contractor Nelson and FeIOn/Infomant Dozier, Fisk stopgd the sex assault SEimens' from
being collected, and imediately had Claire‘s body destroyed by forging Natasha s
.
or .
_, signature. Fisk, Schwab, Richnan, etc. , knew that Whistleblower Peernock was insisti

W—Egto
And Fisk also lilegally had the amaeelaellac clan-ll.

aw
Wﬁwﬁhﬁf“ “WﬁtWCE_W—- 7 hey'gogid—fm- Whistleblower.'rPeerneck-W-e
.
" and stop him from further emsing Judge" Schwab's organized crime and their many murders

- 1e
-‘

selves; Richnan, Fisk, Green, etc., ggeatened, pressured and bribed witnesSes to catsuit- coached perjury so they could illegally imprison Whistleblower Peernock, and to cover-up
' their premeditated murder of GEE; This gal, pressured and bribed witness Charles Lane
and Ben’amin Marlitz to commit coached perjury for them, but couldn"-’t get Witness Adams to
‘

or ting. ~

comt perjury

‘

_

.

So Schwab, Richman, Green and Fisk got their buddy Cops to hit Witness Adams 2 times with

their mlice cars,

= _

When that ﬁdn’t 3; ll him, they shot him in the back. 'And then When

that didn't kill him, they et-him—

on ﬁglse drug charges.

And then convicted him at a

transcripts so 1 they
1 rigged Judge's trial. With th—é corrupt Judge falsifying the courtusly.
previo
detail
more
in
ed
explain
was
This
tion.
Could get a convic

And after witness Adams testified seeing Nelson and nier ,at the crash scene sabotaging

the Cadillac--and that glaire was alive at that time-~and 1:t Nelson out the court
defense attorney and stated that Nelson bade _.
', audience, Judge §toutt became, ﬁelson's
.—.————-——
.
reason to be at the crash scene.

And immediately that day after witness Adams testified he was rushed to prison by special

transport to. keen Adams from testifying again, And after Adams was illegally imprisoned.
. for the false charges that Richman, Schwab, Fisk and their cormt buddy oops fabricated
" ‘ﬁéinSt'Adams in their attempts to keeg him from testifying to what he seen, Richmgn and

Fisk’s buddy Cog Knagg traveled to the prison where Adorns was illegally and wrong. fully

‘

imprisoned. And Ricbman and Knapg threatened Adams that they would kill him if he tried
'
.
‘
to testify again to what he witnessed.

1
iI

}

And DDA Richman and Detective Knapp offered bribes to Adams that the false char as they _

«» had fabricated against him would be drogmd and he would immediately;

re case

if he

' " halite 19""0mlt ﬁring for they; so they could illegally im_p__rison Whistleblower PeernOck.""titfﬂfnwfiuf if.”

‘ ' ‘

-

.

.

w.

:

and Knapp were ta \ recorded by both
Tnese murder threats and bribe offers by Riclman
edr w
trmrote-“Peerncck—a- 1ettef-ﬂ-ﬁﬁhiﬁlﬂg47hﬂt—hﬁppen
‘cman‘and‘Kﬁapptmwemterv
b,
Schwa
ring.
tanpe
ss
criminal witne
,Whistleblower Peernock accused Richman and Knapp of
e
er
w
W
__2_
these
claimed that
Rictunan, Knapp, Fisk and Green then lied and
tor evidenc in violation of My, [See
cu].
this
hide
-tc
leg; at the police station.
_
" 'm'mcw £17, pages 30 to 33 in the Website. i
M'iaterviews with l’eernock's ggjgnﬁg
Schwab was sent, by certified mail, all. the
mdmﬂﬁ. These
the moi-m. and also iaﬂ
these Won
Marlitz, Dawna
amin
. ”Mesa atOIS- [See
Benj
,
Lane
-lea
Char
s:
taped interview ctearlzmed that witnesse ier, ‘etc. , that eag were gamed by—
Doz
" 'ﬁcﬁe, Garl Rome, Ted Giba, Felon/Informant
m Egg-w; at Schwab's illegal, rigged
90a
it
comm
to
Fisk
and
n
Ricl‘unan, Schwab, Gree
attorney Green. SChwab, in violation
trial, with Schwab's rigged Jgigy and Mdefense
s be destroyednso Schwab could cover—up
of Brady, ordered that _a_l_L these ta d interview
r Peernock from a; '
$

d §_1:_gp_Whist1eblowe
their Emma—ed murder of Claire, so they con M
and many gillignﬁ

further e

5

their organized crime W

ripped-eff the

tion' Window #43-2 and also 113—1 in the
taxpayers each year. [See "Additional Descri
.
.
g
.
IJ
.» Website that eggplam the issues in'W
‘ l

51. '

E

(26.) Defensejttorney Brunon, defense attorney Edelberg, defense attorney Shirw‘oij

defense attorney Fogelman, defense attorney Richland and defense attorney Green all knew

-

thatﬁé‘féEt'iVéTisk‘ﬁlg"€nE§d",‘Gﬁ‘Aﬁg'11st“ 18 IT987,”'Eh‘e‘Ca‘tal‘aAverhoUse phone—W ' j

which proved that Whistleblower Peernock is innocent, and phoned Sonia Siegel at 12:14
MAM. from the Catala Ave. house after Claire and Natasha drove away in the Cadillac at

"

19:30 N4. All these bribed defense attorneys and Schwab, Richnan and their bribed
.
Appellate attorney Multhau_o knew that Whistleblower Peernock W; and they gag mm
and coveredéup'ﬂﬁsjclear exculpatory evidence. And Fisk, also
with his bogus, illegal arrest warrant (and N0 search warrant

records from Peernock 3 locked suit case.

when he arrested Peernock
stole these same phone

[Fisk using his M arrest warrant also
tog-i 11 Peernock during the illeg" a1 arrest, mag that Peernock is innocent] Thesetried ,

phone records were also sent by the phone company to Peernock's Pd). 'Box in Tar’zana", While i
he was in Las Vegas. The Bank also sent Peernock's cancelled check to his P.O. Box, for
‘
the Saugus reataurant also rovin that NO‘I‘ only did Peer-neck regain at the Catala Ave.
house and phoned Sonia Siegel "at 12:14 AM. after" Claire and Natasha drove away in the
Cadillac at 10:30 P.M., and that Peernock drove his Datsun to the Saugus Restaurant and

"as 24 miles away at 3:30 AM. when the Cadillac mam the road and into the pole

a. ‘1; 3:30 A. . , by Schwab s court and Fisk's office--so they could‘control the crime scene.

I'A‘ll- of Schwab's bribed defense attorneys, and, Schwab's milled Appellate Attorney Multham,

andﬁchwabis, cormndewlﬂaWS—exwlpamry evidencewwg- *-€tlte~~-12:14:A.M. *phone call’ and the Sa' us Restaurant Records) proved, absolutely that
'
"Jimis'ﬂeblower"iPeernock"is'*‘innocent'-,"nn' “they";aﬂreonspiredwﬂiis‘Wieﬁm- '
evidence in violet-ion of Brady.

'Schwab's corrupt buddy Judges Rimeran (who ill ally stole all of Peernock's bank

!

Eggjﬂg the Jury), and Judge Major (who bribed Fogelman to cover-up that Claire and

'

accOunts, houses and income producing propertieg; and Schacter (who covered-up for Selma];i

Natasha bought a completely full tank of gas after driving away from the Catala Ave.
house, and also conspired with Fogelman to get rid of the Investigator who exposed that

they were framin Peernock); and corrupt Judge Sottile who refused to obey the established '
"Double ”ﬂéwide'ﬂby the Adjudication Trial and the fact that Sottile had MJurisdiction, :

and denied Peernock his Constitutional Right "to even be." at Settile's illegal, riggg

trial, and 'who conspired with Doom to £013eﬁatashais signature and gave everything _.
Peernock owned to“Doom--Schwab's former law clerk); and Judge Mackey who had his bailiffs
break Peernock's arm, and shoulder, and damaged his neck for requesting his uaranteed
right to represent himself, and also DDA s Springer and Jenkins who were consp rators in
‘ this premeditated murder of Claire, so they could frame Whistleblower Peernock to stop him
from further exposing Schwab's or anized crime and racketeering on contracts, and their

racketeering of mass imprisonment for profit. .And by framing Whistlebower Peernock to
stop him from further em, sigg Schwab s organized crime to keep Schwab out of federal
prison.

And Schwab and all his cor
t Jud es at the San Fernando Court knew that mentally ill,
alcoholic Fisk made—up his ”gees Mask and Hand Cuff" Story based on a "to do" NOTE that
Whistleblower Peernock w‘roteji months earlier, for a vacation to the mountains so' the kidﬁ
could go skiing. And that the face ﬂask was for Peernock's SEQ Breathing Machine. And i

this see-throggh plastic Eace Masks had nothing to do with M And that the H
ﬁend green: for chapped hands in the cold at the mountains law to do with Hand

i
E

ﬂwas for .purshasing clothes for the children, etc. , for the cold in the mountains.

l

'Cuffs that Fisk always uses and that is always in his mental.illness mind.
5'2 .

And that cl's I

And Schwab and all his corrupt conspirators knew that when they impounded the Datsun tthat
the inventory sheet of what1934i: the Bataan proved there were new 83:8
Peernock 1
over the Datsun's seats. ,F 51: lied and later claimed that the 3% written by
items a
other
and
,
-~—months.earlier'I "mntainfngjhe abbreviations FM. , 1L; , cl's pig, etc.
person would take on a long trip'"‘fo“‘th§“mountains-was scattered—over. the. Datsuo LS, seats _
‘ in plain view—41m: werem on the impound inventory sheet.
'

While they had Claire c

letel

addicted to daggs and drinking, Fisk, Doom and NelSon had-

Claire ether all of ,miistleElower Peernock's To Do NOTES" and give them to Fisk so Fisk
to a story to frame Whistleblower PeernocEr-Ehi' ch is the reason that Sohwab
could abr

was beCause of Fisk's
brought Fisk out of his gm, MM retirement. WhichW
, framing . v. -.
people,
on
ces
an assassin and taking out life insuran

mt being

_

ce
innocent people, and with the corrupt L.A. Judges collecting and sharing the insuran
'
.
mney.

,It would be completely ridiculous for Peernock to scatter NOI‘ES (written _§_, months earlier)

over the seats of the Datsun, before he left to Las Vegas m where he was "at all

times," and expose their many attempts lover ﬁattempta] to Ergo and their many attempts
t

to kill Whistleblower'Peernock.

-. »_

Sonia Siegel was terrorized by Fisk, Richxnan, Schwab, Judge Stoutt and their bribed

: deﬁenseattorney Kenton tom testify to the 12:14 A.M-.;

eelwehouse proving that:PeernocK remained at the house a

__1Q;30PM

'

_

One call from the Catala Ave.

'

‘NataSha“drove"offmatff““M

.5991? ﬁiegel was threatened, and terrorized that she would be} thrown back in

her to
LA. County Jail to be‘htoftﬁfed again- if ‘she 'didn‘t~~testify. tomwhathRiclrnan‘ ordered‘
I
she“
that
Siegel'
Sonia
ed
threaten
also
group
crime
ed
testify to. Fisk and this organiZ
to
would NOT on]; be tortured again, but sent to prison for life if she didn‘t testify
stand if ,
What Richnan ordered her to say. When Richman asked Sonia Siegel on the Witness say.
_ '
to
her
forced
she knew what F.1d. means and she said she doesn't know as Richman

lices w
Sonia Siegel knew that in December 1987 L_8_ months before Schwab and his accompbreathing .‘
CPAP
Li;
took
Claire) Sonia traveled to the mountains with Robert Peernock who
the
machine and his Ease ﬂask, and they also tookﬁand gem. And before going to
'
.
'
mountains they;;__Pnrcl:1ased.‘§:-_l_othe_ga

é
And when Sonia Siege]. was asked about the R1 ht An le enj’eernock:s '_'to do list" _she said
!
was
ﬂl-gnewne
ut’fisongﬂ
-ebook:b
odlaédo's
' what Richman told her to say [see pages _2_§ to
' ' » !
was
for a shelf that Peernock installed in Sonia‘s 70"Camero'f] Senia's 70 Camera

.

overheating due to a defective lifter, and the radiator would boil and push out the
radiator's Fluid.

The shelve was for the overflow container for the radiator‘s overflow, 5 ‘

which would then be sucked back in the radiator when it cooled.

Peernock started workin .

on the 70 Camera to replace the defective lifter at the time they killed Claire.

And the

rove where
70 Camera was left taken aﬂt, when Peernock rushed to Las Vegas so he could
him for framing
were
ho
group-w
crime
d
organzie
Schwab's
he was “at all times, ' to expose

_ web andhis accomplice? murder of Claire.

'

.
WhiStleblower Peernock already proved 6 murder attanpg against him by, Somab's

:

. ‘1 E

racketeering group andwould have proved more attempts on his life for blowing the whistl

'

t Relation
on Schwab's organized crime on contracts. [See Window #2 the Public Employmenblower‘
Whistle
t
agains
s
attempt
murder
proving
seo.,,
et
lSS,
__—-_
Board (PERB) case LA—CEw
Peernook by Schwab racketeering and organised crime group.]
s-lattorriijg’; '
"QWhis-tleblower Peernock would have Droven more attempts on his life,_but Schwab‘
and ' !
Gatien, etcz, working under Schwab's command capitulated, gave up trying to defem,
I
i

'

53.

I

girl damages and m they would stop all retaliation against Whislebower Peernock, his
family, and all witnesses who testified against Schwab's racketeering gang, and stop all

But as always the Schwab's attorneys 14g and

retaliation against their their families.

killed" Judge Naiman: and replaced’the Chief Judge-"offlie'PERB 'With'théiflehd' attorney to ’

-

block all future cases exposing their organized crime and racketeering at the PERB.

. Flacco wrote in his book on page g_6_;_ "That they believed that Sonia Siegel's love had been
But Fisk W the Catala Ave. house phone
87-16-2213? on_§_-:1§_-_&Z, Fisk subpoenaed

‘ prevailed upon as a source of alibi. . ."
records [See Fisk's 1987 CHRONO

the Catala Ave. house phone records, and Fisk kneyz that Peernock remained at the house and

phoned Sonia Siegel at 12:14 AM. and Fisk knew that Peernock, who Fisk was brought out
his retirement to frameumimt] And Fisk HE! that Sonia Siegel, who Fisk
terrorized and tortured had done nothing wrong. But who they were trying to force to help
them illegally and wrongfully convict Whistleblower Peernock, for their planna murder of
Claire.

Fisk Schwab and ever one in this organized crime group knew that Fisk submaed the

Catala Ave. house p one records which proved that Peernock ls innocent. And everyone in
this organized crime group hid these hone records so they could carry-out their
racketeering scam to frame Whistleblower Peernoc for the murder of Claire by Schwab and

a ,
repeatedly lied to their
cowagdlx Prosecutor RicluuanJgishonesti
....
.. For just
.
,, 7rigged, Jury.
ew examp es:
Richman told their rigged Jury that no one knew from where the 14:12 AM. phone call to
Sonia Siegel was made from. Ricl'man, Schwaﬁ, Green, Fisk and everyone in this organized
crime group knew that Fisk subpoenaed the phone records from the phone company, which

proved that Whistleblower Peernock remained at the house and was innocent. And besides
getting the phone records from the phone company, when Fisk arrested Peernock with Fisk's
ill

a1, bogusarrest warrant and tried to kill Peernock, Fisk stole these same phone

records from Peernock's locked suitcase.

Everyone in Schwab's organized crime group knew
'

Peernock was innocent.

Richman lied to their ri

ed J

over 500 hundred times claiming that the_4_ tiny spots at

the Catala Ave. house were bmuf, and that this proved Whistleblower Peernock was guilty.
nicknan, Schwab, Green, Fisk, etc. , conspired and hid the Crime Lab Report which
determined that the 4 tiny spots were ﬁg]: blood.

Richman poached the Coroner to commit perjury and claim the _4_ tiny blood spots at the

CaTala Ave. house proved that Claire was killed at the house and then transferred to the

crash scene by?"'Schwab's court.

The Coroner claimed he didn't know how to use the liver -.

temperature to determine the Time of Death.

The Coroner's pgjured testimony completely

contradicted Fisk' s Erjured testimony that he forced and rehearsed Natasha many hundreds

of times to reﬁt: That Claire was laying side by side with Natasha in the back seat of
the Cadillac-~which was phyically impossible, this was a club copp-~and that Claire was
breathing the entire 15 to 20 minutes it took to get to t a crash scene without any
stopping. Which was also impossible. There were _1§ red light; and stop signs to get to
the crash scene and would take at least 45 minutes-,-—as proven by Investigator Gutierrez

sworn declaration.

Richman told his rigged Jury that Natasha had never been found to be lying.

At the

Adjudication Trial, Natasha's forced rehearsed testimony was completely Mched and
M.

dismissedas un'

',

mich established Wm_ a; ,

‘

'
And all of Riehaman, Green, and Schwab's witnesses were bribed and coached to ccmnit
41mi- -. -.. ___,. .-.__

knew the Saugus Rests ant cancelled bank check from Peernock, the
And Judge Schwab
Restaurant
Receipt-35d
the Cash Register Time—r—
gmroved that Whistleblower Peernock was.

into the pole at
at the restaurant 24 miles away at the time that the Cadillac crashed
's car, which
Dozi'er
nt
nforma
Felon/I
by
off
cut
being
' _ 3:39 AM. by Schwabrs court—~after
p their
Was 51mg; when it cut off the larger Cadillac.

Judge Schwab to carer-U

And that
pranediated murder of Claire, ruled and ordered that this was irrelevant.
is innocent.
Peernock
that
proving
evidence
Peernock could 3591‘ testify to this exculpatory

could an t_e_s_t_:_iﬂ_y to Claire's last
And. Judge sass also ruled that Whistleblower Pee'r'noCk
of Doom, Dennis Nelson, Dozier, Fisk,
latter sent to Peernock, which expressed her fear

etc. , and asking Robert Peernock 3 help escaping from their control over her by their
making ,her addicted to drugs. And Claire describing :13air complete control over Natasha
by Dozier pushing dr_ugs on her. [Claire's last letter. also. exposed their conspiracy to use
-. .
her to stop Whistleblower Peernock from further expgg'ne ﬂieir organized crime and

i

they used Claire when they had her under the jgflgence of their 333gal and they illegally

'i

Claire's last letter before they killed her, also exposed that

racketeering on contracts.

I'

hat_,Eeerno.ck could. NOT-l._ M. _-5..

stale-Wﬁmm‘uhistleblmrﬁeemockﬁﬁchu

cy
"testifyon receiving Claire's “last letter before they'killed her. And in conspira
others
fsohwab, Ricl'rmanL Fisk, Dean, and their bribed defense attorney Greer-and many

- ,

.‘iiiéolved .in'th'i's'l'o’ '

‘ letter so they could cover-up.

- litersndge-Stostrg—Bojarslsiretc.-=ehid,.£1aire1s...last.._
Q

w._...1.

eir Ema—d murder of Claire, in violation"’0f Brady.

’Tne only way Schwab and his organized crime group mid cov, e_r—up their murder 0f Claire

_ was by blockziig Whistleblower Peernock from presenting any defense--ly bribing all defense.
i
"attorneys, hid12g and destroying all defense evidence, and ressuri , terroriz
and
lodging
orcing,
a
stars,
Investi
witnesses, killing defense witnesses and defense

gmching‘witnesses to give grjured testimony.

ing to block. all
'A‘nd Schwab stated on the record: That the reason that they were conspir
pages 48.
defense is because no one would believe how dishonest they are. [See Window $34.
—___———-——--—

u
all
"to 58',‘ etc. ]" And Schwab, who is insanely dishonest but has complete control over

.. .. .
California judges, states that all Judges who review the record should cover-pp for him. _
honest
the
Schwab as the Assistant Attorney General used his msition of power to impeach
Chief Judge of the State Supreme Court, and all the other honest Judges on the State

_.$upremeCourt.

~

~

7-

-

»'_

And Schwab set-up an ills al secret system of bribes [See Window #35 in the Website:
s -.
toinformthetaxpayers.coml to LII Los Angeles Judges to convict any ordinary, powerles

person mm into their courts, and to give them the w amount of time. 'And
block.
.Schwab directed all Judges to threaten, pressure and bribe all defense attorne s to
all defense and conspire with the Judges and prosecutors to _r_:1_g convictions.

See Window

the honest Chief
£18, pages 128 to 140, and in other Windows.] After Schwab impeachedhonest
Supreme Court
other
the
d
Judge of the State Supreme Court, Rose Bird, and impeache
to demonize
writers
Judges-u by Schwab spending many millions of taxpayers dollars bribing
the
stacked
then
chwab
Rose’Bird and the other honest Judges on the State Supreme Court4~S
of
appeals
all
denied
then
Court
escort with his corrupt lackey, s. The State Supreme

ripts.
":‘i‘tbrainary, powerless people without even reading the court transc

' And Sc’mvab made it clear to all California Judges:

55.
7.
.;_

That any Judge Mtheir oath of '

office will be otten rid of--as Schwab got rid of Judge Genser for allowing Whistleblower-.Peernock represent imself at the Adjudication Trial, and W the forced,
brainwashed, hypnotizﬁ, many hundreds of times of rehearsed false testimony of Natasha
which established Res Judicata “MW-which corrupt Schwab mac; to obey.

And Schwab had the PERB Judge Naiman killed for E being able to block Whistleblower

Peernock from proving the many murder attempts against him, and

racketeering and organized crime on State contracts.

rovi

the massive

[See Window 32 ﬁich has some of the

court transcripts exposing this massive racketeering and many murders, and many murder

attempts against Whistleblower Peernock. 'And exposing Governor Brown firing the Auditor
General for releasing a remrt on this ongoing organized crime. And with the Investigator
‘
from the Auditor General's Office-@931 that Brown 5 lackey was made Auditor General to
massive
this
cover-g2
to
"W
publi
the
mg this organize crime from
the California Attorne General's Office and AAG Schwab, and
criminal activity involvi

Senators, and Jud es, etc.i [See Window #305 exposes how 53:5"

up his 0

oi

a5 rigged the Egg“: cover-

or anized crime after the Whistleblower Peernock's case expgsed this

organized crime. I

And Schwab aid writer Flag-o to write books lying to the public to demonize Whistleblower

Peernock and to cover-up Schwab's W and organized crime, as Schwab b11331

writers W and the other honest Judges on the State Supreme Court.

@wab, Appellate Judge Boren-

and all of Schwab's cabal .of corrupt Ju

es, and all the

Prosecutors, and all of ’Schwa 's-ﬁIEg-‘defense Attorneys and the bribe Appellate
Attorney Multhaup: All knew that Whistleblower Peernock is- innocent. They all knew that
Fisk subpoenaed the Catala Ave. hone records on August 18.I 19871 I’See Fisk's CHRONOLOGI‘ﬂ
RECORD 87-16-22137 on ‘8—18-87I which proved that Peernock remained at the house after
Claire and Natasha drove off 'in‘ the Cadillac at 10:30 P.M. , and 212- oned Sonia Siegel at

'

12:14 AM.

The

all cons ired. to hide-this evidence unequivocally

rovi

KHZ Fisk knew Peernock was; innocgt when Fisk meg to ki

arrest on September 4, 1987.

'

that :Peernock is innocent.
Peernock during the illggal

'

so that the Defendant
EE§§ESLX_Q1§EQEE§E Judge SChwab had his court room built
deliberately
was
bench
-can NOT see the witnesses testifyipg against him. Schwab‘s
(27-)

constructed so the Defendant can NOT see the witnesses. This is in clear Violation of the
6th. Amendment which states: ”to be confronted with the witnesses against Him“ This was

deliberately done by Schwab to thumb his nose at the ”Bill of Rights
Anmntent.

And Sohwab had Whistleblower Peernock placed in

and the 6th.

IS corrupt court so that it

was imppssible for him to see the witnesses. This is explained in detail in Schwab's
writer Flacco 3 book "A CHECKLIST FOR MURDER.” on page 264 which describes this deliberate
Constitutional Violation by Schwab to block all witnesses from Whistleblower Peernock‘s
View.

Also schwab and his bribed defense Attorney Green conspired to block all é§_defense

witnesses and all-Q-Expert_defense witnesses fpom tgstiyipg.
Amendment, which States:

In violation of the 6th.

”To have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his

favor."
Schwab's bribed attorney Green called only_;_witnesses who were b2th_bribed and coached by
Prosecutor Richman, Schwab and Green to give pgrjured testimony in their attempts to

pullify and sabotage Peernock‘s defense, by Richman, Schwab and Green conspiring to get

Whistleblower Peernock on the stand and ambush him.

#13, Pages 4 and 5 of Green
Schwab's bribed attorney Green stated on tape [Tape Recordi
Richman got witness
Prosecutor
that
2
and Peernock on the TOOLBAR and also in i ow

Ted Giba to change what he told Investigators and his mother.
Peernock went back into his house at about

Which was that Robert

-00 A.M. after leaving open the door of

Claire‘s car Which had a flat tire, and that hp_ZTed Giba) walked across the street and

glgsed_the door of Claire's car--after Peernock wep;_intg,the house.
§§§n_that the Qatsun was there and the Cadillac was NOT there.

And that Ted Giba

[The Cadillac was driven

off by Claire and NataSha at 10:30 P,M. as Natasha told Police Officer Warschaw and many

other people--also to doctors at the hospital, Nurses, the Investigator, etc., before they

opgrated on Natasha's head to make her susce tible to their brainwashing, hypnosis, and
many hundreds of rehearsals, etc.I

Green, Schwab’s bribed defense attorney, on the tapg recorded conversation states: "They
gngu;lumve got to G155. And Green says: "We talked to Giba about what he told
, I talked to the DA_Ritan.'"
Investigator Cota and Giba now says, 'ﬂg11_ngw
See Page 5 of the taped statements of Green. [See‘Lape Becording £13 on the TOOBAR and
also in Window £23.|

.

And Green called witness Carl Rowe

who was also bribed and coached by ProSgcutp; nhman

Sghwab and Green to lie and claim that Robert Peernock took his 11 year old daughter to

her gymnastic class the evening of July 2], iﬂﬁz,

Green knew it was the day before on July 29, jagz.

Although Prosecutor Richman, ﬁchwab and
This was to give Peernock a false.

alibi which they could easily prove was a lip so they could impeach Peernock in front of
their rigged Jpgy, if Peernock went alon with this false_alibi. Peernock told the truth,

that Carl Rowe was mistaken (lyingi.

Peernock was put into the position of having to

hnpeach what the Jury was deliberately mislead into believing was a defense witness, but

who was bribed and coached by Richman, Schwab and Green to commit perjupy so they could
-

ambush Peernock When he testified.

attorney
In the taped conversation [See Tape Recording #;§J with Schwab's bribed defense
must
he
Peernock
telling
Green
exposing
,
Peernock
ower
Green and his client, Whistleb

fogggj
testify. This was so Green, Richman and Schwab gouLd ambush Peernock with their
Peernock
ambush
to
use
to
conspired
they
Which
gn.
signature on their fraudulent declaratj

57.

.
recorded
atedly told Peernock—-in the tapgd
said
ly
when he took the stand. Green repg
ated
Stand-1hgg_on the court record Green repg
piracy
conversation--that he had to take the
cons
s
n
Gree
sing
expo
#13
g
Tapg Recgrdip
he advised Peernock NOT to testify. [See gainst_his client and to ambush his client when
k_a
with Richman and Schwab to lie and mor
he testifiEd.

k
man and Schwab conspired to stop and bloc
During Peernock's testimony, Green, Rich any of the engrmous excul 'to evidence proving
Peernock each time he tried to testify onThey reppatedly blocked Peernoc from testify and
ring, and
that he was being framed. For example:
sed their grganized crime and racketeeto
frame
acy
presenting Claire’s last letter, Which ggpg
spir
sing their con
sha. Also expo
Nata——
and ——
ire —._
Cla——
their using drugs to control .__costing the
thg Whistle on their organized crime
Whistleblower Peernock for blowing

taxpayers billions eaCh year.

reading the
to the taped recorded conversation or
was working for
pgging £13 —would realize that Green
transcript of this recording iTape Egg And this is what Schwab argued for at the U.S.
ﬁchwab and Richman against his client. t if Schwab gag deny a defendant the right to
a conviction,
Supreme Court in the Faretta case; lha
nt an attorney_they are guaranteed

Any resonable person listenin

defenda
represent himself and force on the
the People v.
the‘Bpse_ﬁi;d_§tate_§up£§me_§pp£§ in
at
t
men
argu
same
And Schwab made the
Because
red.
nts a_gonyiclign is assu

defenda
Jggeph_ga§§, By forcing attorneys on
ir hand out for bribes.
the
have
ys
alwa
ia
iforn
attorneys in Cal

s; "Victoria Doom couldn't believe howyoueasy
(28.) Flacco's book page 271, Flacco writejust
went hack_gyer her testimony, are
xamination was. Green basically

the
her cross—e
_Ng_accusations, Lgly hints that she was
sure about this, are you sure about that.
part
s
sha'
Nata
Who had controlled
of Natasha's tragedy and an evil manipulator

mastermind 3
in the conspiracy aginst her poor father."
Doom and Schwab were

a in

could convict
(bribing) Green to block all defense so they
from Peernock.
stole
the money they illegally

Whistlelower Peernock so t ey could keep all
er exppsing the maSSive organized crime by
And so they could stop Peernock from furth
Fedegg]
ts. And to prevent Schwab from going to
[Schwab and his conspirators on contrac
to block
ed
brib
g
bein
was
murders. And Green
prison for his many crimes including man
from
stole
ally
illeg
,
aB, Rimmerman, etc.
all defense usipg the money that Doom, Schwes were using their courts as racketeering
Whistleblower Peernock. These corrupt Judg
entepprises.

n, in his lunatic opinion, stated it vumgyx;
And Schwab‘s corrupt buddy Appellate JudgeyBore
framing Peernock for their Schwab and big“
for Doom, who was financially benefiting_b
Green to block all defense of Peernock. This

g
aocpmplices') murder of Claire, to be payin
gave to Doom during his illegal exparte inn
erma
Rimm
e
Judg
was the money that corrupt

. chambers meeting with Doom.

already
But all of Peernock's monpy and property wasjggi
the letter

ers meeting with Rimmerman.
illegally given to Doom before this in-chamb
-on September 23, 1987.
from DDA Springer to Doom

and allbthe Prosecutors, and
of SChwab's_papal of corrupt Judges,leb
lower Peernock is my“,
'
that
w
,Kne
ys:
rne
Atto
e
ens
def
.9?—
1.11.3
h
s
et
' 0f ﬂe
la Ave. phone records on AygUst 18, 1987 whic
They pd; knew that Fisk suppgenaed the Cataafte
the
in
e off
drov
__———-O
r Claire and Natasha .___
house
proved that Peernock remained at the
conspired to hid
all
They
A.M.
4
el gt 12:1
_Cad1 iac at 10:30 P.M., and phoned Sonia Sieg
knew Peernock was
Schwab, Boren, and_

Peernock is innocent:
this evidence unequivocally provinggthat

Fisk

‘p"eptember 4. 1987,
innocent when Fisk tried to kill Peernock durit-g the illgal arrest on
58.

murder of Claire by
(29.) Flacco, in his bggk of lies on_pagg_§z;_to cover-up the
Peernock) also sent
Schwab's accomplices, claims that Whistleblower Peernock: 'EEL(Robert
cool, purporting to

bodies
pages of complex formulae concerning the rate at which dead
she did. He failed to mention
say
cops"
d
”crooke
xprove that his wife died long before the
ee per hour, when in fact
that he had based his figures upon a body-cooling rate of lydegr
the rate of cooling can be 2 degrees or more..."

These were deliberate lies by Flacco.
per hour. and Peernock's arguments
Whistleblower Peernock's Time Charts used 2 de rees
Temperature

ished by the Liver
were always that Claire was killed after the crash as establ
and witness EoBert hdams.
(cooling rate of 2 degrees per hour) and Ly_witness Charles Lane
of cooling of 2 degress
See Peernock's Chart #5 and Chart £5 which clearly shows the rate
was while Contractor
pg; hour which establiShed the Time of Death at 4:16 A.M. Which
s Adams witnessed Nelson
Nelson and Felon/Informant Dozier were at the scene. And witnes
and Dozier sabotaging the Cadillac at 4:12 A.M.

in 15 to 20
And Dog'Ler; was covered with wet-fluid blood at 4:38 A.M. Blood coagulates
at 3:30 A.M.

minues. By all common sense, Dozier killed Claire long after the crash

Peernock was 24 to 25
Whistleblower Peernock was never at the scene at any time. And
d the phone record of
obtaine
miles away as Fiskgs Chronological Record Log proves. F'sk
ed at the house
remain
ck
Peerno
that
tale Ave. house from the phone company pnwing
the
at 10:30 A.M.

oﬁﬁiphonedSonia Siegel at 12:14 A.M. after Claire and Natasha drove away

, many lies in his
Flacco was paid by Schwab to deliberately cause confusion with his man
ices. -And to cover-

paid goal to gover-up the murder of Claire by Schwmg and his accomp
the primary
up SChwab's heayy involvement in the organized crime on contracts-—which is
financial
their
Besides
k.
Peernoc
blower
Whistle
reason that they killed Claire to frame
the U.S.
and
laws
all
of
n
violatio
in
owned
k
Peernoc
gain of illegally stealing everything
y
mentall
ain_of
al
finanCL
e
h
their
besides
And
"
ggnstitution, and the ‘Bill of Rights.
,
peeple
on
insurances
ill. alcoholic Detective Fisk's histogy (M0) of taking out life
Judges collecting and .
L.A.
t
corrup
the
with
and
,
people
nt
killing them, framing innoce

est Judge Schwab
Sharing the insurance money. And that is the reason that insanely dishon
. brought Fisk out of his alcoholic, mentally ill_retirement.

Doom made herself
In Flacco's book Pages 79 and 80, Flacco admits that 2 days after
addicted t ‘dgngs and
Claire
got
Claire's attorney by forging her signature--after Nelson
t life
alcohol-—and then Doom, Nelson, Fisk and Schwab conspired and started taking
e policies
insuranc
insurance Policies on Claire. They conspired and took out_over ZQ_lifefiles.
his
in
Kept
Nelson
on Claire before they killed her--which Contractor

out this new life:
Flacco also admits on Eage 89 that Claire never mentioned taking
ﬂ;take out this new
did_NE
Claire
e
insurance policy to her close friend Louise—-becaus
_
Claire in his
on
s
policie
ce
insuran
policy. Dennis Nelson kept these over 29 Life

ed Claire to drugs and
(Nelson's) files-~that they continued to take out after they addict
""""
~

alcohol.

office from Claire’s
Immediately after they killed Claire, when Fisk got back to his
Log proves). The first
logical
Chrono
murder scene, FiSk_ghoned Dennis Nelson(as Fisk's
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phone call Fisk made after coming back from the murder scene just a few minutes from
Fisk's office--so they could control the crime scene.

And Fis

to

ennis

e son to send

all the life insurance policies to Doom so they could collect and share--which Dennis
Nelson after repeatedly lying then admitted under agressive cross-examination by Peernock
in Dependency Court.

Schwab blocked Peernock from guestioning any witnesses.g§_3chwab illogal--in violation of

Double Jeopgggy--rigged trial to cover-up this and all exculpatory evidence from being
presented to chwab s ri ed J
, and illegally stagged with Schwabls bribed defense
Attorney Green who b1°°k¢q_?llogE£EE§?-

Flacco on Fages 229 to 233 of his book dramatically tells a made-pp story of Doom cryigg
in Judge R1mmermao_§ in-chambers, exparte, illegal meeting in Apr1 1989. Attorney Doom
prying and claiming that the Peernock case is killin her finan01a
and she needs money.
Corrupt, dishonest, racketeering Judge Rimmerman had already-—even Before they arrested

'Whistleblower Peernock with Fisk's illegal, bogus arrest warrant--given all of Peernock's
money, houses and business properties to Doom.

See the letter from DDA Springer to Doom '

on September 23a 1987 exposing this conspiracy by DDA Springer, Doom, Rimmerman, Major,
etc.. all wOr ing under the command of Schwab. SchWab with his racketeering Judges had
already given his former law clerk Doom‘gll_of Whistleblower Peernock's houses. iooomg
from from his properties, and bank aooooots to Doom--which was being shared by this
organized crime, racketeering group.

was oompletely made-up,

.[And Fisk using Whistleblower Peernock's ADA_disabilities of needing a Face Mask for his

CPAP breathing machine. This ADA disability resulting from the damage to 518 neck. This
was due to the many murder attempts by schwab and his accomplices_to 1 l Peernoc for
blowi
the Whistle on‘their organized crime. And this was from a note written 8 months
oorlier to remember to take his Face Mask for his CPAP machine,

a trip to the mountains_§p Christmas Time.]

‘

\

andﬁto take haﬁd'creom on

Attorney Oldman, contrary to Flacco's claims in his book on P es 229 to 233, never gave
any money to Peernock for his defense from what they illegally stole from Him. These were
oll lies by Flacco in his book to make it look like they had an excuse to violateggll layg
and all gonstitutional Rights of Whistleblower Peernock, and to keep everything they
illegally stole from Peernock.
This made-up story by Flacco in attempts to excuse their Constitutional Violations, was
after Whistleblower Peernock com letel ’
ched Fisk's made-up story that they forced,

hypnotized and gjiearsed Natasha many hundreds of times to repeat at the Adjudlcation
Trial.

This establiShed Res Judicata and Double Jeopardy.

[Breed v. Jones, 4 /E.Ed.2d

346 (1975), the U.S. Supreme Court established that an Ad'udication Trial is
e same as a
criminal trial. Except that the level to get a decision a alnst the accusedgthe level is
l; mooh loyor (preponderance)7Eh§94§he standard for -;og§opable doﬁEt. After the_§_state
attorneys,
»their murder
savagainstgﬁhistleblower Peernock and they could Ngl_get a
- verdict in
eir favor: 'Ehat is the opo_of their phoney murder charge against
Whistleblower Peernock.]

But Schwab and his cabal of corrupt Judges, do NOT obey the U.S.

60.

-

ﬁchwab later ordered that NO questions could be asked about' k's warrants, because
Natasha couhilﬂﬂﬁhave told—Fisk anything until of eri
ue to the operation
to her head. ThlS clearly was an admission that Fisk 8 story blaming and framing Peernock

and do ﬂg:_dbey case laws by the U.S.
Constitution. do_EgI obey the "Bill of Rigpts" Whic
h allows them to lll all kidnap and
Supreme Court. Schwab makes-pp their own aws
ey can imprison
false stories so
destroy the minds of pgpple to get them to repeat erty.
innocent ppople and steal all their money and prop
everything from Whistleblower Peernock,
Although this racketeering group illegally stole
false charges and exposing their murder
to stop him from defending himself against their
ough-out Flacco's book they
prisoner.
of Claire, they kept Natasha pgnnyless and as a sha, who they kept pennyless, constantly
doing everything for Nata
kept claiming they were
rehearsals, and kept
‘
osis, and constant'brainwashing and constant
hypn
s,
subjected to drug
was human traffickipg for profit and to Stop
NataSha brainwaShed with ﬂQ_free will. This
their organized crime and racketeering_on
Wnistleblower Peernock from further egppsing
t
.
contracts and their many murders.

ing a second trial after the accused Wins
Judges and Prosecutors are prohibited from stagg Amendment and Breed v. Jones. Schwab
the Adjudication Trial--as established by the.§gp.
refuse to-obey the U.S. Constitution, the

and their cabal of corrupt Judges in California
me Court. §phﬁ§$LgEﬂ§§§;gp.h1§.qyppjémgb
Bill of Rights and case laws by the U.S. Supre
giving Whistleblower Peernock a fair trial by

such as his lunatic statements:

That he is

blocking all of Peernock 5 defense.

And lunatic statements such as:

That_hg and the

conspiring to blggk all of Peernock's
Prosecutor and his bribed defenSe Attorney Green are
they are.
dishonest
defense because no one Will believe how

were passed to prevent insanely dishonest
‘ﬁme U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Bi hts r and usin their courts as racketeering
tyrants from abusing their positions of powel of corrupt Ju ges.
enterprises-~like Judge Schwab and his caba

61.
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FOLLOWING ARE JUST SOME OF THE MANY, MANY. MANY FACTS WHICH
PROVE WHISTIEEEOWER PEERNOCK IS INNOCENT AND WAS FRAMED BY
SCHWAB AND HIS ACCOMPLICES TO STOP HIM FROM FURTHER EXPOSING
THEIR ORGANIZED CRIME ON CONTRACTS AND THEIR ORGANIZED CRIME
0F MASS IMPRISONENT FOR PROFIT

Dozier tieing-up
46. Witness Adams seep_Contractor Nelson and his muscle Felon/Informant
Station (to
the cotton rope under the Cadillac. After he reported this to the Police
Detective Fisk):

Schwab. Richman, Green and Fisk had the Copsjhi§_this crucial witness

Adams on two separated occasions with pheir Police Cars in attempts to kill Adams. And
the
When hitting him with Police Cars didn t kill him, the Cops then shot witness Adams in .

back.

charges
And then when that didn't kill him, the Cops arrested him on false drugipts

court transcr
And then at a Judge trial, the corrupt California Judge had the

falsified so they could illegally and wrongfully convict him.

trial each day and taps recorded the entire trial.

His mother went to the

And Adams' mother reported the

falsification of the court transcripts to the L.A. FBI Office.

At that time, the L.A. FBI

d with the
Office was headed b 6 foot/7 inch tall Chief Gal er, who for years conspire
LAPD, Sheriff 3 Dept. and Schwab to cover-up all corruption and crimes by the Los Angeles
Cops. And the L.A. FBI Office refused to do an thin about the falsification of the court
transcripts to violate the Civil Rights of witness Adams, so Schwab, Richman, Fisk and

Green could illegally and falsely convict her sOn to prevent him from exposing their

especially the
murder and organized crime. Schwab had complete control of all Judges, and#35.]
.a
Window
FSee
for.
bribes
L.A. Judges that Schwab set—up the secret—illegal
do anything about
At that time, with the L.A. FBI Office under Galager, he also refused to

the torturing, beatings and killings by the Sheriff's Deputies at the L.A. Count Jail.
For example: When 15 witnesses phoned the L.A. FBI office and reperted that a sadistic
kill him,
burly Jail Deputy had attacked and brutally beat a Prisoner with the intent to
,
Sergeants
Deputies,
of
front
in
announced
and
Jail
Chief Galager came to the L.A. County

Lieutenants and Prisoners that he did NOT want any Prisoners calling his FBI office
L.A. County Jail
repprting beatipgs and killipgs by the Deputies. And Galager stated thatwouLdjE
ﬂ;
office
FBI
his
and
s
busines
their
was
it
wanted;
could do whatever they
‘

interfere.

47. L.A. FBI Chief Galager also cover-up for corrupt LAPD COPS VCR Villas, Ford, Fisk.
corrupt L.A.
etc., taking out life insurances on their victims, killing them, and with the

Judges collecting their life insurances while gramipg innocent people for the murders.

and
'rhese corrupt, racketeering Cops were also selling i legal automatic weapons
to carrylines
explosives to terrorist groups and street gangs, etc., and crossipg State
out their racketeering scams. A private citizen talked the FBI Agents into wiring him.
And they got on tape the corrupt LAPD Detective Ford bragging about all their murders and
racketeering scams that they were carrying-out against the public, while the LAPD Cops,
Judges and Prosecutors looked the other way. This taped bragging of Detective Ford on

their many criminal acts were

ile drivi

to kill a woman so they could collect on her

life insurance policies, and although It was gbvious that many people including Judges

were involved in these racketeering scams, Galager 5 FBI office turned over the
prosecution to California and the LAPDI so they could cover-up this organited crime-although these were Federal Crimes and Civil Rights Violations. [See the book "The Dark

Judges,
Side Of The Force" for details of this organized crime and racketeeeing by
to excuse
written
was
book
This
Prosecutors, the Attorney General's Office and the LAPD.
Von
out
make
to
attempt
to
and
why the LAPD allowed this to g9 on for over 10 ears

_ Villas and Ford to be some kind of heroes.l

LAPD's Internal Affairs retaliated against

d '
the Whistleblower who talked the FBI into wiring him to expose this ongoing organize
and
Villas
Von
es
Detectiv
that
crime. And as always the LAPD killed the witness--the woman
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Ford were going to kill to collect her life insurance--to prevent her testimony against
these corrupt Cops. This organized crime can kill anyone they want. and then have their
perjured.
porrupt Coroners cover-up their murders-—as they had Coroner nner give coached,

testimony ip_Whistleblower Peernock's case.

California, with their porrupt Judge ,

.

i Erosecutors and their bribed defense Attorneys gave these corrupt cops. Yon Villas and
Ford. the best possible defense. By comparison: Corrupt Judge_Sphwab_repeatedly ordered

that Whistleblower Peernock could‘ﬂQI present any defense evidence at Schwab's illegal,
rigged trial, with Schwab's bribed defense Attorney and rigged Jury. And Schwab, Richman.

Green and Fiskhidand/or des ro

every piece of defense evidence and htppkeiall A;

defense witnesses and.;_expert witnesses from teStifying-—in pomplete Violation of all of “
Whistleblowér Peernock 8 Civil Rights. And in yi lation of the orders of the U.S. Supreme
in People v.
Court in Faretta v. California and the orders of the State Supreme Court

Joseph.

And all of Schwab's corrupt, conspirator Judges cover-up for Schwab using his

court as a racketeering eptetprise.

48. Also Galager took part in the organized crime of the Eggemar Sheriff's Station. For
example when it was exppsed that the Cops were doing contract murders. and also taking out
life insurance pplicies on people; then tillipg them; and collectlpg the insurances; and
Cop who
framing innocent people for the murders: The gnly Cop prosecuted was the honest
ggppsed this racketeering.

This was although the eptire Edgemat Sheriff's Station had to

But pecause Galager's FBI office

be disbanded because of the wid -spread corruption.

"again" turned over the prosecution to California, "only" the honest Cop was prosecuted

and fired.

None of the Cops who carried out gontract murders. and framed innocent people

were prosecuted by California's corrupt legal system.

FBI Chief Galager was later removed from the L.A. FBI Office, after a private citizen sued
Galager for gpvering-up crimes by Cops.
In California the Attorney General Office's function is to: Engage in grganized crime on

contracts and to take kick-backs from contractors; retaliate and Eill Whistleblowers,

ors who tryito present defense
defense witnesses. defense Attorneys and defense Investigat
I
innocent people by denying
mprison
office;
of
evidence. and Judges who obey their oath
criminal acts by Cops.
l
them their right to represent themselves; and to cover-up7a

Judges, Prosecutors and those in ppwer.

[See the

resent California Attorney General

Bgcerra's criminal acts to cover-up the criminal_agt§_gy COPS in violation 0f.A§lél]
This is or anized crime by the_entire California legal_§y§tem, and President Trump needs
,
to "drain this swamp in California.

49. it; Assistant Attorney General Schwab atgued at the ﬂ.S. Supreme Court that no one in
california has the right to represent themselves because as long as we can force an

Attorney on the defendant we can assure a convictipp,

In the Earetta V. California case,

45 L.Ed.2d 562 (1975) the court ruled and established that defense Attorneys canJEII'be

to
trusted. fheY.§ll work for the State. and that is why everyone has the Absolute Right the

represent themselves. That is the reason for the Constitution, the Bill of R1 hts and
6th Amendment. The g.§. Supreme goptt ptgeted Schwab to Stop Violating people 3

Constitutional Rights and that gveryone has the right to represent themselves, and by

Schwab forcing Attorneys on defendants.§ghwap would always be guaranteed a conviction.

and the
And that Schwab's 61% was against everything the W of the Constitution

Bill of Rights intended to prevent:
its citizens.

Corrupt Trypnical states violating the rights of all

This didwﬂgl stop insanely dishonest Schwab from his goal of a Police State with the
largest prison population in the world.

And a State where Judges have dictator powers to

63.

ss.
eteal and ppcket citizens' money and property by denying all due proce
Bird State Su r
And in 1983, Schwab again made the same argument to the California Rose
that he

936 319835
Court, and Schwab was told again in case People v. Joseph. 34 Cal.3d
ts.
was Violating all California citizens' Constitutional Rig

bribing writers to use lies to
AAG Schwab then used many millions of taxpayers dollarsState
Supreme Court.
the
on
demonize Rose Bird and the other honest Judges
perjured testimony by
Under the command of AAG Schwab many citizens were convicted using
ated evidence, and using

Cops, coached perjured testimony of witnesses, and using fabric
get convictions.
bribed defense Attorneys blocking all defense and essisting Prosecutors
After AAG
tions.
convic
ul
The Rose Bird State Supreme Court was overturning many wrongf
Rose Bird and

izing
schwab paid writers many millions of taXpayers dollars falsely demon
ed and the other
impeach
Bird
Rose
other hpnest Judges on the State Supreme Court and got
t Judges who
corrup
est,
dishon
with
Court
the
hpnest Judges also impeached. Schwab etecked
the Court
were against all Constitutional Rights, and ell_appeals were then denied without
even reading the Appeal Briefs.

where Cops could kill anyone
Schwab's goal was to make California into a Police State,
imprison anyone with perjured
could
utors
Prosec
impunity. And Cops and

they wanted with

any concern that the illegal
testimony, fabricated evidence, and rigged juries, without
the U.S.

convictions would be Overturned on appeal.

Schwab effectively eliminated

rnia.
Constitution and the “Bill of Rights" in the State of Califo

0--the largest prison
And the prison population increased from about 30,000 to ever 170,00
Rights" were
of
in the world. Now that the 0.8. Constitution and the 'Bill

system
NOW rigged--Schwab made it
eliminated in California-—besides the juries in California were
impossible for a defendant to present any defense.

heavily involved
Besides schwab setting-up this mass imprisonment for profit, Schwab was
System and the
Court
The
cts;
in the massive kick-tacks on State, County and City contra
Brown, Governor

Pat
contracting system were operated as organized crime and racketeering. started this
rnia,
Califo
in
l
Jerry Brown's father, when he was the Attorney Genera
crime and kick-backs_to a
or anized crime on contracts, and AAG Schwab took this organized
igators, and anyone
invest
tors.
inspec
ses,
much higher level, with killing Judges, Witnes
'
g.
teerin
racke
and
crime
exposing or blowing the whistle on this organized
keep taxpayers' money
The function of the Department of Water Resources was grganized_to
and extra work claims
flowing to contractors for shoddy work, and then giving ﬁxiggsﬁréars
ks to AAG Schwab and
kick-bac
give
then
so they can give huge sums to the contractors, who
And to retaliate
etc.
tors,
legista
key
Judges,
the AG's office, to the governors, key
ering.
rackete
and
crime
ed
organiz
this
d
against anyone or kill anyone who exppse

blocking all defense of
Schwab, who is insapely dishonest, uses the argument that he is And
having his bribed
trial.
fair
a
ant
defend
the
the citizen he is‘framing to give
st they
defense attorneys blocking all defense because NO one would believe how dishone
are.

and beaten
And having Whistleblower Peernock repeatedly ehackled, duct taped

-

lf.
unconscious for reguesting his Constitutional Right to represent himse

L.A. County Judges
Schwab also set-up an illegal, secret system of bribes to ell over 900
Attorneys to
to xﬂeek all defense of defendants and for the Judges to bribe the defense
64.

block all defense.

And to give the defendants the mAXimum amount of prison time-seven

though the defendant is completely ippoggnt.

“

And Schwab to also benefit from these illegal bribes--that Schwab set-up--to 2;; L.A.

County Judges, Nédéllﬁﬂééli a L.A. County JUdge.

violate the Constitution and the "gill of Rights,"

So he could al§p_dip§p§ all Judges-to

And Schwab set-up a new Court House in Los Angeles County.
or the San Fernando Court, or the Foothill Court.

Called the North valley Court,

And Schwab stacked t is Court House

with insanely dishonest. corrupt Judges who deliberately disobey their "oath of office"

and violate all Constitutional Rights of the ordinary, powerless citizens. Corrupt Cops,
corrupt Politicians and corrupt Judges were always found ﬁg: guilty by rigging the Juries.
But to make it imppssible for ordinary, powerless citizens to get a NOT guilty verdict,
Schwab and his racketeering Judges got a law passed stating that defendants couhilgﬂlhave
access to the Judges' rigged Jury List--although Federal Law states to deny the Jury List
to the defendant it is an automatic dismissal of the charges.

Schwab though did NOT care about Federal Law, or the U.S. Constitution

or the Bill of

Rights which were to prevent tyrannical persons in power, like Sc wa , from vio ating
these guaranteed rights.

Schwab's Court House complex also contained the Foothill Police Station and.Fisk's office.
The Foothill Police are the ppes who beat Rodney King. There were,2Z_Cops at the scene
who were allwlaughing and doing jist bumps while they continued beating Rodney King for
amusement. All 2; Cops wrote Laps; police reports coveringup this sadistic beating. And
after the videotape exppsed their Civil Rights Violation and the Cops' sadistic mindset,
the Judges conspired and rigged the Jury by moving/the trial to a Cop Town, where everyone
on the Jury was related to Cops.

Just a short distance from Schwab's Court was the Divenshire Police Station where corrupt

Cops Ford and von Villas for over 10 years were ta ing out ife olicies on people, and
conspiring with Fisk who was on the assassination unit, or execution squad, or death squad

of the LAPD and killed the people they took life insurance policies on, and framed

innocent people, and with the corrupt Judges collect the insurance money.
Iillgs were also running a prostitution business from the Police Station.

Cops Ford andjhul
And corrupt

~~Cdps Eord,§ﬁ:nVillas, Fisk, etc., robbed jewelry stores and sold the jewelry to the Cops

at the Police Station.

And Ford,'WmPVillg§J Fisk, etc., sold illegal automatic weapons

and explosives to terrorist groups and street gangs.

Schwab with his corrupt Cops Fisk, Knapp, etc., threatened, terrorized and tortured
witnesses to forg§_them to give perjured testimony.

Although there were many blood relatives who wanted to take care of_;;_year old Tania.

Judge Schwab and his co—conspirators, racketeering Judges illegally kidnapped_;;_year old

Tania, and :llejal y placed her with Sphwab's murder accomplice Contractor Dennis Nelson:-

Who with Felon Dozier killed Claire by Schwab's Court.

This was child traffickin

for profit.

Judge Schwab's accomplice Dennis Nelson in their

racketeering scam with Fisk, Doom, Richman, Jenkins, Rimmerman, etc., took out over 20
life insurance p0 icies on Claire, which Nelson then kept in his files on Claire.

Nelson used kidnapped Tania's name so this racketeering gang--which ipyply§d_many corrupt

yﬁippnyggtand involved many corrupt Judges, appellate Judges, Appellate Attorneys—could
65.

e before they killed Claire.
collect on the life policies they took out on Clair
MURDER." Flacco admits that he day-w rrrrr
In schwab's bribed writer Flacco's book "CHECKLIST FORthey immediately started taking out
after Doom illegally made herself Claire's attorney.
is why Judge Schwab brought Fisk
life policies on Claire. [This is Steve Fisk's “MO " and
out of his mental illness. alcoholip retirement.

§_year old Natasha (whose mind they
This criminal trafficking of ggpyear old Tania and.l
in authority. And is documented
those
teering and organized crime by
destpoyed) is racke

in the bOOk "THE DARK SIDE OF THE E93933

The LAPD had this book written by writer Golab

ant of this ongoing racketeering
in attempts to excuse why the LAPD was so completely ignor
'
and the murders by LAPD's finest Cops.

.§_million to kill Clairezand to keep
Corrupt Judge Schwab,paid,Contractor Nelson pver
on the over 20 life insurance
Iapia as a prisoner, so they could use her name to collect
policies they took out on Claire. before they killed her.

block all defense by Whistleblower
Corrupt Judge Schwab bribed defense Attorney Green to
ock to stop him from further
Peernock, so they could illegally imprison Whistleblower Peerncts. This organized crime on
exposing their organized crime and kipk;pagk§_on State contra
disasters.
ns due to
contracts has cost many livesa and many billio

Doom. Major. Schacter.
Schwab and his racketeering gang (Richman. Jenkins. Fisk.
laws. And violated all

and State
Rimmerman. etc.) have violated many Federal
gck and his dapgthers--besides killing his
Beerp
er
leblop
Whist
Constitutional Rights of
wife. And violated all Whistleblower laws.

PERB Judge Naiman. Dr. Shapiro,
Schwab and his racketeering gang has caused the death of:
s. etc. And they retaliated
Investigator Gutierrez. Claire Peernock. witness Reeve
Investigator Leffler,
Judd.
r
against: Witness Siegel, witness Adams. Investigato
Peernock. Adjudication
Tania
Investigator Cota. Investigator Sanchez. Natasha Peernock.
commit perjury

witnesses to
Trial Judge Genser. etc. And coached and forced or bribed all rdy. And illegally staged
Jeopa
Double
at Schwab s illegal trial. staged in violation of
with a bribed defense Attorney and a rigged Jury.

‘ii'ité‘ =

L-A- FBI Chief Gilaéer was receiving payoffs from the L.A. Sheriff's Dept. to NOT

ounty Jail Deputies for beating citizens to death at the County Jail.
prosecute t e
After Galager was removed-z;_peputies were prosecuted and are,ppy_in Federal Prison, and
so is the Qpief Sheriff. Galager was also receiving payoffs from the LAPD forjﬂzﬂ
prosecuting thegPD Cops for framin innocent citizens, brutalizing citizens, robbing
citizens and Ellilﬂg citizens for their life insurances, etc. And Galager was receiving
pgyoffs from Judge Schwab and the L.A. Judges foryﬂgi prosecuting them for using their
courts as racketeering enterprises and organized crime, and getting kick-backs on

—-——-

322%

Galager's FBI office was also collecting money from the a ants in the L.A. office for

legal expen51ves in defending corrupt Cops who committ

or

es against the puBIic.

Galager was eventually removed when sued by private citizens for Ga agar covering-u. p

crimes by _C_o_p_S_.
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50.

Schwab, Richman and, Schwab"s bribed defense Attorney Green conspired to ri

the girl

When Investigator Sanchez expgsed that the Jury was rigged, Schwab and his bud y cor

1;

Judge Schacter threatened Investigator Sanchez that they were going to take away 1&3q

investigator license unless he stops his investigations of their n Riggigg.

And Schwab and his cafbal of corrupt Judges used their dictator like
litical war to get
an Un-Constitutional Law passed by using co
t Legistators, such as the former Chief of
the corrupt LAPD (now a State Senator) Ed (crazy

Davis, and other corru t L

istator

who

were pushing legislation for laws for "mass E2. risonment for~profit'." %his new law, was
inmedia-tely passed to cover-up the Judggg W. This new law stated that the
defendant is denied the Jury List.
‘
‘
‘

Federal law states that the defendant has the absolute ri$t to the 'Jury, List--and only
their bribed defense attorneys could have the Ju_ry Lis ,
o the Juages knew were workigg

with the Judges and Prosecutors to ge_t convictions.

Federal law states. that the defendant has the absolute ri ht to the Jury List.

And if the

defenﬁnt is denied the Jury List it is an automatic dismissal of thecharges against the

defendant.

IU.S. v. Studle , 783 F.2d 934 (19865 statesihht. defendant's right to the

Jury List is absolute.

To refuse is a violation of the Sixth Amendment and an- automatic '

dismissal of the charges against the defendant. I Federal law trunps State 1aw--and
especially when the State Law is a violation of the 6th. Amendment.

To stop Schwab‘s Jury rigging frqm being emsed, Schwab sent __1_5_Cops to Whistleblower
Peernock's cell at L.A. County Jail and destroyed everything in Peernock's cell,_pand stole
' “the Jgry List, besides many legal dacuments. The Jury List was in. plain Sight because " '
Whistleblower Peernock knew he had the absolute right to the Jury List by t e Sixth
Amentment, and the U.S. v. Studley case. But as Schwab's actions, ruliggs and Schwab's
orders repeatedly proved that” Schwab is a completely dishonest, insanely corrupt Judge.

And Schwab retaliates against any ,lmge who is brave enough to obey the U.S. Constitution,
the Bill of Rights or Federal case laws.

And on the record Schwab has repeatedly made the insanely dishonest rulings that he is

.

providn Whistleblower Peernock a fair trial by blockigg him from presenting an defense a \
And the statements by Schwab that: "he (SEhwab) , Prosecutor Richman, and Schwah‘s o' r153
'
defense attorney Green are conspiring to block all defense because NO ONE would believe

how dishonest they are."

As the Assistant Attorney General and then as Judge, Schwab has made the U.S.
Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and Federal Case Laws to [1511' apLyl

in California.

all the Governors went along with this corruption _s2_' California could engage in mass

And

_it_np' risonment for profit, besides their ongoigg organized crime on State contracts, etc.,
and their many murders to keep this organized crime a secret from the taxpayers. Aknd they

pay writers many millions of taxpayers dollars to cover up this racketeering.

And _e_1_l__1_ the Appellate Judges denied all appeals and petitions by Whistleblower Peernock,
without even reading them. And the Federal Judges and also theﬁh Circuit Judges also
due to this Illgh level political influenced corruptions refused to address the outrages

Constitutional Violations by Schwab and his cabal of Judges, and als‘h refused to
acknowledge Whistleblower Laws.

Chief of the 9th. Circuit Court, Kozinski, denied Whistl’eblower. Peernock‘s petitions
without reading them, and conspired with court clerks to, blockﬂhistleblower Peernock from
court access by using all kinds of phoney excuses to deny court access.
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And when

Whistleblower Peernock was able to overcome these phoney ercuses to deny court access :
mief Judge Kozinski ordered that Peernock's pgtitigns and the hundre s of crucial defense

EXHIBITS ~be destroyed. And Q the 9th. Circuit Chief Judges before Kozinski, also due to
high level corrupt £13221- pressure refused to address the issues of Schwab's outrgges
‘
Constitutional Violgtiggs.

ears Kozinski and. the previous 9th. Circuit Chief Judges refused to address the

outrages Constitutional Violations "by Schwab and his. cabal of corrupt Judges. All
lifornia Governors, the Attorneys general 3 Office, key Judges, key Le islators etc.,
were receiving huge financial benefits by this racketeering on contracts and their maSs .
'
imprisonment for profit. Only the tamersr and the ordingy, mWerless citizens were
being harmed by this ongoing organized crime.

After Schwab

ot'his illegal'convict'ion against Whistleblower Peernock [in violation of

Double Jedﬂ' y and by hidigg absolute evidence (the 12:14 AM. phone call, and all
to
exculpatory eVidence) proving Peernock is innocent I, Schwab 'sent limore Caps

Peernock's cell at L.A. County Jail. And the Cops planted evidence. Hand written notes
. '
on LAPD's communication system. These planted hand written notes wereMin
Wistleblower Peernock s-hand writing, and Peernock "had been locked down for over Lyears
ssible for Peernock to have gny of this information. Schwab had these
and it was ‘
‘NOI'ES planteg so Schwab could falsely claim that Peernock was a danger to the community.
AS Schwab and his cabal of corru t Judges set-np‘their Jail House Informant case [see
letter from DDA S rin er to Doomi and as Schwab __h_a_cl Claire Lil—1351 so they could m

WEistIeblower Peernock] although Whistleblower Peernock was NOT at the crash scene at any

time and was 24 to 25 miles away as the W proved and as the W
records proved .

Schwab had his _1_5_Cops bring the document on the LAPD‘s communication system to
WhistleBler Peernock's cell, semcould use his false story that Whistleblower

Peernock was a danger to the community. Schwab's _1_§_Cops completely. 3 arched and went
through ever document, and completely trashed Whistleblower Peernock's cell about a week
gigglier. And that document on LAPD's communication system was ME there at that time,
about a week earlier. And they stole the Jury List that was in plain sight, during this
detailed search about a week earlier. Schwab had his Cops gals—(31y claim they found this

document on lAPD's communication system, so Schwab could falsely claim that Whistleblower
Peernock was a danger to the communtiynwhen the facts are that Schwab is a danger to the

0.8. Constitutional Rights of all citizens in California.

Schwab also ordered that the Probation Remrt falsely state that Whistleblower Peernock
was in ﬂurse Billo's apartment to find and kill Natasha and toplant a bomb. The
unequivocal facts were that Whistleblower Peernock: was in Las Vegas 300 miles away, was

omrated on and was under doctor's care and there was a ten of evidence proving that
Peernock was in Las Vegas at that time--and was the reason that Whistleblower Peernock
went to Las Vegas to prove where he was at all times. And that Schwab, Richman, Fisk and

Green coached Nurse Billo to give perjured. testimony to their rigged Jury, so they could

frame Whistleb'lower Peernock, and cover-up Schwab s and his accomplices' murder of Claire.

Fisk used his made-Up Face Mask Story to frame Whistleblower Peernock using his ADA
gisabilities. Due to the reﬂted murder attgpts against ‘Whistleblower Peernock he
snffered a broken neck and had to use a breathing machine (CPAP) with a Face Mask.

And

mentally ill, alcoholic Fisk made-Q his Face Mask story based on a NOI‘E Whistlebower

‘;e___—Mask for his breathing
Peernock wrote §__months earlier, to remember to ta e hisEéQ
_: “5Ce Whistleblower
”iffgtoiram
Fisk’s
Time.
Christmas
at
machine on a vacation

Peernock was a violati_o_n_‘ of the Americans With Disahilzl‘itﬁ'EES‘AQ}; Besides-"being Magma
Fisk to frame Whistleblower Peernock W from further
lies by mntally ill .——I-—
ed crime and racketeerigg, and Schwab and his accomplices’ 21.391 - 1;.
organiz
s
W Schwab
w and also their murder of Claire so they could frame Whistleblower Peernock.
68.

51. After Schwab got his. illegal conviction against Whistleblowet'_P§§rD9§k_,_ SChWab_StatecL
on the recorded, quoting from Schwab's writer Flacco's book, page 305: "Schwab express
his mmation for Donald Green's wor ." And Schwab stated: "1 find, Mr. Green, that you c
are an outstanding lawyer.” [Schwab's bribed defense wattorney Green to .blockfall-jdefenseai‘a‘hd ‘
'
W ‘
gave Lip-morn testimony against defense witnesshgngE
And Schwab stated:

"I look at this case as a very, very strong case against Mr.

.

Peernoc ."

‘
‘
‘
V
letel dis ute Schwab's statements:
The facts
murder
Claire's
then
and
crash
the
of
scene
the
at
never
was
Peernock
wer
1.) mistlglo

bv Schwab's accomplices, Dennis Nelson and Felon.Dozier who were W the entire
'
'
.tyn’ e.

2.)

Schwab's very dishonest mental;y ill, alcoholic Detective Steve Fisk submenaed, on

Apgt_1_st 18, 1987, theCatala Ave. house phone records which ppm that Peernock remained

at the house in Saugus, and phoned Sonia Siegel at 12:14 AM. , after Claire and Natasha
drove away at 10:30 PM. And Schwab, Green, Richman, Fisk and s,a_l],. of Schwab's cabal of
corrupt Judges, and all of Schwab's bribed defense attorneys, 1nCIudipg the bribed
Appellate attorney, conspired to hidgthis =submenaed W whichlproved that

record
Whistleblower Peernock W. And __a_LlL.also.m§DiI§_d ‘30 _hide this same phone
his
using
Fisk,
when
case,
suit
locked
3
Peernock
that Fisk Stole from Whistleblower

knew
T :11 legal arrest warrant, tried to kill Peernock during Fisk's illegal arrest. .[FiSk
record
phone
the
that
12§Z
4,
Sept.
on
arrest
the
when he tried to kill Peernock during

proved that Peernock is innocent.

And so did Schwab, and everyone involved in the case,

‘~

knew Peernock was innocent and being framed.]
3.)

Schwab ordered that Whistleblower Peernock would NUI‘ be allowed to present the Sapgyg

restaurant records.

These Saugus restaurant records proved that after remaining at the

Cataia Ave. house--'after Claire and Natasha left at 10:30 P.M.—-that Peernock drove his

Datsun to the.Sapgus Restaurant and was having breakfast at 3:30 A'.M., 24 milgs away from

the crash at 3:30 A.M. , and'the‘n W of Claireby Schwab's accomplices at {33,16

A.M.

Schwab ruled that the Saugus Restaurant records were irrelezant,

This was clear

obstruction of justice, as was _a_L]__of Schwab's grders to cover’eup Schwab's planned murder

of Claire, to stop Whistleblower Peernock from further exposing Schwab's organized crime
'

on contracts and to cover-pp Schwab’s many murders.

4.) - After being beaten and. then before they operated on Natasha's head, Eatasha's
gm. ntaneous statements were that:

ilClairerand Natasha left the house at 1 :

- P.M. and.

Natasha repeated these " " anneal” iiistatements tovmany people, until they
met some guys.
oErated on her head to make her susceptiElie to theirbrainwashing. They then subjected’

Natasha to 1_s_9_.[at10n, to hypnosis, drugs, terror, constant fear, and many hundreds of
rehearsals until they could get her to repeat anything she was told. At the Adjudication

jgialuwhich is the same as a criminal trial, see Breed v. Jones'--Fisk’s made up story
that she was forced to regat was c

established Res—Jucicata and Doubl

'

letel.

.

‘

ched and dlsmissed as untrue.

This

Schwab retaliated against the Adjudication

Judge and removed him for allowing Whistleblower Peernock to represent himself and
e el im each their made-up story to frame him. And for gaming, their racketeering
wt killipg Claire to frame Whistleblower Peernock. Schwab also retaliated against

gpy California Judge who Mthe U.S. Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and ﬁlm

.
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Schwablglew the 0.3. Constitution and its Bi1,]. of r:I_.g' hts' &. Ammaprevents
completely corrupt Judges, like Schwab, from stagging a Second trial when their made-up
story is cgpletely' 1mChg; at an Adjudication Trial. And at Schwab's ille al second

trial, in Violaton of
Mall defense evidence.

d , Schwab used a bribed defense attorney, Green, to
And Schwab also,u§ed a rigged JL'Iry to get an illegal

myicpion, so Schwab could coyer-pp Schwab's planned. murder of Claire. And so they
could
ggop

Whistleblower Peernock from further emsing Schwab's organized
crime on contra
costing the taxpayers billions each ear. . And. so Schwab's organized crime of mass cts-imprisonment for __profit by blocking'the accused from'mgsenting an

defense by forcing

attorneys on the accused who are bribed by the Judges to block: all de ense. Both
the
Earetta v. California Case and the People v. Josey} case ordered AAG Schwab
to stop

forcing his br1

5.)

efense attorneys on ae e

nts to get convictions.

DDA Richman, bribed defense attorney Green and Judge Schwab lied and told their

rim over 500hundred times that 4 tiny 'sm. ts at the Catala Ave. house
were blood
and that this proved that Whistleblower Peernock' Was uilt . Richman,
Green and Schwab
conspired with their lAPD Crime lab “meant their testmg proved the 4 tiny
sEts

were Mblood.

And Richman, Green and Schwab conspired and~_coached their Corone

r Wagner
to commit ’pprjug and testify that these 4 tiny :smts proved that Claire
was killed at the
Catala Ave. house and that Claire’s My. then was transferred to the scene
by Schwab's

office 25 miles away.

W

er's- testimon was also W by the brain maLL‘g; and

' blood was splattered allover the’insi e of the Cadillac, includipg
blood splatter on the
headliner. Wagner perjured testimony was completely contradicted by the
4 tiny smts M
Emg blood.

Wagner's Erjured testimony was also contradicted by Fisk's made-u sto
that he forced
and rehearseCyNatasha many hundreds of Lima to repeat and claim that Claire
was
‘
ﬂat next to her. in the back seat of he Cadillac and that Claire was breathi
pg the entirg
trip to the crime scene by Schwab's office. '

Appellate Judge Boren admitted in his opinion that the lAPD‘s Crime Lab
testipg determined
the 4 tiny spgts were NOT blm, and that everyone lied to cover this
up--that the 4 tiny"
amt; were pg; - blood.

‘

Fisk's made-up stgry that he forced and rehearsed Natasha many hondre
ds of times

to repeat,
and claim that Claire was layipg flat next to her in the
back seat of the Cadillac--which
was- impossible because the Cadillac was a club coup and
there was ﬂroor‘n for Mypeople
, to be laying on the floor in the back seat next to each other.
This was My
jmssible. And also it was 1_m '
ssible for__
—
the ‘—
trip "—
to take
only 1:; to _2_ min
any stopping--as Fisk claimed in his made-up story. The Cadillac would have utes without
to go through
i1_E_)'_red lights and stop signs, and the trip would takeover 45
minutes and wit many stops
m starts .

Coroner Wagner also claimed he'didn't k
how to determine the "time of death}? {The l _
lever tﬂerature determined the ELme of death" was at 4:16 A.M. And this
"tinfél of
gath" was also _—_..
confirmed
._ by what witness Charles Lane witnessed,
and
also
by
what witnessf ' ‘
ggby Adams Witnessed, All evidence proved that Claire was killed 1011
after
the
crash at
3:30 A.M.. Claire was killed at 4:16 A.M. by r ons at the scene.
Schwab s accwlices
Contractor Dennis Nelson and Felon/ Informant [zozier were at the scene the
entire time.
Whistleblower Peernock was never at the scene at any time. And the Cadillac was gaboPt‘g-m
g‘g
7.
" "Pt —‘:‘ "rm-""
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My

py Schwab's accgpplices, contractor Dennis Nelson and FelOn/Informant Dozier, as proved by
m at the scene, and proved by the facts,

[See-Window #7; and the Abcident-

-W‘Ralph Engdahl's 3mm. and’also the Construction Expert's
Began; proVing the mm _w_a].J.~was NQLbuilt.-1mtil about iyears later._l.

6.)

DDA Richman, bribed defense attorneyI-gr'een-,Fisk and-Schwab told their rigged Jury

that the Cadillac was sumsed-to crash into a h

e...cement. wall. ' And Schwab's bribed

"crime by. Schwab, also claimed

writer Flacco in his book of lies, .to cover-up the.

the Cadillac was smsed to-crash into this huge Cement wall. Mb e cement wa
though was secretly built by m, Richman, Fisk, Green, Jenkins and their cabal of
corrupt Judges iyeariafter they had Claire killed—-so they could use their made-up story
to frame Whistleblower Peernockt and Miran further exposing their organized crime.
:Claire so they could fabricate
killed——-—
' cement wall was built about_3__after they __—_
'Ihis
the grim.

Schwab and his organized crime cabal fabricated ever thi

in this case

so they could frame Whistleblower Peernock to stop him from further exp081ng"their ongoing

organized crime.
like, the Mafia.

California's legal system under the corrmand and direction of Schwab is

The only'way 10—31122. this organized crime in California- is if the U.S.

Justice Demrtment gets involved--as they did in the 'W' in Pennsylvania.

, 7.) While Doom, Nelson, Fisk,‘- Schwab, etc., hLd Claire cmletely under their control and
addicted to drugs and alcohol: Nelson, Doom, Schwab, etc. , conspired to write a
”Agreement" to set-pp a motive they could use to frame Whistleblower Peernock for their
'

W

And that is the reason Schwab brou ht Fisk out of his mental

1m alcoholic retirement after their w corrupt Cops and Hitmen V91] Eillas and s-

M were arrested, for the am type murder racketeering scam that Schwab was W
Ihét is:

taking out life insurances on a woman, killing her, and. framing an innocent

person, and with the corrupt Judges collecting the insurance money.

Before Von Villas and

Ford were arrested, they had a. contract and made twp attempts to kill Whistl‘eblower
Peernock for AAG- Schwab. And afteg Whistlebower Peernock was illegally arrested, Schwab .
had Pe'ernock thrown into high mwer on the sameJiea: (row) With ~V._o__n Villas and Ford SO ,

they dould complete their contract. And they gage regated attempts to kill Whistleblower
Peernock while he was in high mwer, which AAG Schwab contracted Von Villas and Ford to do

before they were arrested. Von Villas, Ford, Fisk, and many other Cops operated 'V'ﬁurder
Imopppr‘ated" to do contract murders for- those high level officials, likenAAQ ﬁchwapnv—vho
later made hittiself a L.A. Judge and who ggntrglled all other Judges.
. ﬂ Judge who obeyed their "oath of office."

And Schwab removed
._
.

Claire's last letter beforeSchwab, Doom, Fisk, Nelson, etc. , conspired and killedher
exposes: That this organized crime group also stole $17,000.00 from WhistleBIower
Peernock's bank account by
her to drugs and alcohol. '
dgguments their racket-eeri
Peernock's bank account. I -

Iete conErOI By addicting
using Claire whowas under their c
[See Claire's last letter before tgey» killed Her, which also
.to use Claire to steal the Wren Whistleblower
. s
Schwab, and .evegon' involy-ed in killip-g Claire, tried to-hide

"

Claire's last letter to-stop their-rack 5

' ﬂw

,

l ..

—

‘-

'

er scam'from lacing emsed to the Jury

.

7

..---ll.___gl_____-l.

Schwab, Richman, Fisk, Green, Doom—andvall—of—Schwabis—geﬂﬁiges in their mur_ (16.1.; of. . .
[See- ' urt Transcri ts RT's 522;..3218—2;
- glaire conspired to hide Claire's: la's ,

218—10; 218-11; 909; 910; 3703, etc.

A1. ponspireg to Obstruct Justice. and hide Claire's

last letter to cover-up that the legal system in California is or anized crime, and that
(glifogia. is a ULS... "Constitutionwfree zone., . Wherejchwabdcan violate.all,,Cons,ti.tu.tional,_
Rights to rig, an illggal. conviction against a ﬂhg'stleblOWer who emsed Schwab using his

msition for organized crime and rapketeeripg.
-

'
v.—
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I

.

8.) The. letter from D S r1 er toDoom
Doom(Schwab’s former law Clerk) [See Window #21

_' pages_155'na1€__,-and aIA—uﬁ—so on t e mm
”—111 UPDATED EVIDENCE & FACTS,

am]

exposes
_their racketeering scam to bring their Jail House Informant (JHI éfrom prison’ to '
Set-up another false charge against Whistleblower Peernock. Fls an his corrupt buddy
Cops instructed their JHI. Stratton (a several times child molester) how. to set-up Peernock
by talking into a wire without. Emmk hear
earipg what their JHI was talking about, and then
try to get Peernock to say something so they could falsely claim that Peernock knew what
their JHI was talking about. Each time Peernock replied that he didn' t know what their
JHI was talking about. And Fisk, Richman, Schwab, and Green conspired to falsify and
fabrigate the evidence by removi

their JHI was talking about.

£21,pages6',t017

P.eernock' s replying statements that he didn t lmow what

[See the National

.

ato

Re

rt in.W_i___ndow

etc-1., Wmtmw, thatSchwab,

Richnan and Green M to their rigged -J_ury was falsified in _'1__0 3_1__'_'aces. Each time that
Peernock replied that he did tat their JHI was
a3_o_ut it was removed to

falsify the evidence that Schwab had_pla¥ed- to his rigged n.

The only thing on the tape was the J_H__I talki

to himself.

[See the Window "Additional

W, " pages 6A.. and..61 that explains $13-01: of evidence by Schwab, etc. ,
to tram Whistleblower Peernock- to mm from expOsing Schwab s ot‘ganized crime of the
Legal System in Galifornia. ]
The 913:, obvi u , unequiml faQLwas that Schwab‘s eggplices beat Claire to death at

______M.,
4: 16 A.
and Schwab and Nelson's m_u__scle Felon Dozier beat Claire to death and was
nered with wet-fluid blood when the Paramedics arrived.
And witnesses guarles Lang and W seen that Claire had Egblood and ﬂinjuries

and was breathing W

The crash occurred at §;3Q A.M.
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/
52. , Jggge Schwab had Whistleblower Peernock thrown on the w in H1” h Power that
corrupt ' ops on Villas and Ford. were on, .to comlete their contract to ki 1 . ~
Whistleblower Peernock. To .assist- Von Villas and Ford inc
letin their contract with
‘ Schwab, the L.A. County Jail Guards (Deputies) rovided Von Villas and Ford with shapkg

So they could coElete their contract with Schwa --that is:

to kill Whistleblower -

Peernock. Before they were arrested they madeiattanpts to Mistleblower Peernock

to prevent him from further emsipg. Schwab's organized crime and going to federal prison
" for his racketeering on contracts.
f
'
' '
59¢ ter Von Villas-and Ford were" arrested, Schwab bropght Fisk [their racketeering partner '

. in their "Murder Incorparated"| out of his mental illness, alcoholic retirement to kill *
or fpame Whistleblower Peernock.

.

,

"

.

Am .Von Villas. and Ford were gi‘iVen' all sorts of

eferent‘ial treatment by the

Deputies in L.A. County Jail's High Power.i They. were always given 2 food trays.
they were, always out of their cells walking on the tier an

And

constantly on the Phone.

Whistleblower Peernock was never allowed to walk on the tier and was never allowed to

make a phone call, as ordered by Schwab and. his cabal of corrupt Judges-iwho always did

whatever Schwab ordered them to do.

Schwab had set-up bribes to all L.A. Judges and had

picked the most corrupt, dishonest Judges he could find for his North Valley Courthouse
who were against all Constitutional .Rights for the ordinary, powerless citizen. And all

the Judges were beholding to Schwab, who as the Assistarp Attorney. General had power over

all Judges.

And Schwab used his political power and hi] himself made a Judge and

continued comanding all California Judges.

.

.'

'

'Ihe Deputies--besides keeping Whistleblower Peernock always locked in his cell in High
Power-12W Peernock's cell door in the middle of night when the Deputies let Von ‘

Villas or Ford out of their cells. to complete their contract-with Schwab, to kill
Whistleblower Peernock.

After Vhistleblower Peernock was able to take Ford's shank away

4 -~from him, and then "threw it to the Deputy when he was doing'his morning count, the
Deputies, under the command of Schwab: Then tortured Whistleblower eernock by giving
privileges to other Prisoners to gass (throw feces and urine) on Wh stleblower Peernock
while the Deputies kept him, locked in his cell, This is a torture tactic that the L.A.' .County Jail Deputies lie to destroy the minds of prisoners that the Judges are framipg .

and want tortured. And the Jail Deputies stood b , encouraging'thist'orture tactic directed by Schwab and his accomplices, Richman, Fisk, etc. '

The pply time Peernock was allowed to take a shower was when he was to be taken to court.
And before each court appearanCe, Whistleblower Peernock would be Eaten by Schwab's .1
bailiffs, and the again each- time Whistleblower, Peernock reguested his Constitutional

Right to represent himself, and fired, Schwab's bribed defense attorney--who was blocking
, all defense to cover-pp Schwab's and his accomlices' murder of Claire.

Each time Schwab

would order that/Peernock be shackled, duct taped and then beaten unconscious for.

Whis Constitutional Right to represent himself and fire Schwab's bribed defense

attorney $12 was blocking all defense.

“

»

After Schwab obtained an illegal, rigged conviction, [In violation of Double Jeo

'
rd ]

against Whistleblower Peernock using a rigged Jury, and having his briEd defense - ' > 7
Attorney Green block all of Peernock's it; defense witnesses and 5_Expert witnesses from
-

testifying. And with Green calling 2 defense witnesses, Ted Giba and Carl Rowe, who were '
- 129E coached by Green, Schwab, Richnan and Fisk to give. coached perjured testimony to
sabotage Peernock' s defensg,

-
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I

'

-

.

' gnaw with Schwab's bribed defense Attorney Green ivi

crucial defense witness Bobby Adams, to cover-m Schwa

'

.\

urn-sworn lyipg testimony against
s p ann . murder of Claire by

Schwab and his accomplicesf—carried out by Schwab’s courthouse so they couldcontrol the
.
‘
- "
crime scene.

And with Green, Schwab, Richman and Fisk conspiripg tovifor e Mstleblower Peernock's
kill Whistleblower .
tate should —.
signature on a ﬁgment declaration, stating. that t e —
"
'
,
‘
Peernock.
And after Schwab had .Whistleblower Peernock reﬂtegly shackled, duct taped and beaten
from
1mggn§gious in front of Schwab's rigged Jupy, Schwab stated 'on- the record, uoti

Schwab's writer Flacco's book, pages 307 and 308:

"I' (Schwab) want the following placed

in a minute order to go with Mr. Peernock's file. It is 312 most steadfast recomendation
that Mr. Peernock never be allowed back into society, and I want this stated in the

”minute order that I recomend that mfuture governor ever mroletdr. Pe‘ernock, . . .

I ﬁgmther recommend, and I want this placed in the minute order, that he be placed, that

Mr. Peernock _b_e placed in ajpgsition of hi h securit , the most high security prison

mssible, Pelican Bay. . . That: he be allowed to have as little contact with other persOns

as MMcause of his dﬂget to other human beings. .that he is to be pytin a htg' h'
5W. . .Pelican Bay, and that he be watched carefully and never allowed to

again wreak his evil vengeance for greed or any gther gntoward was."

AL these words should apply tom, .who with Doom,» Fisk, Nelson, and their muscle,

to
Felonhnformant Mien, killed Claire after Dozier and Nelson caused the Cadillac
:e'rash into the mtg by Schwab's gﬁfjge and Courthouse-1s;Fiskand his cor-Qt Cops could‘
mt-Lo; the crime scene after- their planned murder of Claire,

e

The E9. ert in Accident Reconstruction [See window #7 which exposes ' that _a_l_l_ the sabot

to the Cadillac was done "after" the crash, and only to am' as an attgpted fai ed '

arson. W also has the Construction 'Su rvisor' s sworn report, t t the huge
manual-1. was "NOT" built until about 3 years after the crash. And was built secretly
using only an oral agreement..] Schwab and his accomplices fabricated (build 5 the crime
Wmut years after they killed Claire.
m the Adjudication Trial evet'y element of Detective Fisk's and Judge Schwab's made—

up story:

Natasha being tied-

, face mask put on her face, forceefed alcohol and drugs,

attempted to murder Natasha, etc., was cmletely iggpgched and dismissed as untrue '
which established Res Judi'cata and Double Jeopardy. Schwab brought Fisk out of 51' s
1 .
mental illness, alcholicretirement to help Schwab'make up his story to frame

'E‘Ihistleblo'wer Peernock—-after Von Villas and Ford were arrested and did my; complete

.

their contract to kill. Whistleblower Peernock---to keep, Schwab out of federal prison for:

his @cketeering and organized crime on contracts and Schwab's many murders.
.

Schwab Magainst the Ad'udication Trial Judoe Genser for allowing
Whistleblower Peernock to re resent himself. - [The only time that Natasha was ever allowed --

' And Peernock tien egpos'ed that Fisk's and Schwab's mad -9 ";

, 1:9 be CfOSS‘exﬂH‘eial]

storye-that they forced and destroyed, Natasaa s mind'to repeat-—was completely inrpeached,,.--

and emsed as a lie. Their made-up story by Fisk and Schwab to retaliate against Y
‘
v E-Jhis‘tleblower Peernock tor em'sipg Schwab's organized crime and racketeering on

"

Tgpntracts was. NOW CoiDletely exposed as a fabrication.--which they destroyed Natasha's
—
mind to repeat.

'

_

. -

:

After Natasha's hundreds of times of forced, rehearsed testimony was completely 1,,
impeached:

me.

Schwab, Eichman and Fisk conspiredswith the LA. Jail Administrators to?

ted_ .11 play .0“ theirL-A. County Jailv's‘vloud sm‘akers a tape of Natasha 'recitipg their
'74..

fehearéSing'_ imtilithey are goi'pg‘iffﬂ
mag—pp story with Fisk 'at the end stating that
-.
.
_
4
,
'
i
she gets it right.
d—attanpts—tw-—
This was to psychologiglly tprtme Whistleblower Peernock-in theif—ggpgﬂ
his wife, illggally
' ggstroy him and stop him from gatheripg evidence that they killed
income producing.
Ig'dnapmd his children, illegally stole his houses, bank account and were ﬁegpigg on
properties, etc. , and was. collecting on the over 20 life policies they
'
’
Claire before they, _, killed her.
ated against the
And Schwab using his power over ELL. Judges in California, retali

Adjudication Trial Judge, Genser, and had him removed for oBEyi'ng the orders
ourt in the W, ruling that the accused has
,
g the orders
right to rgpresent themselves.- And also for Judge Genser obeyip
nts have the
defenda
that
g
orderin
case
Sppreme Court .in the People v; Josem

the absolpgg

by the State
’
absolute

--

c

V

'

' rigto represent themselves.

by the U.S.

Adjudication
Schwab, using his Nazi like dictator mwers over all Judges, removed the

§chwab for Stoutt to
Trial Judge, §e_n§g, and replaced him with Stoutt. With orders 5y rackete
ering and the
p
cover-u
to
And
.
ck.
Peerno
blower
, 121.00k all defenses by Whistle

murder of Claire by Schwab's

~-

-

prganized crime by Schwab, and Schwab‘s and his accﬂplices
courthouse--so "they could control the crime scene.

‘

s by Peernock, but
Judge §toutt after obeying Schwab's illegal orders to block all defense that ,Schwab and
facts
the
to
sed
e
piper repeatedly during dependency hearipgs getting
after »
~~:his accomplices, Contractor Dennis Nelsop and Felon/Informant Dozier, killed Claireand
the
A.M.,
at-Z:1€
Claire
of
rder
the crash--the crash occurring a 3:30, AL and the-mu

[SE the TIME CHARTS #5, f1,

fact that Whistleblower Peernock, was never. at the scene.

and £7, and see the testimony of- crucial witness Bobby-Adams.

And also see the taped

Charles Lane
remrded statements of witness Charles Lane before they pressured and bribedClaire.]
of
murder
lices’
accomp
his
-and
schwab
to give Erjured testimony to cover-up

Judges were
And after, Judge Stoutt was. informed by the court remrter thatpg the the court
ading.
evenlre
t.
withou
writs
and
apEals
denyipg Whistlebower Peernock's
that he 1gp] _
transcript: Stoutt then recused himself, and Stoutt stated on the record
Stoutt
lppger wanted to be part of this conSpiracy against Whistleblower Peernock. ‘And
lower
Miistleb
of
side
the
on
biased
telv
comnle
NOW
stated on the record that he was

.

Peernock and was NQW recusing himself.

~

’

'

V, '

.

Schwab, using his complete power over the" legal system, had these COurt Transcripts of

'. Stoutt s recusal statements removed from the Appeal Record. '

'

ctor
Schwab also ordered that the Court Clerk m his murder accomplice, Contra

The Court Clerk removed the naine Nelson,

Nelson's name, from the Court Transcript RT 8'.

but 1g}: Nelson's first name "Dennis" in the Court. Transcript, RT A-.271 [the Court
I
Transcript was changed to RT A—271 when this Transcript was fa131fied.

This Court Transcript RT 8 was:

crime and murdered [pry w1f ..','

"I have proved Dennis Nelson was at the scene of the

Schwab removed the name "Nelson" from. this Court Transcript

gRTzv to cover-up for his accomplice.

changed to A—

'

for the Appeal.

The Court Transcript RT 8 (which was falsified) was

[See Window #36—2, Oct 27, pages 61 to 64, Judge Schwab

ice had the name ”Nelson" removed from the Court Transcript to cover-gifor HE accompl
etc.]
AL
to
12
Nelson killing Claire with Felon Dozier. A See also in Window £22, pages
the
And [See also Window #43-2, Additional DescriptiOn, which gives more details of
F .
u/'
75.

' issues, pages 81 _$_Z_-_, etc. Read the entireﬁgjﬁw for more details of this.
.
organized crime . . Schwab and his accomplices. ,
Although Judge Stoutt didn' t have the courgge .to goagainst Schwab's organized crime of
the legal system in California, if pressum is brgtgght by" the U.S. Justice Department:

Stoutt proban would :give evidence against this massive organized crime by Schwab and _
his conspirators if enough pressure is applied.

"Also if pressure. is brought against one of the brig defense Attorneys, Shirow, who
: crime .by the
racketeering and organized
maybe a. Judge now. Shirow may own-Up about. this
.p Y,
.
Judges. ’

'

‘

Before Stoutt recused himself, he followed Schwab's orders to_ threaten witness 'Sonia '

Siggel that she Would be thrown'back into LA. County Jail if_she testified to the 12:14 .

AM. phone'call which proved that Peernockis innocent. and remained at the Catala Ave.

‘house after Claire and Natasha drove away :at 10:30 PM.

And Stoutt . honed, their bribed

defense Attorney, Kenton, to come to his-court ,.to terrorize witness

on1a Siegel, that if

she testified to tEis 12:14-A,M,1phone= call proving that Peernockis innocent she would
be thrown backinto L.A. ; County Jail to be tortured again. And,‘ Kenton terrorized Sonia
Siegel into takipg the 5E“ . Amendment. iSee Window £19,» in- the Website.

11113 was a completelyiwrogr use of the 5th. Amendment. Fisk already submenaed the
mone records, and Stoutt, Schwab land all of Schwab's _cgbll of Judges, _bribed defense
.__.Attorneys, Richman and all'the prosecutors involved. in. this case all knexilthat
Whistleblower Peernock is innocent which was proved by- the 12 :14 AM. phone" call.‘ And
they .all conspired to terrorize 'this witness W the truth.

I Stoutt also conspired with Schwab to attack and harass crucial Witness Bobby Mag-met] _
he was on the witness stand in attts to cover-up the murder, of Claire by SChwap's
,

'

accox_nplices, Contractor Dennis Nelson and Felon/Informant Dozier.

the
And after witness Bobby’Adams established that Nelson and Dozier were. sabot 'i
her
blood‘on
Cadillac after . the crash, and that Claire‘ was alive, breathipé’, and had NC;
-A.M. , after w1tness Adams
at,4:12 A.M. , .and was then killed by Nelsop and Domer at :

had driven away. Judge Stoutt became Nelsons' defense attorney and stated that Nelson
had a reason to be at the crash scene. Whistleblower Peernock was never at the scene and

. there was absolute, uneguivocal evidence that Peernock was 24-25 miles away at time.
[See Window #17 in the.Website.] [Also see Window #43—2 Additional. Description which

‘

gives more detailed. exposure of the issues. I

.

Schwab's nuIrder accomplice, contractor Dennis Nelson filed a sworn declaration stating he
wants _§_million dolars [for killn Claire and illegally kidnapping 1.1 year old Tania, ‘
musing her, ' and keepipgher as a- prisoner §9_ they could use her name. to collect On the

"
91%: 20 life insurances the took out, and that: Nelson was keeping in his files on
crime
the
from
minutes
few,
a
just
Clair-e]: ’Fisk immedately after returning to, his office
scene: Phoned Dennis Nelson and told him to send the life insurnace policies to Doom so
Doom could collect and they share the insurance money. Nelson's, sworn declaration
stating "that he wants 8 _million dollars more for his art in this murder racketeering
scheme is .in the Exhibits in Window #43-2, 1n the Website: toinformthetaxpayers.com

Claire and

. This was although the Judges already. gave Nelson 1 million dollars for killi

illegally, kidnapping Tania and keeping-her as a' prisoner. See Dennis Nelson 3 sworn
declaration to get paid additional _8_. million for killing Claire so Schwab could frame

Whistleblower Pe'ernock. ‘

.

i
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'

i
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Schwab's bribed defense Attorney ﬁrunon hid that Felon/Informant Dozier was at the

craSh before 3:30 A.M=

And obviously killed Claire after the crash, because he was

covered with wet-fluid blood at 4g33 A.M. when witness Marlitz arrived, and still covered'
with wet-fluid blood when the Renamedig§_a;;iyed4 And this bribed defense Attorney knew
that Detective Fisk subpgenaed the Catala Ave. house phone records, and Brunon knew that

they proved that Whistleblower Peernock remained at the house and phoned Sonia Siegel at
12:14 A.M. after Claire and Natasha drove away in the Cadillac a;;§2§ﬁljggb_

Brunon had Detective Fisk's "Chronological Record Log“ exposing that Fisk subpoenaed the

phone records of the Catala Ave. house proving that Peernock remained at the house and
phoned Siegel at 12:14 A.M. which unequivocally proved that Peernock i§_innggent. And
that the dishonest, corrupt Fisk and Judge Luros hadwﬂQ_Probab1e cause to issue arrest and
search warrants on Peernock. And they should have issued an arrest warrant for Felon

Dgzie; who was at the scene covered with wet-fluid blood, and was at a previous similar
type murder by the Cops, and had an extensive criminal history. And who had an
outstanding arrest warrant, but Fisk stoppgd all the Cops at the scene from searching
Felon Dozier's damaged car for t e murder weapon and sent Dozier away--although covered
with wet blood at 4:38 A.M. and the crash occurred at 3:30 A.M.

Instead Brunon pretended to be an idig; so he could cover-up for Schwab's, Dozier's, etc.,
planned murder of Claire.

Instead of getting the case dismissed against Whistleblower Peernock because there was NO _
probable cause, Brunon pretended to be dumb and stole over §6S,000 from Peernock‘and
coverd-up the murder by Schwab and his accomplices.

ﬁrunon also knew that Claire and Natasha got a c

letel

full tank of gas at a gas

station a very short distance from the crash scene. After the crash, the gas tank was
ppppletely filled to the to . And the Cadillac only got'§Jniles per gallon. [See Window
#18, pages 129 to 140, etc.ﬁ

And the bribed Attorney Brunon, a former prosecutor, knew that Detective Fisk was on the
LAPD,§L§_Death Sguad. Also called the Exgpution Sguad, and Assassination Unit. And knew

that Fisk had killed many people, framed many people, and with Von Villas and Ford and
other Cops were taking out life policies on people, killipg them, framing innocent people,
and with Judges collecting and sharing the money. This was an o oi
racketeeri
scam ‘

by the Cops and Judges. And Brunon_knew that Schwab brought Fis
illness, alcoholic retirement to frame Whistleblower Peernock.

out of his mental

And Brunon knew that Fisk and the Judges terrorized Sonia Siegel and threw her into L.A.
County Jail to be tortured until she agreed to NOT testify to the 12:14 A.M. phone call,

Which proved that Whistleblower Peernock is innocent.

And Brunon dld nothing to protect

this crucial defense witness from this criminal witness tamppring by Fisk and the JUdges.

And Brunon instead encour

ed Fisk and the Jpgges to terrorize Sonia Siegel in violation

of all_witness tampering laws.

Brunon stole over $65,000 from Whistleblower Peernock and also stole a dental plate‘from

Peernock. Due to the many repggted attgppts by Schwab and his accomplices to kill
Whistleblower Peernock for b owing the whistle on their (SChwab's) organized crime:
Peernock was hit_§_different times by cars, had equipment gggppgd on him, etc., etc., and
suffered twice a broken back, a broken neck, shoulder shatter , arm broken, and suffered
a broken jaw and loss of teeth. And Peernock wore a dental plate due to the broken jaw and.

77.

loss of teeth.

Because the dental plate had a lpp_of

old, BrunOn besides stealipg over;—

b$65,000 from Peernock-—for Brunon's efforts to cover-up Schwab's and his accomplices'

murder of Claire ;Q_£;am§ Whistleblower Peernock--also stole Peernock's dental plate.
Brunon, as a former Prosecutor, knew that Schwab and all the Judges that Schwab stacked
the_North Valley Court House with were corrupt, and framed innocent people and Brunon went
along with this conspiracy.

Schwab also found as a Fact that the statements on the warrants were made-up by Fisk, And
Schwab "Ruled and Ordeped" that Fisk was.Ngl_able to get any statements from Natasha ”gtj]

after August 3, 1987 because of the operation to her head.‘ This "Findigg" and Ruligg by

Schwab uneguivocally established that pl; the warrants against Peernock were illegal_and
that Fisk made-up the Face Mask story.
The EEQQ Mask Story that Fisk told the Catala Ave. neighbors the da

of the crash, the

newspapgr repprters the same day, the Coroner during the Autopsy were all a_story that
mentally ill, alcoholic Fisk.made-up because Natasha COUld.NQIptell Fisk anything until
after Apgust 3, 1987.

Brunon was bribed to pretend he was incompetent and an idiot and to cover-pp the murder by
Schwab and his accomplices.

And.gggh followipg defense Attorney forced on Whistleblower Peernock were bribed by Schwab
and his cabal of corrupt Judges to cover-up the murder of Claire by SChwab, Doom, Fisk,
Nelson, Dozier, etc., and their accomplices.
,
,

Schwab used the Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963) case law and deliberately miss

uses its ruling to claim that this allows him to violate peoples' Constitution Rights and
force his bribed defense Attorneys on the accused to guarantee a conviction. Schwab

always misstates case laws to cover-u

for using his court as-a criminal racketeering

entepprisg, and violating people 3 Constitutional Rights to block the accused from
presenting their defense so conviction can be rigged in violation of the 6th. Amendment
and all_due process. Schwab and his cabal of corrupt Judges bribe defense Attorneys to
block all defenses.
.

Schwab's dishonest writer Flacco quotes Schwab as stating on the record that the case

against Whistleblower Peernock was ver , very stropg, see page 305: "I (Schwab) find, Mr.
Green, that you are an outstanding lawyer. YOU are a man of high integrity and you have

defended your client to the best of your abilities, which are considerable.
this case as a ve

, very strong case against Hr. Peernock.

with and without Natasha Peernock s testimony."
These are gomplete lies by Schwab.
which proved that

But‘;_lggk_at

The evidence is overwhelmipg

'

Fisk subpoenaed the Catala Ave. house phone records

1st eblower Peernock remanined at the house after Claire and Natasha

drove away at 10:30 PM... and ﬁned Sonia Siegel at ;Z:14 A.M. from the house. Schwab
kpgw this and was framing Whistleblower Peernock to stop him from further exposing
Schwab's organized crime on contracts which was costipg the taxpayers, both state and

' federal, billions of dollars each year.

'

And the vepy, vepy strong case was that Peernock wrote a NOTE §_months earlier to remember
to take his Face Mask for his CPAP breathing machine on a vacation at Christmas Time.

78.

‘/ .1

When they had collplete control of Claire by addicting her to dppgs and alcof_10_l_, Nelson,
Doom and Fisk got Claire to give all of Whistelblower Peernock s scribbled NOTES to Fisk,
so Fisk and Schwab could make-pp their m to frame Peernock.
Fisk lied and claimed this NQEE written.§_months earlier by Peernock to remember to take
his Face Mask for his CPAP machine on the vacation at Christmas Time, was in the Datsun

when Fisk had the Datsun imppunded.

Fisk lied and claimed this NOTE written_§_months

earlier and many, many other NOTES were spa;tered_all around on the seats of the Datsun in
plain sight.

The Impound Inventory List of what was inside the Datsun did NOT list any NOTES, what-soever, on the Datsun's seats. Fisk, as in everything, lied so they could frame
Whistleblower Peernock. Doom, Nelson, Fisk, Sclnwﬂo, etc., £§yp Claire addicted to drugs
and alcohol so they could cpmpletely control Claire. [See Claire's last letter before

they killed her.]

And they ordered Claire to steal all of WhistleBlower Peernock's NOTES

so they could make-u a story to frame Whistleblower Peernock, and sto him from further
exposing Schwab's racketeering and organized crime on contracts in California. Schwab was
the Mafia Don, the boss of_§ll the organized crime in California. All the organized crime
on contracts and the organized crime of the legal system in California completely
controlled by Schwab.

Schwab argued at the U.S. Supreme Court and the State Supreme that citizens have_NQ,Righ§

flappp; in his latest book, page 79, admits and documents that immediatel after Doom .
forged Claire's signature to give herself power of attorney over Claire t at they started
taking out life insurance policies on Claire. They had C aire addicted to drugs and
alcohol and had com lete control of her, and took out over,ZQ_life insurance policies on

Claire before they killed her.

[See Claire's last letter before they killed her.]

Contractor Dennis Nelson kept these 11 e insurance policies;gn Claire in his files--which

Nelson 'mmediatel sent to Doom as he was ordered by Fisk to do'after they killed Claire.
‘ This was the first phane,gall Fisk made when.he_rgtp;p§d from Claire s murder scene--by

Fisk's and Schwab's gﬁfiges so they could control the crime scene.
The NOTE written.§_months earlier by Whistleblower Peernock to remember to take his,Eagg_

Mask for his CPAP machine was the pages for the made-up story by_§;§E,and Schwab to frame_
Whistleblower Peernock.

And also was the bases for the_g_books by Schwab's write; Flacco,

"A CHECKLIST FOR MURDER," and-the 3 movies that the State,paid_many millions of tagpayers'
dollars to produce to demonize Whistleblower Peernock and ggyer;pp_the massive

racketeering and‘ ogganized crime by Schwab on state contracts.

This organized crime

involves the Cali ornia Governors, the Attorney General's Office, Judges, legislatorsetc ..

p that they had Claire ppmpletely under their goptrol and addicted to d

they used Claire to steal $17,000 dollars from Peernock's hAEE:§E§§ﬁn_.

last letter before they killed her.]
And to set—up their murder of Claire and frame Whistleblower Peernock:

s and alcohol

iSee ClaiFe's

Doom, Nelson, Fisk

and Schwab typed-up an "Agreement" that they would then use as the motive. so they could

frag§_Whistleblower Peernock.

C aire under the influence of their drpgs and yelling and

screaming that Peernock had to sign the agreement or she would kill him.

79.

Claire under the

"

. f

-

to represent themselves. As long as Schwab can force Attorneys on the accused they can
guarantee convictions. And then spent many millions of taxpayers’dollars gettipg rid of
honest Judges in California. Schwab eliminated the U.S. Constitution in California.

influence of drugs and completely out of control, because of the d
§preaming and in attempts to calm Claire, Whistleblower Peernock ta

calm voice.
screaming.

s, was yelling and
ed to Claire in a

And Whistleblower Peernock tape repprded Claire's drug induced yelling and
Their bribed defense Attorney Kenton stole this tape recording from Sonia

Siegel in violation of Brady.

At the time lawsuit NVC 2885 was filed against State Attorneys under Schwab's commanmd.
Gatien, Creel, etc., for retaliation and repeated murder attempts.

The assi nment Judge Schacter--Schwab's corrupt bUddy judge--in criminal conflict of
interest a351gned the case NVC 2885 to Schwab to block the case from proceeding.
Defendants in case NVC 2885 were working under the command of Schwab when they retaliated

and.;ep§ated tried to kill Whistleblower Peernock to prevent Peernock from trying to get
the U.S. Justice Dept. to prosecute Schwab for his organized crime.

80

54. Completely corrupt. dishonest Judge Schacter to cover-up for Schwab ri in the Ju .
threatened Investigator Sanchez that he wou d ta e away his Investigator's §icense if He
did.ﬁEﬂ;stop exposing that they rigged the Jury in the Whistlebower Peernock case.

And

Schacter, Schwab and other corrupt Judges used their political power over all California
legislators,~like Senator Ed Davis (former chief of the corrupt LAPD) and immediatel got a

law passed that defendants are denied the Jugy List. This was_§p_the Judges could rig
JUries without having defendants egppse that the Judges are riggipg the JUries in
California.
up; only was the Jury rigged in the Whistleblower Peernock case. but also Peernock-was

denied all_his Constitutionaljﬂip Amendment Rights to resent an defense at Schwab's
xiggad_trial. And Peernock was forced to go to Schwab's rigged trial With Schwab's and

Doom's bribed defense Attorney Green. Schwab's bribed defense Attorney Green with DDA
Richman pressured. threatened,lgﬂznnpaphagLDDA Richman's witnesses to give perjured
testimony through-out this rigged trial. And Green with Richman resented wholesale false.
fabricated evidence at Schwab s illegal trial--which was staged in Violation of.Double
JeOpar y.

Schwab and his cabal of corrupt Judges paid Contractor Dennis Nelson l_million dollars to
kill Claire. illegally kidpap 11 year old Tania. abused her and kept her as a prisoner so
they could use her name to collect on the over zQ_life insurance policies they were keepipg

on Claire before they killed her.
cabal of corrupt Judges.

This was child traffickipg by Nelson, Schwab and his

And althoughtNelson was paid_;_million by Schwab and his cabal of corrupt Judges jig;
killing C aire. Nelson put in a sworn declaration that he wanted another~§_million--

Schwab, the corrupt Judges, Doom, Fisk, Richman, etc., collected on over 20 life insurance
policies for killing Claire, besides illegally stealipg everything WhistIeBower Peernock
owned—-for Nelsons',papt in framing Whistleblower Peernock to stop him from further
exppsing Mafia boss Schwab's organized crime on contracts, and Schwab s racketeeripg scheme

of mass imprisonment for profit.

Schwab, Doom, Fisk, Richman, etc., and Schwab's cabal of corrupt Judges all

ros

red by

killing Claire, and by framipg Whistleblower Peernock.ip kept Schwab frdﬁ_Beipg further
eaposed and going to federal prison for his massive organized crime.

As a former AAG and then as Judge. Schwab span; many milliOns of taxpayers' money on
newspaper writers to publish nation wida articla§_lying and claimin

ﬁrm

istleblower

Peernock had HQ right to the Jury List and exppse that Schwab rigged the Jury.

>~.

When all

these dishonest bribed writers knew that Peernock had the absolute right--by Federal Case

lamp-to the Jury List and to exppse that Schwab and his cabal of corrupt JUdges were
rigging juries.

And Schwab bribed writer Flacco--with taxpayers' money--to write books and to give
interviews on talk shows, and Schwab apapt many mi ions to produce movies demonizing

whistleblower Peernock to convince the public that Peernock had.ﬂQ_Constitutional Right.to
present evidence an his defensa and that Schwat>and his accomplices killed Claire to frame
him. Schwab spant millions of taxpayers'.money to kaep himself from being prosecutad by
the U.S. Justice Dept. for his Mafia organized crime of the le a1 3 stem in California and
costing the taxpayers billions each year. Besides the massive waste of taxpayers' dollars
due to Schwab's organized crime on contracts.

This was the same tactic that Schwab used in his Mp to demonize Rose Bird and get rid

of BQ§§ Bird and all the honest Judges in California. so Schwab could saw his

organized crime of the legal system in California--and his mass imprisonment for profit.

Judge Rimmerman misusing the power of his position ordered the Foothill Savings and Loan
Manger to his court. an

w1th the Bank Manager on the witness stand ordere

t

t the Bank -

Manager give h_i_m_ all the money in 'Whistleblower Peernock's bank accounts. The Bank Manager
said she could M do this because it was unlawful and a violation of Peernock's
Constitutional Rights. Judge Rimerman threatened that he was going to throw the Bank
Manager into L.A. County Jail unless the Bank Manager gave'him all of Peernock's money .
After the m the Foothill Bank Manager gave Rimerman all of Peernock 8 money. This

was clear rpbbery and racketeering by Bimerman using his court as a racketeering

9.1mm
Judge Rimerman knew that corrupt Detective Fisk subppenaed the Catala Ave. house phone
records proving that Whistleblower Peernock remained at the house and phoned Sonia Siegel
at 12:14 AM. after Claire and Natasha drove away at 10:30 P.M. And Judge Rirrmerman knew
that Peernock is innocent but still stole all his money in his bank accounts.

And Judge Rim knew that Fisk made-up the Face Mask story to frame Whistleblower
Peernock. And Rimmerman knew that 21.1 the warrants by Fisk were based on the false story
that the mentally ill, mm Fisk made—up.

3m also knew that Judge Schwab also made a "Finding of Fact" and issued orders that

‘ N0 gpestions could be asked about Fisk's warrants because at the time Fisk tﬂ uﬁ Eis
Face Mask Stog for the warrants Fisk could M have gotten the statements from Natasha.
because of the omration to her head.

And Schwab "ordered" thatﬂ questions could be asked about the Face. Mask Stor until after
A ust 3. 1987.
August 3. 1§§7

Because Fisk couldﬂQL have gotten any gratement from. Natas
:

Fisk also made-up a statement that nei hbor Dawna Rowe heard:
Claire got killed in a car crash."

until after

"Wouldn't it be nice if

1% recorded 1nterviews by 3 different Investigators.

£931, Judd and Gutierrez, neighbor Dawna Rowe stated that she (IE N91 make that statement

it was a fabrication by the Qpps.

And that Fisk and the cops rlﬂ ﬂeven talk to her

before they made up that statement. And she was payer there when Robert Peernock was
there, so she could M have heard that statement.

See the tag recorded interviews by _3_different Investigators 9n the jﬂlBAR and in mm
\
v
’
#23.

During Schwab rigged trial with wholesale coached

er'ured testimony--and & defense

allowed--Dawna Rowe who was pressured, bribed and caILFEa 5V Richman, ____,Schwab and Wto
——

give pgrjured testimony:
o

Then pommitted perjury and said she heard the statement made-up

by Fisk. The entire trial was with coached, Erjury, and the falsification, and
famipation of eﬂLdencenand 13g defense allowed.
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After Schwab's ille all . wron full \ imprisoned Whistleblower Peernock he was sent to

the Reception Center at TeEchapi iCCI 3 .

Schwab rematedly called the Prison and stated he

wanted Whistleblower harassed, tortured and killed by the Prison Guards. And that Schwab
wanted Peernock's legal files destroyed. And Schwab didn't want Peernock to be able to
jalk to any one about his case.
'

Peernock was placed in a cell the guards use to torture Prisoners.

A cell by the door to

the outside where sum was on the ground. And the air delivered to the cell was always
m zero. The cement floor was Ma prisoner 'had to stand on books to prevent his

feet from freezing. A Guard was assigned to harass and torture Whistleblower Peernock.
The Gurad repeated bragged he was going to kill Peernock. Whistleblower Peernock was given

a jump suit w too small, and mm to button up this small jump suit. And he
was repeatedly w for food trays because he couldn't button up this small jump
suit.

All of this, and more, is documented in cgplaints filed at the Tehachapi Prison.
When he was transferred to Pelican Bay Prison. Whistleblower Peernock was thrown into the
hole. After several weeks, the Counselor had Peernock brought to his office.
Peernock
was told that a crazy judge kept calling the Pelican Prison and wanted Peernock put in
Security Housing and be tortured and killed.
‘

The Counselor stated that Peernock hadN_O gang history and the first time in prison. and he
doesn't meet the requirements to be placed in Security Housing. And was told he was going
to be placed in General Population. And then due to the many, many in juries caused by

Mafia boss Schwag and his organized crime accomplices to kill Whistleblower Peernock:

He

was suffering from a broken back and herniated disks. broken neck. shattered shoulder. need
for CPAP machine with a Face Mask, etc., etc. The Prison Medical Doctors sent

Whistleblower Peernock to the Medical Facility (CMF).

After several CMF Guards under the reguests of Schwab-failed to._kj,1_l_ Peernock. Schwab had
his bribed writer publish his "book of lies" demonizing Whistleblower Peernock.

The gMEj's Prison Library was sent many, many copies of Schwab's paid for book "A CHECKLIST
W3 And man , man-y Prisoners at CMF were also sent the book, in attempts
Schwab to encourage nsoners to stab Whistleblower Peernock

y

Schwab also had his book published 'ust before his corru t. buddy ALllaf—e Judge listen
published his lunatic opinion covering up Schwab's organized crime and murder of Claire.
Just a few examples of Appellate Judge Boren's lunatic opinion:

That it was Mor

Schwabt Richman and their bribed defense Attorney Green to lie to their rigged Jury; over

.5532 times that the _4_ tiny sppts at the Catala Ave. house were blood.

And for them to

conspire and hide the LAPD Crime Lab Report that determined that t e A tiny smts were NQI:

blood.
And it wasﬂlg for the entire testimony of their Coroner Wagner to be perm.

And for

Wagner to ligand claimed that Claire was killed at the house and base his entire

r’

testimony on these 4_tiny smts being blood--which were NOT Blood, as determined by the
hidden LAPD Crime Lab Repprt.
~

And lunatic. dishonest Appellate Judge Boren gave his dishonest opinion that Doom paying
bribi
defense attorney Green to block all defense of Whlst eblower Peernock, and Doom

financially benefitipg by wropgfully convictipg Whistlebower Peernock was NOT a conflict of
nteres t .
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Whistleblower Peernock was then sent to Salinas Yallgy State Prison where Prisoners get
killed almost evety day. Guard Morrison. who was also a MIA, after being contracted by
Schwab's racketeering gang made repeated attempts to use his position as a MTA to cause the
death of Whistleblower Peernock. The details of Prison Guard Morrison's repeated attempts
to cause the death of Peernock are documented in the many 692's and_ADA_Complaints filed at
the Prison. and Prison Guard Morrison was fired. And a pgw_rule was established that
Prison Guards could Hg: also work as MTA's which gave them the ability_to cause the deaths
of Prisoners they targerted.
Next. Sgt. Michael Garcia repeatedly made attempts to kill Peernock after being contracted
by Schwab s racketeering gang. Richman. Fisk. Doom. Rimmerma . Major. etc. Sgt. Garcia was
fired after an investigation of his repeated attempts to kill Whistleblower Peernock. This
documented in detail in AQA Complaints and 602's.

Then Guard Williamson after a long investigation was fired after being contracted by

Williamson sent two burly Prisoners--who were Guard
Schwab's racketeering gang.
Prisoners for him-—into Peernock's cell to kill him.
stabbed
who
Williamson's snitches
locked in their cells, Guard Williamson opgned the
were
Prisoners
all
when
late at night
'
also opened the tell door to Whistleblower
and
snitches
burly
two
his
for
cell door
Peernock's cell so they could attack Whistleblower Peernock who was élﬁépiﬂg:

Whistleblower Peernock. although injured. was able to force the two burly Prisoners out of
his cell. After a long investigation Guard Williamson was fired. See the details of this
assault in ADA Complaints and 602's and the Prison's attempt tQ_ggy§£ thislg;
Whistleblower Peernock was then sent to Donovan Prison.

After Guard Ibarra was contracted

by this racketeering organized crime gang—-whi¢h Schwab was the Mafia Boss--Guard Ibarra
threatened Whistlebower Peernock that she was going to keep harassing Peernock until he
committed suicide or died of a heart attack.

And Guard Ibarra trashed,Whistlebower

Peernock's cell repggtedly stealing his legal files.

Guard Ibarra broke his ADA

appliances. stole items purchased in the Prison Canteen. flooded his cell twice. WOuld NOT
let Peernock take showers. It was daily harassment and Guard Ibarra theatened that she __would harass Whistleblower Peernock until he committed suicide or died of a heart attack.

All this is dggumented in AQA Complaints and 592:3.
And when Whistleblower Peernock. got himself transferred to another building to get away
from Guard lpappalp harassment-—Ibarra who got her job.due to Nepptism--then use her
Nepptism to get the position as Counselor in the huil§l28.Where

eernoc

tranferred to get

away from Ibarra's harassment.

The first da

(Ibarra

as Counselor. Ibarra came to Whistleblower Peernock's cell and stated she

was goipg to continue the harassment until Peernock committed suicide or died of a

heart attack.

i

Because of Ibarra's complete dishonesty, she was shortly fired as Counselor.
lids is all documented in AQA,Complaints and 592's filed at the Prison.

The Prison's C—File contains many documents proving that Whistleblower Peernock is

innocent, and that the murder of Claire was carried out by Schwab andjgpiigggpggggggt

-

Included is a Sworn Declaration by CC11 Prison Administrator.

Prison Guards stole these documents from Whistleblower Peernock's cell in attempts to stop
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Peernock from exEQsing this organized crime in California.

I am ruShing these Rages to you before the election. And as soon as I can I will send
EXhiblts exposing more of this organized crime that involves each California Attorney
General.
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